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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 
The following chapters of this dissertation are filled with the voices of nine first-year 
agricultural engineering students who participated in the Agricultural and Biosystems 
Engineering (ABE) learning community at Iowa State University (ISU) during the 2000-
2001 academic year. The ABE learning community is an optional program offered for first-
year students who declare a major in agricultural engineering or agricultural systems 
technology. This learning community has the following features: an organizing theme of 
agriculture, engineering, and technology; purposive groupings of students in select linked 
courses; upper-level student mentors and tutors; increased interaction with faculty; a 
coordinated residential housing option; and service learning opportunities. Designed as a way 
to increase student retention and to improve student learning, the ABE learning community 
has been recognized by administrators and faculty on the ISU campus as being particularly 
successful, in large part due to the positive effect the learning community has had on student 
retention.1 It is much more difficult to evaluate the effect or effects the learning community 
may have on student learning. 
In an effort to begin exploring student learning in the ABE learning community, my 
research focuses on two courses that are linked under the umbrella of the learning 
community: first-year composition and introduction to engineering graphics and design. The 
practice of linking courses, which may involve anything from block scheduling students to 
fully integrated course curricula, is commonly used in learning communities to help students 
make interdisciplinary connections (Angelo, 1997; Lenning & Ebbers, 1999; Tinto, 2000). 
1 Student retention in agricultural engineering was 47.6 percent in the 1997/1998 academic year. In 2002, the 
retention rate had increased to 95 percent (Harms, Mickelson, & Brumm, 2002). 
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The phrase interdisciplinary connection is used widely in learning community literature to 
describe students' abilities to make meaningful or useful connections between courses or 
material representative of unique disciplines. Specifically for my research, I define 
interdisciplinary connection as a student's ability to recognize the relatedness of two 
different courses or the relatedness of the material taught in the courses (e.g., first-year 
composition and introduction to engineering graphics and design). 
On many U.S. campuses, faculty and administrators have implemented learning 
communities, and in particular, linked courses, as a strategy designed to foster a coherent 
first-year experience for students. Linked courses are usually separate courses from different 
disciplines that feature a common cohort of students, faculty who collaborate on syllabi, and 
assignments that are in some way related to an overarching theme tying the two (sometimes 
three) courses together. Within the linked course model, a common strategy is linking a 
general education course (e.g., first-year composition) with a professional studies course 
(e.g., introduction to engineering graphics and design). In the learning community featured in 
this study, first-year composition was linked with engineering graphics and design in an 
effort to help students make meaningful connections between the writing in their composition 
course and the writing in their engineering course (Harms, Mickelson, and Brumm, 2001b). 
I have found particularly exciting the learning community configuration that features 
first-year composition in a linked course model, because linking composition with a course in 
another discipline may help students overcome the common perception that the writing they 
do in first-year composition is unrelated to the writing they do in any other course (see 
Bartholomae, 1985; McCarthy, 1987; Rose, 1989; Russell, 1997). In the learning community 
featured in this study, the linked courses were selected and designed to help students 
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overcome the perception that first-year composition is an encapsulated activity unrelated to 
the engineering curriculum and to foster an environment in which the students were 
encouraged to make useful or meaningful connections between the disciplines of 
composition and engineering. 
In the broadest sense, the research reported in this dissertation addresses the 
following research question: In what ways did a linked course model help and not help first-
year engineering students to make interdisciplinary connections between first-year 
composition and introduction to engineering graphics and design? More specifically I ask (1) 
Under what conditions did the students perceive boundaries or disconnects between the 
linked courses that afforded or constrained their developing literacy? (2) Under what 
conditions did the students perceive linking or connections between the linked courses that 
afforded or constrained their developing literacy? 
To date, empirical studies have not been published that specifically explore if a 
particular pedagogical strategy, such as linked courses, affords or constrains students' 
abilities to perceive the relevance of first-year composition writing to other university writing 
and to help students to reach the ambitious goal of making interdisciplinary connections (in 
this case between English/composition and engineering). My dissertation begins to address 
this void in the literature as I tease apart the layers of interaction within the ABE learning 
community using Vygotsky's cultural historical activity theory as a theoretical framework. I 
looked to activity theory because it provides a useful lens for analyzing human activity in 
context and for exploring the relationship between communities. Additionally, activity theory 
emphasizes the complex interrelations between an individual and his/her community(s)— 
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including micro-communities like university courses—which offers a useful heuristic for 
exploring the social and motivational-affective dimensions of learning. 
In the remaining pages of chapter 1,1 first situate my study by providing a brief 
historical overview of many of the curricular challenges learning community teachers and 
students may face when general education and professional studies courses are linked by 
looking at the history of higher education, the history of first-year composition, and the 
curricular innovations of writing-across-the-curriculum and learning communities. Following 
the general overview, I provide brief contextual information about the ABE learning 
community (to be expanded in chapter 4), with particular emphasis given to the linked 
courses that served as research sites for my study. I then provide a brief rationale for using 
activity theory. Finally, I present discussion regarding the significance of my research. 
A brief history of interdisciplinary connections in higher education 
Students' abilities to make interdisciplinary connections have not always been 
important considerations in higher education. Prior to the middle of the nineteenth century, 
higher education was a rather homogeneous experience for students. Only the elite attended 
college and students did not take courses from professors representing different disciplines; 
rather, college students all experienced a fairly uniform liberal arts curriculum. At the time, 
writing was ancillary to oral communication. In fact, the whole curriculum and much of the 
extracurriculum were focused on public speaking (Russell, 1991, p. 3). It wasn't until the 
passing of the Morrill Federal Land Grant Act of 1862, which provided support for 
"practical" colleges, that college became a possibility for the average citizen and the 
"ordinary farmer" (Rudolph, 1990, p. 247). Notably, the Morrill Act led to the establishment 
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of Iowa State College of Mechanics and Arts, now Iowa State University of Science and 
Technology, the site of my dissertation research. 
The expanding economy in the post-Civil War period, coupled with the new focus on 
practical considerations for colleges, helped to spur rapid changes in college curriculums. 
One of the many changes that influenced writing instruction, and which will be discussed in 
this dissertation, was the move toward an elective curriculum that was based on specialized 
departments, a system developed by Harvard President Charles W. Elliot in 1869 (Russell, 
1991). As the new disciplinary departments developed, the members of the new professions 
communicated to other professionals through texts, not by public speaking as had been the 
rhetorical tradition (p. 4). Russell explains the effect the move away from public speaking 
had on higher education: 
In the new print-centered, compartmentalized...higher education systems, 
writing was no longer a single, generalizable skill learned once and for all at 
an early age; rather it was a complex and continuously developing response to 
specialized text-based discourse communities, highly embedded in the 
differentiated practices of those communities... Moreover, the system of 
secondary and higher education, once confined to the preparatory academy 
and the liberal arts college, now widened to include a whole spectrum of 
differentiated institutions...preparing and credentialing students for a host of 
social roles (p. 5). 
While the writing expectations for the professionals and students in each discipline 
grew increasingly specialized, writing itself was still perceived as being an elementary skill 
that students should have mastered prior to their admission to higher education. This 
conception that "writing" was separate from the "material" taught in a course eventually led 
to the development of stand-alone composition or writing courses (Russell, 1991, p. 5), 
which I discuss in the next section. The establishment of stand-alone courses made 
interdisciplinary connections even that much more difficult. 
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A brief history of first-year composition 
The perception that writing and content were separable, coupled with complaints 
from the faculty about poor student writing, inspired Harvard administrators to create a 
stand-alone composition course and to mandate students' enrollment in the course in a 
curriculum that was otherwise comprised of electives (Berlin, 1984, p. 60). The burden of 
first-year composition fell to the English department and a faculty who were more concerned 
with developing the scholarly field of literary study than they were in teaching what was 
considered remedial writing to students from across the university. As the scholarly field of 
literature gained disciplinary status, writing instruction and first-year composition became 
the burden of junior faculty members or "more commonly, teaching assistants or part-timers 
within the department" (Russell, 1991, p. 63). First-year composition was a general education 
or service course that the English departments on most campuses oversaw; however, it was 
not a course considered worthy of serious scholarly attention. Even today first-year 
composition is classified as a service course in many colleges and universities, and English 
departments continue to staff it as they have done historically: primarily with teaching 
assistants and part-timers. 
Despite its service status in many places, the field of composition has evolved into a 
professional field in its own right, which interestingly has led some composition researchers, 
theorists, and teachers (e.g., Lil Brannon, Robert Connors, Sharon Crowley, and Charles 
Schuster) to advocate against the requirement of first-year composition because they claim 
the course 
frequently results in an oppressive arrangement in which grudging, 
uninterested students struggle through a curriculum focused on low-level 
skills in classes taught by poorly-supported faculty, typically adjuncts and 
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graduate students.. .which helps to perpetuate the demoted status of the 
composition course as a service activity rather than as a part of a bona fide 
academic discipline (Roemer, Schultz, and Durst, 1999, p. 377). 
Additionally, the evolution of composition into a discipline has led to heated debate 
regarding both the content that should be included in first-year composition and the manner 
in which that content should be taught. Although first-year composition is considered a 
general education or core requirement in the curriculum required by many undergraduate 
programs (like the ABE curriculum at ISU), the course varies widely—not only from campus 
to campus, but even within composition programs from classroom to classroom. While the 
diversity of writing and learning experiences found in first-year composition classrooms 
often provides students with rich learning opportunities, the diversity complicates the 
articulation of first-year composition with other courses—not only for curriculum 
committees, but also for students' abilities to make interdisciplinary connections. 
Despite the on-going debates regarding the mandatory first-year composition course 
and the content and orientation of the first-year composition curriculum, it remains the sole 
common undergraduate curricular requirement for many colleges and universities, perhaps 
because of the pervasive opinion that students (in the most general sense) cannot write well 
(also in the most general sense). Especially at land-grant universities, the universities 
founded for the education of the "ordinary farmer" and others of the working class, 
administrators simply cannot raise the standards of the entrance exam to "exclude those 
students who cannot write" as was recommended at Harvard in 1891 (Berlin, 1984, p. 61). 
Today at Iowa State University (ISU), two semesters of first-year composition are the only 
courses required of all students; however, not all students are enrolled in the two semester 
sequence. Because of budget constraints, some students are allowed to "place out" of the first 
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semester of composition if their ACT score exceeds a designated cut score (a score of 24 for 
the undergraduate class who matriculated in the fall of2000). The practice of allowing some 
students to "place out" of first-year composition perpetuates the reputation of first-year 
composition as being a remedial course. 
In addition to the political issues are the pedagogical problems that plague first-year 
composition. As I noted earlier, first-year composition was developed on the premise that 
writing was a generalizable skill—a skill that students could be taught once and for all— 
however, because writing is very discipline specific, a student's success in first-year 
composition does not guarantee that student's success as a writer in any other setting. While 
the course may fill a general education requirement for students, the education students 
receive in that course varies widely, as I discussed earlier, and contemporary faculty 
members echo the complaints of faculty from the past: many undergraduates students cannot 
write "well," a definition that varies from discipline to discipline. Since the turn of the last 
century, educators have tried "literally hundreds of cross-curricular writing programs" 
(Russell, 1991, p. 8) to improve student writing. Many of these programs have attempted to 
foster students' abilities to make interdisciplinary connections, including two movements that 
are particularly relevant to my dissertation: writing across the curriculum and particularly 
when first-year composition is involved, learning communities. 
Two noteworthy curricular innovations: WAC and learning communities 
As was the case in the nineteenth century, many contemporary higher education 
faculty members complain that the "problem" of poor writing lies either in the secondary 
educational system or with first-year composition; conversely, researchers and theorists in 
writing and writing instruction widely support the notion that learning to write is not like 
learning to ride a bicycle, where a skill is learned once and for all; rather, it is more like 
learning to play the piano (practice, practice, practice!) Further, learning to write and 
practicing writing must occur across a wide variety of settings, not just in first-year 
composition. In an effort to provide students an opportunity to write in a variety of 
meaningful settings—to help them to make interdisciplinary connections through writing— 
two noteworthy curricular innovations have occurred over the last thirty years that place 
writing and communication as the linchpin for a student's academic (and future professional) 
success: writing across the curriculum (WAC) and particularly when first-year composition 
is involved, learning communities. 
Writing across the curriculum: An introduction and overview 
Writing-across-the-curriculum (WAC) is one of the ways in which faculty attempt to 
foster students' interdisciplinary experiences with writing. The United States higher 
education WAC movement can be traced to the 1970s when "open admissions in universities 
and racial integration in secondary schools forced educators to rethink language instruction" 
(Russell, 1991, p. 271). The aspect of the WAC movement most relevant to my dissertation 
is the fact that the movement reconceived the role of writing instruction in higher education. 
Instead of pushing writing instruction to the outer margins of a student's first-year of study, 
followers of James Britton introduced writing as a way to promote learning, in addition to 
being a way to communicate. In the early days, faculty members from across the university 
were invited to workshops where writing was treated as a worthy intellectual activity and an 
important aspect of student learning, a practice that continues today in many places. 
According to Russell (1991), "Reconceiving writing as a serious intellectual activity, worthy 
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of study and consideration by academia, was a means of breaking down the century-old 
academic notion of writing as an elementary mechanical skill" (p. 285). WAC programs on 
most campuses did not replace first-year composition; rather, WAC provided a means to 
bring writing instruction out of one general education course and a means to afford students' 
opportunities to write in a variety of disciplinary settings. 
WAC literature, which I will review in chapter 2, while robust in comparison to 
learning community literature, is still sparse regarding the measurable affects WAC programs 
have on students' writing and learning. As Russell notes (2002), "[I]t is devilishly difficult to 
measure either writing or learning, much more to measure whether the changes are due to the 
WAC efforts." Despite the difficulty of measuring the effect WAC programs have on student 
learning, cross-curricular writing programs can be found on many campuses and WAC is 
"seen as something that is good for students even if faculty and administrators aren't sure 
what it is, precisely" (McLeod and Maraglia, 2001, p. 4) and I would add what it does, 
precisely. For example, in what ways do WAC related experiences foster students' abilities 
to make interdisciplinary connections? 
As much as WAC is defined by its emphasis on writing, it is defined by its pedagogy: 
WAC "has aimed at transforming pedagogy at the college level, at moving away from the 
lecture mode of teaching.. .to a model of active student engagement" (McLeod and Maraglia, 
2001, p. 5). The focus on active student engagement is a common thread linking the WAC 
movement to the learning community movement. More importantly for this study, learning 
communities that include composition courses complement WAC programs by creating an 
environment designed to break down disciplinary boundaries and to help students' articulate 
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course material or as I have discussed previously, designed to help students make 
interdisciplinary connections. 
Learning communities: An introduction and overview 
A second movement intended to promote student learning and to foster students' 
abilities to make interdisciplinary connections—learning communities—began with 
experimental educational programs in the 1920s (e.g., the Meiklejohn Experimental College 
at the University of Wisconsin). Learning communities can now be found at four to five 
hundred colleges and universities across the nation (Smith, 2001). According to Smith, 
"Learning communities are a broad structural innovation that can address a variety of issues 
from student retention to curriculum coherence, from faculty vitality to building a greater 
sense of community within our colleges" (% 1). As Tinto (2000) notes, the learning 
community courses for which students co-register are not random; rather, "they are typically 
connected by an organizing theme, which gives meaning to their linkage. The point of the 
theme is to engender coherent interdisciplinary.. .learning that is not easily attainable through 
enrollment in unrelated, stand-alone courses" (p. 2). In other words, the point of the theme is 
to promote students' abilities to make interdisciplinary connections. 
The term learning communities has become increasingly prominent in the literature 
since the late 1980s (Lenning and Ebbers, 1999). According to Huba (2000), "A learning 
community can be defined as a small group of students, [usually] mostly freshmen, who 
work closely together as a community of learners within the larger community of the 
university" (p. 1). At large research universities, like Iowa State University the site of my 
study, it is often difficult for undergraduate students to become engaged in the university, an 
issue highlighted by the Boyer Commission (1998). As I noted earlier in regard to the ABE 
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situation, learning communities have been fostered in an effort to increase student retention 
and improve student learning. They have continued to gain popularity largely because of the 
positive effects learning communities have apparently had on retention, begging the question 
of whether learning community students make interdisciplinary connections and whether 
those connections improve their learning. 
As I will discuss in greater detail in chapter 2, both WAC and learning community 
movements have occurred on college campuses in response to local concerns by university 
faculty. Indeed, local faculty concern is the situation that kindled the agricultural and 
biosystems engineering (ABE) learning community at ISU. The ABE faculty initially 
approached the English faculty for a linked first-year composition course because they 
perceived that the students in their classes could not write well, and they wanted "value-
added first-year composition" (Steve, interview I). In their view, whatever (if anything 
according to this train of thought) the students were learning in first-year composition was 
not helping them to write successfully in their engineering courses. The engineering faculty 
had identified what Jolliffe (1994) calls the "myth of transcendence," or in other words, the 
faulty assumption that what is learned in a writing course students should be able to 
independently apply to other courses and to future writing in the workplace. Additionally, 
when the engineering faculty had asked upper-level engineering students what classes they 
should eliminate from the curriculum (in an effort to decrease the number of credits required 
to graduate with an engineering degree as part of a four-year degree university/student 
contract), first-year composition was one of the courses identified by the students as a 
"throw-away" course. The ABE students themselves were apparently unable to see the 
connection between the writing they were doing in first-year composition and the writing 
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they were doing in their engineering curricula. Because they were unable to perceive the 
relevance of first-year composition, they did not perceive the course as worthy of serious 
intellectual study for engineering students. 
Ultimately, instead of dropping first-year composition from the curriculum, the ABE 
faculty looked to the English department for assistance and eventually collaborated with 
representatives from the department (doctoral students, interestingly, not faculty members) to 
create a learning community link between Introduction to Engineering Graphics and Design 
(Engineering 170) and First-Year Composition I (English 104). This learning community link 
was the site for my dissertation study. Significantly, the learning community link between 
Engineering 170 and English 104 was a decentralized response to a local faculty's concern, 
which is the same type of situation that has inspired and fueled WAC movements across the 
country. 
The Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering Learning Community 
The Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering (ABE) Learning Community was 
selected as my research site because it offered such a likely place to study interdisciplinary 
connections, especially as they related to students' developing literacy. The learning 
community linked courses had been selected, structured, and were taught in a way intended 
to foster students' interdisciplinary connections through their writing experiences. In other 
words, the ABE learning community was a bellwether case for exploring students' abilities to 
make interdisciplinary connections through writing. 
The ABE learning community is a first year learning community for students who 
have declared either agricultural engineering (AE) or agricultural systems technology (AST) 
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as their major. While students do not have to participate in the learning community, they are 
strongly encouraged to do so by departmental advisors. The ABE learning community 
encompasses two options: the learning community, which is created by having students co-
enroll for specially selected linked courses, and the living community, a reserved portion of a 
specific residence hall. Students have the opportunity to participate in one or both learning 
community options. In addition to the linked courses, other features of the ABE learning 
community include peer mentors and tutors, faculty-student dinners, and student service 
learning opportunities (Please see chapter 4 for a detailed description). Five overall 
objectives guide the ABE learning community initiative and are listed in chapter 4. The 
learning community objective most relevant to my research questions is listed below: 
> To improve written communication skills by creating a writing link between first-year 
composition courses and other technical courses in the AE and AST curricula (ABE 
Learning Community Guide, 2000, p. 2). 
ABE linked courses 
The primary support for the ABE learning community is a group of classes for which 
first-year students can co-enroll. In the fall 2000 semester, the linked learning community 
courses listed for the engineering majors were Introduction to Engineering Graphics and 
Design (Engineering 170), Orientation to Engineering (Engineering 101), and First-Year 
Composition I (English 104); however, only the link between Engineering 170 and English 
104 had been carefully nurtured, so Engineering 101 will only be discussed in passing in the 
following chapters. The students were required to sign up for at least two of the three linked 
courses in order to participate in the learning community. Each of the courses in the learning 
community had a separate curriculum, yet the instructors for English 104 and Engineering 
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170 were in close contact with each other, had several overlapping course goals, and 
attempted to visit each other's classes. I describe each of the courses in detail in chapter 4. 
As I discussed earlier, linking first-year composition with a professional studies 
course is a fairly common practice in learning communities, and based on the description I 
have given above (cross-disciplinary instructor contact, overlapping course goals, class 
visits), it would appear that this type of course link would create a environment well-suited 
for fostering students' abilities to make interdisciplinary connections. My research shows, 
however, that the historical tension between the general education curriculum and the 
professional studies curriculum surfaced in the linked course environment as contradictions 
for the student participants—contradictions that often made it difficult for the students' to 
perceive interdisciplinary connections between their linked courses. In order to understand 
these contradictions, I turned to Vygotsky's cultural-historical activity theory, a theoretical 
lens which offered a way to explore how the contradictions both worked to afford and 
constrain the students' abilities to make interdisciplinary connections and the students' 
developing literacy. 
Activity theory as a model of learning 
Throughout my research process, I have looked to Vygotsky's cultural historical 
activity theory as a theoretical framework for my study. Activity theory, as it is frequently 
called, provides a useful model for exploring people's movements or transitions between 
systems of human activity (e.g., from secondary school to the university; from the 
engineering classroom to the English classroom), for exploring problems of what is often 
called learning transfer, and for exploring the contradictions that often exist between systems 
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of human activity. Engestrôm (2001) posits activity theory as providing a useful model of 
learning. 
According to Engestrôm (2001), cognitive models of learning, which focus on 
individuals acquiring some set of identifiable skills, assume that learning such skills will lead 
to a "corresponding, relatively lasting change in the [observable] behaviour of the subject" 
(p. 137). Traditional pre-professional higher education programs, such as the first-year 
engineering curriculum at Iowa State University, are based on such a model. First-year 
students take a group of required core courses that a curriculum committee has determined 
are necessary for an undergraduate degree. After successfully completing these general core 
courses, the students move progressively into increasingly specific courses in their major. 
The underlying assumption is that after the students have taken the core courses, they will be 
prepared or better prepared to take courses in their major, in the case of the students in my 
dissertation study, agricultural and biosystems engineering. Included in the list of courses 
that are commonly included in a first-year engineering student's schedule at Iowa State 
University is an array of core or general education courses: introduction to chemistry, first-
year composition, mathematics (of some variety, depending upon the student's math 
placement test), introduction to physics, economics 101. As I noted earlier in the history of 
first-year composition section, the premise guiding general education is the assumption that 
students will learn generalizable skills they will then be able to later "transfer" to other 
courses. 
Although the cognitive education model is based upon the assumption of something 
called generalizable knowledge, we know that students are often unable to make the 
connection between general and discipline specific environments. As I will discuss in detail 
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in chapter 2, it is the phenomenon that caused "Dave" a first-year student featured in 
McCarthy's (1987) landmark study A Stranger in Strange Lands to perceive each of his 
writing assignments to be "totally different from each other and totally different from 
anything he had ever done before" (p. 137). Other researchers and theorists working in the 
Vygotskian tradition who have called the traditional model of learning transfer into question 
include Carter (1990); Dias, Freedman, Medway, and Paré (1999); Dias and Paré (2000); and 
Russell (1997). Researchers from other traditions have also noted the problem (e.g., Howard 
Gardener, David Perkins, Gavriel Salomon). Locally at Iowa State University, the ABE 
faculty perceived a similar issue (described earlier in this chapter): the ABE students were 
apparently unable to apply or transfer what are often termed the generalizable skills learned 
in their first-year composition courses (general education courses) to writing they were doing 
in their engineering courses (professional studies courses). 
Despite the apparent difficulty students have making between-course connections, the 
cognitive model of learning is pervasive on college campuses across the nation, and the 
foundation of general education, including first-year composition, is built upon it. The goal 
of core or general skills courses, e.g., the type of course often found in the first-year 
undergraduate curriculum, is the acquisition of general knowledge or skills that can later be 
transferred, as it is often termed in cognitive educational theory, to other courses; therefore, a 
theory of learning which looks at students' abilities to make such "transfers" is needed. 
Activity theory offers such an alternative standpoint and has served as a useful theoretical 
lens during the design of my study, the analysis of the data, and the presentation of the 
results. 
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Briefly, activity theory presents learning as not the acquisition of a discrete set of 
skills that can be potentially transferred; rather, learning is seen as occurring through 
expanding involvement with a specific community, in addition to the whole system of 
activity with which the community is engaged, as well as other systems of activity. What 
Engestrôm terms expansive learning is possible through the appropriation of new tools that 
mediate individuals' interactions both within an activity system and among activity systems. 
Instead of a conduit or transfer model, activity theory speaks of tool appropriation, literally 
meaning to take as one's own. As an individual uses a tool in a new activity system, it is 
most likely in a slightly different form appropriate for the new activity system. It is not a 
simple transfer of tools from here to there, which makes the recognition of tool appropriation, 
or evidence of learning, even that much more difficult. Activity theory helps me analyze how 
communication tools both afford and constrain the ABE students' expansive learning and 
their abilities to make interdisciplinary connections. In chapter 3,1 discuss cultural historical 
activity theory in more depth as well as Russell's (1997) synthesis of activity theory with 
Bazerman's genre systems theory, an extension of activity theory that provides a way to 
explore the ways in which writing assignments did and did not motivate students to engage in 
their linked composition course. 
Significance of this dissertation 
My research provides a new way of looking at the relationship between writing and 
learning communities and models a research approach for teasing apart the many layers of 
interaction within learning communities as we begin to explore the process students' 
experience as they participate in linked courses. In addition, my research provides a new way 
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to look at the "transfer" of writing skills between courses and across disciplines. Specifically, 
my research provides contributions in three areas: 
1. The study adds to the foundation of WAC/WID research and provides potentially 
useful data about first-year students writing in a general education course (first-
year composition) and writing in a professional studies course (introduction to 
engineering graphics and design). First-year students have been included 
infrequently in empirical WAC/WID studies. However, this study addresses two 
issues not yet considered in the literature: the relationship between WAC and 
learning communities and the effect that the learning community strategy of 
linking a first-year composition with a course in the major has on students' 
developing literacy and the students' perceptions of that experience. 
2. The study provides empirical data to assess claims often made with little evidence 
in the learning community literature. Although texts and refereed articles have 
been published about learning communities, particularly in higher education and 
student affairs journals, empirical studies are few and far between. Additionally, 
the empirical research that has been published reports the effects learning 
communities have been shown to have on student retention and on students' 
perceptions of their learning community experience, not on the effects learning 
communities may have on student learning. My study suggests a research model 
for exploring the ways in which linked courses affect students' abilities to make 
interdisciplinary connections and to appropriate literacy tools between courses. 
Additionally, my study shows some of the possibilities and potential obstacles 
that learning community coordinators/instructors/administrators may need to 
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address as they look to linked courses as a way of fostering students' abilities to 
make interdisciplinary connections. 
3. Finally, I believe my study helps to demonstrate the usefulness of activity theory 
for understanding complex interdisciplinary teaching and learning. As Dias 
suggests (2000), activity theory is helpful for uncovering the contradictions that 
often occur within classrooms. My study supports this claim and provides 
compelling evidence regarding the complexity of assessing students' writing— 
within and across courses. Additionally, my study extends provides a more 
nuanced understanding of the difficulties students have in using direct writing 
instruction from one course in other courses. It also highlights how individual 
instructors' differences regarding teaching and assessing communication can 
cause students to experience psychological double-binds. As I discuss in chapter 
6, students became confused and frustrated when the teachers of their linked 
courses valued different things in their writing and in their oral presentations. 
Studies that have looked only at one course or even several courses in one 
discipline have not revealed this tension that students experience. Importantly, I 
believe my study furthers our understanding of Russell's synthesis of Vygotskian 
cultural-historical activity theory and Bazerman's theory of genre systems. 
Russell's theory is complex, and my study demonstrates its usefulness in 
university-based research. 
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Four bodies of literature are particularly relevant to my research questions and to my 
exploration of the linked composition and engineering courses in the ABE learning 
community. Although the literature overlaps in some cases, the research generally fits into 
four major categories: learning communities, engineering education, writing-across-the 
curriculum/writing-in-the-disciplines, and transfer of learning. Specifically, I provide this 
review in an effort to situate my research with other relevant bodies of research and to 
highlight some of the issues relevant to my research questions that have been raised 
regarding undergraduate students writing in linked courses, writing in a particular discipline, 
writing in first-year composition, and transfer of learning (interdisciplinary connections). 
Learning community 
Descriptions of learning communities, including such things as faculty anecdotes and 
brief overviews of the students' perceptions of a particular program, are far more prevalent in 
the literature than are empirical studies which describe the effects learning communities 
apparently have on student learning (see for example, Graham, 1995; Luebke, 2002; 
Williamson and Sweany, 1999; Zawacki and Williams, 2001). According to Tinto (2000), 
despite the age of many learning community programs, "evidence showing their impact is 
spotty at best" and current perceptions of learning communities have been based largely on 
"anecdotal evidence and institutional reports or assessments described at conferences or 
national meetings" (p. 2,12) (see for example, Huba, 2000; Jablonski, 1998). Quite simply, 
while empirical research on learning communities apparently exists, it is difficult to locate 
and has not been published in places where educators have ready access to the information. 
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Iowa State University (ISU), for example, featured an article regarding the effect 
learning communities have on student retention at ISU in the publication Inside Iowa State 
(Krapfl, 2000), a publication that is sent to members of the local university community. 
According to data gathered by the ISU Registrar and the Office of Institutional Research, 
first-year students who participated in learning communities of any type (e.g., residential, 
course-linked, and residential plus course-linked) returned to ISU at a higher rate (8-9% 
higher) for their sophomore year than did students who did not participate. Even when ACT 
scores and high school rank were controlled for statistically, the increase in retention rate 
remained statistically significant (p. 4). 
Additional learning community research has been conducted by graduate students for 
their theses or dissertations (e.g., Diefenbach, 1996; Goodsell, 1993; Hamilton, 1997; 
Lindblad, 1995; Sullivan, 1991). Particularly relevant to my research are two theses reporting 
research conducted on two of the first learning communities at Iowa State University: the 
Biology Education Success Teams (BEST) for first-year students majoring in biological 
sciences and the pre-business learning community. Interestingly, Hamilton (1997) found that 
first-year students who participated in the BEST learning community were significantly more 
involved in their residential setting than were a matched control group,2 but she found no 
significant difference between the groups regarding level of faculty interaction, diversity in 
student acquaintances, term-to-term persistence, or first-semester grade point average. 
However, Diefenbach (1996) found that first-year students at Iowa State University who 
participated in the pre-business learning community persisted at a higher rate than did non-
2 A comparison group was established based on similar pre-college traits, including high school rank and 
composite ACT scores (Hamilton, 1997). 
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participants. Additionally, the learning community students in Diefenbach's study had a 
higher grade point average (2.61/4.0) than did non-participants (2.33/4.0). While learning 
community participation apparently benefited the pre-business students, it is unclear why this 
was the case. Persistence and higher grade point average, which are easily measured but not 
so easily explained, may be linked to students' abilities to make interdisciplinary connections 
between courses, an issue I explore in this dissertation. 
Notably, increased persistence by learning community students was recently reported 
by Tinto (2000) in a national forum. The longitudinal study, which was conducted for the 
National Center of Teaching, Learning, and Assessment, explored the "the impact of learning 
community programs on the academic and social behavior and persistence of new students" 
(p. 12) at the University of Washington, Seattle Central Community College, and LaGuardia 
Community College in New York City. The University of Washington featured freshman 
interest groups,3 a learning community configuration that does not involve faculty members 
specifically linking cross-disciplinary courses. Learning communities at Seattle Central 
Community College, on the other hand, featured coordinated studies programs that were co-
taught by interdisciplinary faculty teams who taught a cross-disciplinary curriculum (Tinto, 
Goodsell-Love, and Russo, 1993). LaGuardia Community College offered yet a different 
learning community configuration that featured several different learning community clusters 
each tailored to a different groups of students (vocational, developmental, liberal arts, and 
honors) (Lenning and Ebbers, 1999, p. 56). While Tinto (2000) does not provide specific 
details of the study in this article, he does provide an overview of the results which suggests 
3 Participants in the University of Washington Freshman Interest Group (FIG) program co-enroll in a cluster of 
courses that are linked by a common theme (the courses are not restricted to FIG participants). Additionally, the 
participants participate in a one-credit FIG group meeting facilitated by a upper-level student mentor (Tinto, 
Goodsell-Love, & Russo, 1993). 
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that learning communities impact student learning by fostering student study groups that 
extend beyond the classroom; more active campus involvement; perceptions of enriched 
learning and more active social and academic involvement; and increased student persistence 
(p. 12). All of these findings are positive; however, the ways in which the coordinated 
interdisciplinary aspects of these learning community programs affect student learning 
remain unexplored. 
Additionally, the learning community programs at the University of Washington and 
Seattle Central Community College were featured in a national 1993 article by Tinto, 
Goodsell-Love, and Russo. A panel of students composed of both learning community and 
non-learning community students at both institutions were featured in the study; however, the 
size and exact configuration of the student panels was not described. Both qualitative 
(questionnaires) and quantitative methods (academic performance and persistence) helped 
the researchers conclude that participation in a learning community helped students develop a 
community of supportive and encouraging peers, fostered an intellectually rich learning 
experience, enhanced academic performance and persistence, and promoted student 
involvement (even in settings where student involvement and achievement is difficult (e.g., 
on a large urban commuter campus)) (p. 20-21). 
While the studies were not designed to "compare the effects of different cross-
curricular learning models," the authors did report that the coordinated studies model led to 
greater positive change than did the course cluster groups, which "in turn showed more 
positive change than the freshman interest groups" (Lenning and Ebbers, 1999, p. 53). The 
effect(s) the learning communities may have had on students' abilities to make 
interdisciplinary connections or to transfer skills (as it is often termed) from one learning 
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community course to another were not addressed in either article, although it is interesting to 
note that the coordinated studies model, which would be the model most likely to promote 
interdisciplinary learning, led to the greatest degree of positive change. 
Despite the relative absence of published empirical research regarding the effects of 
this pedagogical approach, linking courses is not a new idea. Most relevant to my research is 
the linking of writing courses to other courses. For example, in 1992 Graham reported in a 
writing-across-the-curriculum collection on three universities that already had writing link 
programs in place: the University of California at Davis, the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill, and the University of Washington. In an e-mail conversation, Graham reported 
that despite the age of the program at the University of Washington (the writing links 
program has been in place since the late 1970s), "the only extensive research we've done here 
was a longitudinal study of UW students' writing experience—provoked by the teaching of 
linked courses, but not focused on them. Some students in the study had taken linked courses, 
but the number was small and the experiences too various to treat well as a sample" (personal 
communication, 1/23/01). Therefore, despite its long history, the effect this model may have 
on student learning, on students' abilities to write, and/or on students' abilities to make 
interdisciplinary connections has not yet been studied. 
As I noted earlier in the chapter, much of the learning community literature has 
focused on program description like the presentation on linked writing courses given by 
Graham at the 1995 College Composition and Communication Conference (CCCC). During 
this presentation, Graham advocated courses that cause students to think in "rigorous ways" 
(p. 1), which she argued can be achieved by providing students with a context in which to 
write (such as the context of a so-called content course, i.e., history, sociology). In addition 
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to advocating linked writing courses, Graham provided example assignments from the 
writing links program at the University of Washington. 
Similarly, Zawacki and Williams (2001) describe two learning community models at 
George Mason University: the Linked Courses Program and the New Century College. In 
addition to general descriptions of the learning communities, Zawacki and Williams describe 
specific assignments they find particularly unique and useful at George Mason. Significantly, 
in discussing assessment of the George Mason University learning communities, the authors' 
note the difficulty of accomplishing meaningful assessment of learning community student 
writing, even in universities with years of learning community experience. For example, in 
1992, the George Mason University Office of Institutional Planning and Research reported 
that the "question of whether students in linked courses perform better in writing remained 
unanswered" (p. 130). Almost 10 years after this institutional report was published, Zawacki 
and Williams still do not provide an answer to this question; however, they recommend 
Stephen Ehrmann's Flashlight Project4 as offering useful assessment program guidelines. 
As Zawacki and Williams (2001) note, while there is a body of research on student 
gains in first-year composition (p. 129)5, empirical studies specifically addressing students' 
writing in linked first-year composition courses has not been published. The reason for the 
absence of such studies may be similar to the reason Russell (2002) cites as the reason for the 
dearth of literature regarding the measurable affects WAC programs have on students' 
writing and learning, which I also noted in chapter 1 : "[I]t is devilishly difficult to measure 
4 The Flashlight Project is an educational assessment program available through the Teaching, Learning, and 
Technology group (information available at http://www.tltgroup.org/programs/flashlight.html). 
5 Zawacki & Williams (2001) also note that nearly half of the 100 citations listed by Haswell (1997) regarding 
"Gain in First-Year Composition Courses" fell into a category Haswell labeled, "Theoretical Problems of 
Measuring Gain in a Writing Course" (p. 129). 
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either writing or learning, much more to measure whether the changes are due to the WAC 
efforts." Learning communities often spur new, innovative approaches to teaching writing, 
which require equally innovative approaches to research (Zawacki and Williams, 2001). The 
study I report in this dissertation offers one such research approach, and the methodology I 
describe in chapter 5 suggests a model for beginning to answer those "devilishly difficult" 
questions about how linked courses may or may not affect student learning and students' 
abilities to perceive interdisciplinary connections in a learning community environment. 
Engineering education 
In addition to learning community literature, I have turned to the engineering 
education literature regarding engineering learning communities and writing in the 
engineering curriculum. Engineering faculty from a number of universities have described 
their various experiences with learning community initiatives in recent years. Notably, none 
of the articles include empirical research. Programs range from a fully integrated first-year 
curriculum at the Colorado School of Mines (Olds and Miller, 2001) and Texas A & M 
University (Barrow, Bassichis, DeBlassie, Everett, Imbrie, and Whitacre, 1995; Everett, 
Imbrie, and Morgan, 2000) to block scheduling first-year students in freshman engineering, 
chemistry, math, and English at West Virginia University (Cooley and Prucz, 1997) and in 
calculus, chemistry, and psychology at the University of Wisconsin-Madison (Alexander, 
Penberthy, Mcintosh, and Denton, 1996) to the integration of material across linked upper-
level courses at Utah State (Manuel-DuPont, 1996) and MIT (Waitz and Barrett, 1997). 
While not based on empirical research, two of the learning community descriptions 
specifically address students' abilities to communicate (the upper-level linked courses at 
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Utah State and MIT) and are therefore of particular relevance this dissertation. At Utah State, 
junior-level students take one quarter of professional writing linked with environmental 
engineering and one quarter of scientific writing linked with fluid mechanics, while junior or 
senior students at MIT participate in a one semester linked experimental projects lab and 
communications practicum. Students' abilities to transfer communication or writing skills to 
other settings were not addressed; however, there are some interesting points of relevance in 
the articles regarding interdisciplinary connections. One such point of relevance regards the 
students who participate in the Utah State program. These students are issued what are often 
termed split grades for their engineering reports: A writing teacher issues a grade for the 
"writing" of the report, while an engineering teacher issues a separate grade for the 
"engineering content" of the report. 
Whereas the instructors in the study described in this dissertation were attempting to 
connect writing and engineering, the instructors at Utah State were effectively separating the 
two by issuing split grades. The students' reactions to receiving split grades were not 
described, although it would be extremely interesting to explore what effect, if any, this 
practice had on the students' abilities to perceive writing as an integral aspect of engineering. 
While the article was primarily descriptive, the authors did include several student comments 
taken from an exit questionnaire. Most interesting to my study is the comment a student 
made about the benefit afforded through his integrated course: "It was a lot of work, and a lot 
of pressure, but it gave us lots of opportunities to practice writing, and I guess that's how you 
learn to be a good writer" (Manuel-Dupont, p. 40). The student did not comment that the 
writing practice would help him to be a good or better engineer. 
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As opposed to the split-grade model that separates writing from engineering, faculty 
members at MIT created an integrated communication/engineering course that attempted to 
"educate [their] students in the full context in which engineering is practiced" (Waitz and 
Barrett, 1997, p. 258), a second point of relevance to my work. The authors posit that the 
pedagogical model that features a separate technical writing course for engineering students 
provides communication instruction and feedback out of context "with the presumption that 
lessons in communication will carry over to a student's engineering classes. Sadly, this is not 
always the case" (p. 258). In other words, the authors posit that students are not always able 
to make interdisciplinary connections between their technical writing course and their 
engineering courses. The authors speculate that the students' and instructors' high levels of 
satisfaction with their integrated program suggest that "both the quality of the research 
performed and the students' ability to transmit an understanding of that research to others 
have been enhanced" (p. 255); unfortunately, empirical evidence has not been included to 
support their claim. My study explores the ways English and engineering instructors can 
collaborate to obviate the need for dual graders or for dual grading strategies, a more 
promising approach, it would seem from these studies, than a split grade approach. 
Unlike the other authors who focus on program description, Olds and Miller (2001) 
reported a longitudinal study of students who had participated in the first two years of the 
integrated freshman program (called Connections) at the Colorado School of Mines. Data 
gathered regarding these students revealed that both male and female students who 
participated in Connections graduated at significantly higher rates than those students who 
did not participate. Additionally, Connections students did not enter the learning community 
program with significantly higher entrance exam scores than their peers (reported as ACT 
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and SAT scores) nor did they graduate with a significantly higher GPA. Survey data gathered 
from the Connections students five and six years after their participation in the program 
revealed that the students had mostly positive perceptions of their experience, although 
whether or not the program helped the students to make interdisciplinary connections was not 
addressed. Again, the research reveals increased persistence but no specific evidence to 
explain why this is the case. 
Other than Olds and Miller (2001) described above and Cooley and Prucz (1997) 
which I will describe below, the only assessment results presented in the engineering learning 
community articles are faculty anecdotes and brief overviews of the students' perceptions of 
each program that were gathered through end-of-semester surveys, which were largely 
positive in all cases. None of the articles included the actual surveys that were used to gather 
data. Like Olds and Miller, Cooley and Prucz presented survey results as well as an overview 
of student retention and student performance, both of which were apparently somewhat 
enhanced by participation in the block scheduling and a living/learning community at West 
Virginia University; however, because the authors did not provide background information 
regarding the students' prior academic experience, it is impossible to determine if more 
academically gifted students self-selected into the learning community, or if the results were 
statistically significant. 
Of additional note is an integrated course at Northwestern University that includes 
both engineering design and communication (Shwom, Hirsch, Yarnoff, and Anderson, 1999; 
Hirsch, Shwom, Anderson, Olson, Kelso, and Colgate, 1998). While the authors do not refer 
to it as a learning community, the description of the course suggests that the engineering 
design and communication course would fit into the learning community model, particularly 
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because it is a course that offers an integrated experience for first-year students. The two 
quarter course is team taught by two faculty members: one from engineering and one from 
Northwestern University's Writing Program. During the second quarter of the course, 
students work with outside clients to address community or local industry needs. According 
to Hirsch, et al. (1998), the integrated course offers students the following advantages: 
improvement in engineering and communication education; improvements in the learning 
environment through teamwork and collaboration; early introduction to technical 
communication; introduction to new technologies; and espirit de corps, diversity, 
professionalism (p. 5-6). While formal assessment of the integrated design and 
communication course is still in the formative stages (Hirsch, et al.), the authors' reported the 
following: "Initial evaluations are positive: Students produce high quality work, and clients 
and visitors to our classes are impressed" (p. 7). 
In addition to articles regarding engineering learning communities, writing in the 
engineering curriculum is an issue that has been addressed by several authors in recent years 
in the engineering education literature. The number of articles suggests writing is an area of 
significant interest for engineering faculty. This increased interest likely has been fueled by 
recent revisions in the outcome standards for the Accreditation Board for Engineering and 
Technology (ABET). Since ABET 2000, which added assessment outcomes criteria that 
engineering programs began to prepare for years in advance, the engineering program 
outcomes criteria has included the following criterion: Engineering programs must 
demonstrate that their graduates have an ability to communicate effectively (the ABET 
program outcomes criteria are available at http://www.abet.org/criteria.html). 
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Like the engineering learning community literature, the writing in engineering 
literature is largely focused on program description. In each article, the authors advocate a 
different approach for teaching engineering students to be better writers including using 
variations of the following pedagogical strategies: writing tutors, a writing center, specific 
types of technical communication assignments, and a discipline specific student writing 
manual. Like the writmg-m-the-disciplines (WID) literature I discuss in the following 
section, the majority of articles addressing writing in engineering report programs designed 
for upper-level students (see for example, Alford and Gribb, 2000;* Alford and Rocheleau, 
1998;* Ludlow and Schultz, 1994; Mahan, Jayasumana, Lile, and Palmquist, 2000;* Maharaj 
and Banta, 2000; Manuel-Dupont, 1996; McQueeney, 1999; Schultz and Ludlow, 1996; 
Sharp, Harb, and Terry, 1997; Sharp, Olds, Miller, and Dyrud, 1999; Thompson and Alford, 
1997; Waitz and Barrett, 1997; Walker, 2000; Weiss and Scarola, 1998; Wheeler and 
McDonald, 2000). 
While none of the authors specifically address student performance or the students' 
abilities to transfer abilities learned in the writing enhanced engineering classrooms into 
other courses, one article did note that the notion that students should have been taught 
writing in high school and composition is a myth (Ludlow and Schultz, 1994). Indeed, the 
authors describe a program at the University of North Dakota that provides students an 
opportunity to practice oral and written communication throughout the engineering 
curriculum (p. 162). 
* Denotes articles that specifically mentioned a pedagogical strategy to enhance the writing abilities of first-year 
engineering students. 
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Although the articles cited are all focused on program description, several of the 
authors indicated they were in the planning stages of creating assessment programs of 
various types. For example, Alford and Gribb (2000) are currently developing a program to 
"assess the development of students' writing abilities by comparing strengths of first and 
final essays" (p. 7), while Walker (2000) alluded to a future assessment program that would 
involve assessing students post-graduation. The fact that empirical research and/or formal 
assessment results demonstrating students' writing progress are not readily available in the 
literature is not only an indication of the newness of this type of research, but also a potential 
indication of the difficulty of conducting this type of research. Writing-across-the-disciplines 
(WAC) theorists, researchers, and teachers have addressed the challenge of conducting 
research regarding the effects of WAC, an issue I addressed previously in this chapter. 
Writing-across-the-curriculum (WAC)AVriting-m-the-disciplines (WID) 
In the writing-across-the-curriculum (WAC) and writing-in-the-disciplines (WID) 
literature, there are more empirical studies which address students' abilities to make the 
transition from writing in a university setting to an internship or workplace situation (e.g., 
Anson and Forsberg, 1990; Dias, Freedman, Med way, and Paré, 1999; Freedman and Adam, 
1996; Freedman, Adam, and Smart, 1994; Paré, 2000, Winsor, 1996), than there are 
empirical studies that address lower level undergraduate students' abilities to transfer (as it is 
often termed) knowledge/skills/ abilities from one classroom situation to another. I address 
the literature specifically regarding learning transfer in the following section. Significantly, 
even those studies addressing students' writing which have not featured internship or 
workplace situations have nevertheless been conducted primarily with upper-level 
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undergraduate students (e.g., Faigley and Hansen, 1985; Freedman, Adam, and Smart, 1994; 
Herrington, 1985; Jolliffe and Brier, 1988; Ronald, 1988; Velez, 1995) or graduate students 
(e.g., Berkenkotter and Huckin, 1995; Blakeslee, 1997; Prior, 1998; Schryer, 1993). 
The studies which address students' abilities to make the transition from the 
university to the workplace are particularly relevant to my research, because like the research 
described in this dissertation, the studies are exploring students' abilities to transfer, as it is 
often termed, knowledge/information/skills from one setting to another. The Canadian 
researchers (Adam, Dias, Freedman, Medway, Smart, Paré), in particular, have called into 
question students' abilities to transition from writing school-type genres (writing as an end in 
and of itself) to workplace genres (writing as a means to an end) and suggest that students do 
not transfer writing abilities from one setting to another because "what is learned in context 
is the context [original italics]" (Dias and Paré, 2000), and because what students learn in 
school is how to write school genres not how to write workplace genres (Dias, Freedman, 
Medway, and Paré, 1999). In these studies, there were not specific provisions made to foster 
students' abilities to make connections between different writing settings, which begs the 
question: if specific provisions are made, do they foster students' abilities to make 
connections? The research reported in this dissertation describes such a provision, which was 
made by linking a writing course with a professional studies course and which fostered 
students' abilities to make interdisciplinary connections in certain situations. 
One landmark WAC study that did feature à first-year undergraduate writing in first-
year composition as well as in other courses is McCarthy's (1987) A Stranger in Strange 
Lands, a naturalistic study that followed "Dave's" writing experience in three separate, non-
learning community courses (first-year composition, introductory poetry, and introductory 
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biology) during his first three semesters of college. Notably, while the researcher found many 
similarities in the writing assignments, Dave felt that each writing assignment was "totally 
different from each other and totally different from anything he had ever done before" (p. 
137). Dave saw no relationship between each of the separate activity systems represented by 
each of the courses; he was unable to transfer the skills or competencies learned in one 
course to another. Nevertheless, Dave saw his experience in composition as good and 
helpful, and by his junior year after "a number of successful classroom experiences with 
writing, and an ability to forget the less successful ones, Dave told [McCarthy], 'Writing is 
no problem for me. At work, in school, I just do it'" (p. 152). Dave's experience raises the 
possibility that one can successfully teach for learning "transfer" if an environment is created 
that fosters interdisciplinary connections. 
In feeling that each course, each assignment was completely separate and "totally 
different from anything he had ever done before," Dave was much like the students featured 
in Rose's (1989) narrative account of under-prepared college students. For Rose, and for 
many of the students whose stories he told, each class was an isolated experience in a sea of 
uncertainty. Researchers (e.g. Bartholomae, 1985) have suggested a sort of separateness that 
each course almost requires because the student must "try on a variety of voices and 
interpretive schemes—to write, for example, as a literary critic one day and as an 
experimental psychologist the next" (Bartholomae, p. 135). The problem is, as Bartholomae 
points out, that students do not fee they have the power to assume such a position. The 
student has to "assume privilege without having any" (p. 143). Bartholomae's work raises the 
question of whether courses that have been designed to foster a more coherent experience for 
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students (e.g., linked courses) may foster students' perceptions of having greater authority as 
writers. 
Theorists have suggested why students perceive that courses/texts in college are 
unrelated entities. One theory is described by Haas (1994) who reports several studies that 
suggest students see texts as autonomous and context free (p. 46). According to this model, 
students have this perception because of the qualities of the texts themselves (e.g. textbook 
prose, stripped of all scholarly hedges and qualifiers, that is presented as factual) and because 
of "a culture of schooling that encourages students to see texts primarily as repositories of 
factual information" (p. 46). For the beginning college student who is not yet engaged in the 
messiness of a chosen discipline, texts would likely appear very neat, tidy, and unrelated. 
According to Haas, "The educational problem, then, is this: Entering college students may 
hold an arhetorical or asituational theory of written discourse that precludes seeing text as 
motivated activity and authors as purposeful agents, when in fact...students would benefit 
from a more rhetorical model" (p. 46). 
A second theory is offered by Russell (1997) who provides a view of the situation 
from an activity theory standpoint. Russell posits "students do not perceive texts as context 
free or arhetorical. They perceive that schooling is the context—the activity system—that 
these genres primarily mediate" (p. 539). Especially in beginning classes, which are at the 
distant boundaries of a discipline's activity system, "students often do not see the relevance 
of their writing to the discipline or other social practices—or they see it and refuse 
involvement" (p. 539). Russell suggests that in order for newcomers to become involved in 
an activity system, they must "appropriate at least some of those routinized tools-in-use" 
(genres) to expand their involvement with others in the activity system" (p. 521). Russell 
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notes that especially in FYC, students have difficulty seeing the connection between their 
writing and other activity networks (p. 541). 
Despite the literature which reveals important insight about students' perceptions of 
texts and despite the convincing models suggesting why students have this perception, 
empirical research has not yet been reported regarding learning community course links 
which feature first-year composition, a pedagogical innovation that may encourage student 
agency as suggested by Bartholomae or create a "more rhetorical model" as called for by 
Haas or help students to see the relevance of their writing to a particular discipline as 
identified by Russell. While each theorist identifies a slightly different angle to the problem, 
the three reveal related issues: the same issue identified by "Dave" (McCarthy, 1987) when 
he reported that each writing assignment was "totally different from each other and totally 
different from anything he had ever done before" (p. 137). Apparently, although many first-
year courses like first-year composition, which are often called general education or 
cornerstone courses, are built on the notion that students will learn "generalizable" skills or 
knowledge/abilities they can transfer from one classroom setting into another, students 
nevertheless often have difficulty making the connection. I return to the issue of students' 
abilities to transfer generalizable skills in the following section, which specifically addresses 
learning transfer. 
Other empirical studies that have specifically addressed lower level undergraduate 
students writing are a group of studies that have explored students' developing literacy in 
select lower level courses such as history (Carson, Chase, Gibson, and Hargrove, 1992; 
Walvoord and McCarthy, 1990; Yanez, 1999), philosophy (Geisler, 1994), and psychology 
(Walvoord and McCarthy). None of the studies addressed students writing in any other 
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course, such as first-year composition, other than the course featured in the study. Carson and 
his colleagues, however, did make a recommendation of relevance to my research in their 
discussion of the literacy demands of a "high-demand, high-attrition" history course" (p. 25): 
"[instead of requiring all preparatory instruction as pre-requisite to regular academic 
courses, instruction may be required as a co-requisite along with a college-level course... 
Since students' motivation is more likely to be higher if they see an immediate need for 
certain instruction, offering this instruction as an adjunct to academic courses can be very 
effective" (p. 39). The linked courses featured in my research fits well the recommendation 
made by this group of researchers. 
Transfer of learning 
Closely related to the WAC/WID literature is a body of literature that has specifically 
addressed students' abilities to transfer learning from one situation to another, or in other 
words, generalizable learning. McCarthy's (1987) study of "Dave" writing in three lower-
level undergraduate courses that I described previously is a particularly notable study 
regarding learning transfer, because it is empirically based and because it explores one 
student writing in more than one course, including first-year composition. Another 
empirically based study featuring learning transfer that also included first-year composition 
was conducted by Rubin (1983). Unlike McCarthy's case-study of one student, Rubin 
explored 19 first-year students' abilities to apply what they had learned in first-year 
composition to evaluate and revise their own writing for that course. The study revealed that 
the students were able to identify their composing problems before they could correct them; 
however, the students were often unable to see any connection "between the techniques we 
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practiced in class and their own immediate problems" (p. 374). In other words, the students 
in this study were apparently unable to "transfer" material within just one course. 
Most of the literature regarding the transfer of learning as it relates to writing is 
theoretical and addresses what has been called transferable writing skills versus local or 
discipline specific writing skills/strategies (i.e., Carter, D., 1993; Winterowd, 1980), a 
response to the notion that all writing is social and therefore is bound to a particular discourse 
community. In other words, from the purely social perspective the argument that writing 
instruction could potentially lead to generalizable skills has been called into serious question 
by researchers and theorists. I return to the theoretical articles regarding the transfer of 
learning in the following chapter. 
Chapter conclusion 
In this chapter I have reviewed literature relating to learning communities, literature 
from engineering education relating to learning communities and to writing in engineering 
education, literature from WAC/WID, and literature regarding transfer of learning. Despite 
the lack of empirical evidence to support their effect(s) on student learning, learning 
communities and pedagogical initiatives that feature writing continue to gain popularity on 
higher education campuses. How, or even if, these arrangements are fostering student 
learning either by helping students to make interdisciplinary connections or by helping them 
in some other way is a question not specifically studied yet. 
Writing teachers and researchers have suggested that students often have difficulty 
connecting the writing they do in the classroom with writing in other settings for a variety of 
reasons. Additionally, there is even a bit of qualitative research to support this claim. In 
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response, WAC/WID theorists (Bartholomae, Haas, Russell) have suggested that pedagogical 
models that foster students' abilities to make connections may be useful. The pedagogical 
situation featured in this study is one such pedagogical arrangement, and the empirical 
research model I present in chapter 5 suggests one way to explore the effects this 
arrangement may have on student learning and on students' abilities to make interdisciplinary 
connections through writing. 
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CHAPTER 3: THEORETICAL UNDERPINNINGS 
As I have noted previously, one of the claims supporting learning communities is that 
the interdisciplinary configuration improves student learning; however, the ways in which 
learning communities affect student learning are largely unexplored. My dissertation begins 
to explore this issue as I ask the question: In what ways did a linked course model help and 
not help first-year engineering students to make interdisciplinary connections between first-
year composition and introduction to engineering graphics and design? In chapter 3,1 address 
the theoretical underpinnings for my research. 
In this chapter, I first discuss how learning transfer has been described in the 
cognitivist tradition. I then present Vygotsky's cultural-historical activity theory, a theory 
which I posit offers a useful lens for exploring students' abilities to make interdisciplinary 
connections, particularly as they relate to writing. After providing an overview of the theory, 
I define several key terms. Finally, I describe Russell's (1997) synthesis of activity theory 
and Bazerman's genre systems theory, an extension of activity theory that serves as a 
valuable heuristic for examining the various assignments written by the students in their 
linked courses. 
Cognitive theory of learning transfer 
In the introductory chapter, I noted the goal of core or general skills courses, such as 
first-year composition courses broadly conceived, is the acquisition of general knowledge or 
skills that can later be transferred, as it is often termed in cognitive educational theory, to 
other courses. Learning, therefore, is thought of as a type of commodity. In this situation, 
transfer refers to an individual's ability to apply something learned in one situation to 
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another situation (Perkins and Salomon, 1992). If the transfer occurs in a situation that is 
very closely aligned with the original situation, the individual is said to have performed near 
transfer; similarly, if the transfer occurs in a situation that is very different from the original 
situation, the individual is said to have performed far transfer (Perkins and Salomon, If 7). 
Additionally, learning transfer theorists use the terms low road transfer to refer to the 
"triggering of well-practiced routines by stimulus conditions similar to those in the learning 
context" and high road transfer to refer to an individual performing "deliberate effortful 
abstraction and a search for connections" (f 1). A student making a connection between first-
year composition and introduction to engineering would likely have to make a high road 
transfer, and if the transfer were successful, the student would have made what is considered 
a far transfer. The focus on the individual is an important aspect of this theory. 
Despite the rather engaging theory used to describe learning transfer, studies actually 
demonstrating learning transfer of any sort largely have been unsuccessful (Perkins and 
Salomon, n.d.). Along similar lines, writing researchers and theorists have written about the 
difficulty students apparently have making learning transfers between a writing course and 
other settings in such a way that the ways of using language in the writing course become 
useful in the other setting (see also chapter 2 for a review of the literature). 
The theory of learning transfer, while offering potentially useful language to discuss 
students' experiences with interdisciplinary connections, does not provide a way in which to 
explore the social and motivational-affective aspects of learning, nor does it offer a way to 
explore why learning transfer may or may not be happening in any given situation. For my 
research specifically, it did not provide me with a way to explore the complex layers of 
interaction within the linked course environment, which I perceived would be of importance 
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as I began to explore the students' experiences in their linked, but very different courses. 
Therefore, I looked for a theory which offered a useful heuristic for exploring complex 
interactions, as well as the social and motivational-affective dimensions of learning. 
An alternative to the transfer conception of learning is the socio-cultural conception 
of learning, which sees "learning as a collective, participatory process of active knowledge 
construction [and emphasizes] context, interaction, and situatedness (e.g., Cole and 
Engestrôm, 1993)" (Salomon and Perkins, 1998, f 6). The socio-cultural conception of 
learning was developed from Lev Vygotsky's cultural-historical theory, particularly the 
distinct branch of Vygotskian theory known as activity theory (Russell, 1998, p. 267) 
described in the following section. 
General overview of activity theory 
As described by Engestrôm (2001), cultural-historical activity theory, often shortened 
to activity theory, can be traced to Russian psychologist Lev Vygotsky's work in the 1920s 
and early 1930s. Activity theory was an alternative approach to behaviorism and 
psychoanalysis, the popular psychology orientations of the day. Vygotsky's perspective of 
human activity included the individual as well as the cultural artifacts that mediated the 
individual's activity. By including cultural artifacts into human action and thought, activity 
theory "overcame the split between the Cartesian individual and the untouchable societal 
structure" (p. 134). Vygotsky's conception of human activity revolved around the notion of 
mediation and is represented graphically by the activity triangle, a pictorial representation of 
the subject, mediating artifact, object triad. (Please see figure 3.1). 
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Mediating artifact 
(computer) 
Object 
(write an English paper) 
Subject 
(first-year student) 
Figure 3.1 : Vygotsky represented human activity graphically as a 
triangle. By including mediating artifacts with the subject and the object, 
Vygotsky reconceived human activity as inseparable from culture. 
(Engestrôm (2001), p. 134). 
A weakness in the original conception of activity theory was the focus on the 
individual. In the early 1980s, Vygotsky's follower Alexei Leont'ev refined activity theory to 
include the individual's relationship with his or her community. According to Engestrôm 
(2001), Leont'ev's refinement "took the paradigm a huge step forward in that it turned the 
focus on complex interrelations between the individual subject and his or her community" (p. 
134-135). The activity triangle was expanded by Engestrôm (1987) to include not only an 
individual's community, but also the community's tools and signs, rules, division of labor, 
and outcome, terms that I define in the following section. Engestrôm's model of the 
expanded activity triangle is shown in figure 3.2. 
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Tools/Signs 
Mediating, Artifacts sense 
^Outcome Subject Object meaning 
Rules Community Division of Labor 
Figure 3.2: Engestrôm (1987) expanded the activity triangle to include the 
individual's relationship with his or her community. 
Activity theory is no longer a theory limited to psychology, and it is continually being 
refined and developed by theorists such as Werstch, Ritva Engestrôm, Russell, Engestrôm, 
Escalante, Miettinen, and Gutierrez (Engestrôm, 2001, p. 134-135). Additionally, in recent 
years activity theory has come to be a version of rhetorical theory (cf. Bazerman, Dias, 
Freedman, Medway, Paré, Prior, Russell, Spinuzzi, Winsor) As explained by Dias (2000), 
activity theory is particularly helpful for analyzing human activity in context, which is one of 
the reasons activity theory has been seen as valuable by rhetoricians and is the reason I found 
the theory useful to my own research. In the following paragraphs, I provide the definitions 
for several activity theory concepts that are relevant to my work. 
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Activity theory definitions 
Several concepts from activity theory are relevant to my exploration of the 
Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering (ABE) learning community. In the following 
paragraphs, I will define those concepts that I draw on in this dissertation: activity systems 
(including participants, tools, rules, and object), contradictions, psychological double binds, 
zone of proximal development, expansive learning, and use-value versus exchange-value. As 
I describe each of these major concepts, I use italics to indicate other related activity theory 
terms that are relevant to my work such as mediate, routinized, appropriation, tool-in-use, 
discoordination, and grade-maker versus sense-maker. 
Activity systems 
Activity systems are dynamic across both time and space and can be defined as any 
"ongoing, object-directed, historically conditioned, dialectically structured, tool-mediated 
human interaction" (Russell, 1997, p. 510). Examples would be a family, a club, a discipline, 
a university, an individual course in a university student's curriculum. Each activity system 
has its own history and traditions, and is characterized by unique subjects (participants) with 
multiple points of view, tools, rules, and objects. Activity systems are open systems 
(Engestrôm, 2001) and are related to other activity systems in a variety of ways. For 
example, a nuclear family is one activity system in and of itself, as well as being part of a 
larger activity system of an extended family. Likewise, while a university course is an 
activity system with its own participants, instruments, rules, division of labor, etc., it is also 
part of the complex activity system of the university. A university is a large umbrella activity 
system with many related activity systems, for example the colleges, the academic 
departments, residential living, Greek system, intramural sports, individual courses. Figure 
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3.3 provides a graphic representation of the large activity system of the university, while 
figure 3.4 provides a graphic depiction of many of the possible activity systems within the 
university. Additionally, a public university is likely to be one of several universities in the 
activity system of a particular state's division of higher education, etc. 
Tools/Signs 
(courses, activities) 
Mediating, Vrtifacts sense Outcome 
(graduation) 
Subject 
(studente 
Object ~ 
[educate 
students) 
meaning 
Rules 
(go to class, 
do homework, 
Community 
(Midwest 
State U.) 
Division of Labor 
(faculty, graduate 
student TAs, student 
academic honesty) affairs personnel) 
Figure 3.3: The university is an activity system in and of itself. Engestrôm's 
(1987) expanded activity triangle provides a way to depict the activity system 
graphically. 
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course 
womens 
( soccer ) ( sports 
(track 
college) 
(men's 
(club (alumni 
Public 
University Intramural 
aor 
(floor 
residence 
(dorm (dorm 
(floor 
(dorm 
(dining ) \ / (floor 
Figure 3.4: The university is a large, complex activity system. Only some of the 
possible activity systems situated within the university activity system are represented 
in this figure. Each of the circles shown above could be individually represented 
graphically with an expanded activity triangle. Each activity system is an open system 
related in various ways to the other activity systems in the university. 
The unit of analysis for the research described in this dissertation is the ABE learning 
community, an activity system that links two courses from two different colleges in the 
university as shown in figure 3.5: 
ngmeenn 
College 
English English 
Departmen 
iberal Arts 
& Sciences 
nllep 
Agriculture 
College 
Figure 3.5: The ABE learning community joins the activity systems of English 104 and 
Engineering 170 and by extension, the activity systems related to each of the courses. 
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Subjects 
In activity theory, the subjects in an activity system are considered to be active agents 
and are "the individual or subgroup whose agency is chosen as the point of view in the 
analysis" (Engestrôm, 1993, p. 67). As active agents, participants in an activity system "not 
only use instruments, they also continuously renew and develop them, whether consciously 
or not. They not only obey (and challenge or disobey) rules, they also mold and reformulate 
them—and so on" (p. 67). Individuals are members in many different activity systems at 
once with varying levels of involvement and participation. For example, I have a different 
role in the division of labor in a number of different activity systems, which are suggested by 
the following titles: doctoral candidate, university instructor, professional colleague, wife, 
mother, daughter, registered nurse, mentor, alumnus, and member. Each participant in an 
activity system has his or her own slightly (or more than slightly) different representation of 
each activity system to which he or she belongs. According to Cole (1996), activity theory 
assumes that "individuals are active agents in their own development but do not act in 
settings entirely of their own choosing" (p. 104). 
Tools 
Participants mediate their experience within an activity system using tools. Tools may 
be discursive or tools can be actual objects. A discursive tool, for example, might be a 
particular phrase unique to a discipline6 or might be a written genre, a tool I specifically 
address later in the chapter when I discuss an activity theory approach to genre systems 
theory. Tools can also be actual objects: for example, a microscope, a hammer, or a computer 
software program. For example, the students in the first-year learning community needed to 
6 One example of a discursive tool from Engineering 170 was the phrase "isometric drawing," a term which 
indicated for students what type of drawing their engineering professor was expecting them to produce. 
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learn how to use Mechanical Desktop, a computer-aided drafting program that is a necessary 
tool for the activity system of Introduction to Engineering Graphics and Design (Engineering 
170) as well as for the activity system of engineering in general. Importantly, Russell (1997) 
reminds us "a material thing is not a tool unless it has been put to some use" (p. 511). For 
activity system newcomers, the use of activity system tools requires specific and purposeful 
actions; for activity system experts, the use of activity system tools often becomes routinized. 
Individuals learn new tools through appropriation, yet another important concept in 
activity theory. Literally meaning "to take as one's own," appropriation is an active process; 
therefore, an individual must be motivated to appropriate a tool, i.e., to be willing to take that 
tool as her own. Motivation is an important aspect of tool appropriation and is of particular 
relevance to my research because some assignments/written genres (the tools that mediated 
the linked courses) motivated the students in ways other assignments/written genres did not. 
When an individual not only knows about a tool but also understands how to use the 
tool and chooses (i.e., is motivated) to apply that tool in new situations, she has appropriated 
the tool. The tool has moved from being potentially useful to being a tool-in-use. 
Importantly, once a tool is appropriated, the individual has the capacity to change the tool 
and to use it in new ways in new situations, new activity systems. According to Engestrôm 
(1987), a "newly acquired instrument never stays exactly the same as it was in the phases of 
its original individual acquisition and internalization. It will change and produce surprises, 
new qualities" (p. 159). In other words, an appropriated tool will change when it becomes a 
tool-in-use for individual participants in different activity systems and over the course of 
time. 
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One situation in which the students in the study demonstrated tool appropriation 
regarded a literacy tool (the rhetorical concept of audience). During a focus group, the 
students discussed a situation where one of their peers had made a shift in audience during a 
middle of a formal presentation. The students' fluency with the audience tool fostered their 
abilities to communicate with each other about the situation. An individual who had not 
appropriated the tool would likely not have understood their conversation to the degree the 
students apparently did. (This particular situation is described in fuller detail in chapter 6). 
Later in this chapter, I return to the issues of appropriation and motivation in the section 
titled "Expanding Involvement/Expansive Learning." 
Rules 
Activity system rules provide a rather tangible index of the values held by the 
participants of a particular activity system. For example in my family activity system, a rule 
for the activity system participants (myself, my spouse, and our children) is to hang our coats 
in the closet instead of throwing them on the floor or draping them across the couch. This 
rule represents one of our household values—tidiness. Rules may be both explicit (as is the 
case in the hang-up-your-coat rule) and implicit. 
Implicit rules are sometimes visible only to activity system outsiders or newcomers. 
Other times, insiders are aware of implicit rules, but the rules have become so routinized that 
they are habitually obeyed. Someone unfamiliar with the activity system, for example a 
newcomer, may not realize such a tacit rule exists until they have unknowingly broken the 
rule and have suffered some consequence. Rules regarding culturally appropriate behavior (in 
terms of one's activity system) are an example of implicit rules. During the December focus 
group, the students talked a bit about implicit rules as they described to me one of the 
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negative things about the learning community: The students felt they had gotten so 
comfortable with each other that other students may not or would not approach them. 
~Transcript begins~ 
Isaac: [You] don't get to meet as many people 
Frank: Yeah... 
Hans: I dunno, when you're starting out it's kinda nice cause you're with the same people 
your first classes, but now it's like I see Allen everyday and I'm like, I don't want to 
see that [face]... 
[laughter] 
Frank: You almost get too comfortable cause.. .I've even noticed where I get.. .you almost 
get so dumb with people 'cause you see them every day and you feel so comfortable 
around them... 
Hans: And then you can't meet any other people... 'cause you look so stupid 
~Transcript ends-
In discussing "looking stupid," the first-year students were talking about the implicit 
rules that apparently suggest how students at the university should act in the presence of 
other students. The students in the focus group didn't mention that anyone had told them 
specifically that they "looked stupid"; rather, the students worried that someone whom they 
may want to meet was thinking that about them. Apparently, the students were aware certain 
rules existed, and they worried other students were judging them based on those rules. 
Differences between activity system rules are one of the potential causes of contradictions, an 
activity theory concept I discuss in a later section. 
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Object 
The object of labor for an activity system "refers to the 'raw material' or 'problem 
space' at which the activity is directed and which is molded or transformed into outcomes 
with the help of physical and symbolic, external and internal tools''' (Engestrôm, 1993, p. 67). 
As Engestrôm (1999) later notes, activity systems exist because of the objects being pursued. 
For example, universities as we know them would no longer exist if there were no longer 
students who wished to pursue higher education and/or if there were no longer professional 
social roles for which a degree was required. The terms object and goal are not 
interchangeable. Activity theory conceives of goals as short-term "finite aims of individual 
actions" whereas an object is "an enduring, constantly reproduced purpose of a collective 
activity system that motivates and defines the horizon of possible goals and actions" (p. 150). 
As I describe in more detail in chapter 6, the object of labor for each of the linked 
courses were different, which provides potential substantiation for the tension between the 
general education curriculum and the professional studies curriculum. The apparent object of 
labor of English 104 was to provide students an opportunity to explore the writing process 
and to improve students' abilities to write through revision opportunities. In contrast, the 
apparent object of Engineering 170 was to use writing to explain engineering activities and to 
support engineering decisions. These contradictions between the activity systems caused the 
students to apparently experience psychological double binds, an issue I discuss in a later 
section. 
Contradictions 
Contradictions may occur within activity systems or between activity systems, each 
having different objects, motives, rules, etc. and each moving in a different direction. A 
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contradiction is not the same as a conflict or a problem; rather, contradictions are 
"historically accumulating structural tensions within and between activity systems" 
(Engestrôm, 2001, p. 137); nevertheless, deep systemic contradictions may be "manifested in 
the form of troublesome discoordinations" (Engestrôm, 1993, p. 80). In other words, while it 
is certainly possible for activity system participants to perceive deep systemic contradictions, 
they may also perceive more surface level discoordinations that are related to, but not the 
same thing as, the underlying contradiction. Importantly, contradictions are not necessarily 
negative. Often, contradictions are sources of change and development, a point which I talk 
about later in terms of expansive learning. 
As I mentioned previously, the contradiction between the objects of labor for the 
activity systems of English 104 and Engineering 170 apparently caused the first-year students 
to experience what activity theory calls psychological double binds, the concept I discuss in 
the following section. 
Psychological double binds 
Contradictions between or within activity systems may cause participants to 
experience psychological double binds, which has been described as the feeling that none of 
the possible alternatives to a situation are acceptable (Engestrôm, 1993). During his end-of-
semester reflection for English 104, one of the students, Gary, described feeling "pulled in 
two completely opposite directions," because each of the instructors had different 
expectations for the students. Gary's description of feeling "pulled in two completely 
opposite directions" offers another useful way of describing a psychological double bind. 
The students were unable to perceive the underlying contradiction was likely the difference 
between the object of labor for each of the courses; rather, the students perceived the 
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troublesome discoordinations between the expectations of their instructors. For example, 
despite the linked courses, the students perceived that their engineering instructor valued 
concise writing while their English instructor valued writing of an interminable length. In 
addition, the students perceived that their English instructor did not care about grammatical 
correctness in their writing, while their engineering professor placed a great deal of emphasis 
on this area. (I explore these issues further in chapter 6.) 
Figure 3.5 provides a graphic display of the likely contradictions between the activity 
systems that led to the students' psychological double binds. Experiencing a psychological 
double bind gives participants the feeling that they are damned if they do and damned if they 
don't. Sometimes, but not always, participants are able to resolve psychological double 
binds; regardless, psychological double binds create a potential space for change, a 
theoretical space called a zone of proximal development. 
Zone of proximal development 
The zone of proximal development (ZPD) is a theoretical space first described by 
Vygotsky. It is a term used rather commonly, especially by education specialists, to describe 
the difference between what an individual can do alone and what that individual can do with 
the assistance of other(s). Engestrôm (1987) expands Vygotsky's definition of ZPD and 
defines a ZPD as "the distance between the present everyday actions of the individual and the 
historically new form of the societal activity that can be collectively generated as a solution 
to the double bind potentially embedded in everyday actions" (p. 174). Russell (1997 notes 
this definition of ZPD is very similar to Pratt's (1987) description of "a contact zone" (p. 
549). Engestrôm (1999) later refines his definition of ZPD as "spaces of potentially radical 
transformation of the activity system, available through resolving and transcending 
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contradictions" (p. 180). In other words, when activity system participants are afforded a 
ZPD, one or more of the participants may be able to help resolve the contradictions) by 
creating an historically new form of the activity. 
Importantly, the concept of a ZPD does not represent a conduit through which an 
activity system participant can transfer information or tools from here to there; rather, ZPD 
describes the conditions that foster the participant's expanding involvement into a new 
generation of activity, the activity theory concept I address in the next section. According to 
Engestrôm (2001), when activity system participants are faced with contradictions, some 
individuals will "begin to question and deviate from the established norms," behavior that 
may eventually "escalate into collaborative envisioning and a deliberate collective change 
effort" (p. 137). Through this engaged process, the activity is reconceived by the 
participant(s) and a new range of possibilities becomes available. The conditions that foster 
the engaged process are called a ZPD. 
Expanding involvement/Expansive learning 
As I noted above, ZPDs foster activity system participants' expanding involvement 
into new generations of activity. Additionally, ZPDs can foster participants' expanding 
involvement into entirely new activity systems. Engestrôm refers to expanding involvement 
both as learning by expanding (1987) and as expansive learning (2001). The activity theory 
conception of learning by expanding offers an alternative approach to the cognitive rather 
linear models of learning. As I noted in Chapter 1, cognitive models of learning focus on an 
individual learning some set of identifiable skills that will eventually lead to a 
"corresponding, relatively lasting change in the [observable] behavior of the subject" 
(Engestrôm, 2001, p. 137). Traditional pre-professional higher education programs are based 
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on this assumption. In this model, first-year (and sometimes second-year) students take a 
group of core courses, often termed the core curriculum or general education courses, that are 
either mandated by their department (in some universities), by their college (in other 
universities), or by their university (in yet other universities). Successful completion of these 
core courses (usually survey-type courses such as first-year composition, chemistry, biology, 
history, anthropology, psychology, sociology) permits the students to begin taking more 
specialized courses in their chosen majors. Several assumptions underlie this basic model 
including the existence of a competent teacher, the presence of rather static knowledge, and 
the students' abilities to apply the knowledge from these general courses to other discipline 
specific courses later (often termed learning transfer). 
An alternative to this step-wise linear model is the looping model of learning posited 
by activity theorists. Activity theory conceives of learning not as the acquisition of a discrete 
set of skills that can be potentially transferred to a different activity system later; rather, as I 
noted previously, activity theory sees learning as occurring through expanding involvement 
with an activity system. Students learn "by expanding their involvement with various societal 
practices, critiquing them as they go" (Russell, 1998, p. 3). The active involvement of the 
participant is an important concept in this model. Additionally, learning is possible through 
the appropriation of new tools that mediate the participants)' experience with an activity 
system, also an active process. 
As I noted earlier, appropriation has not occurred until a tool moves from being 
potentially useful to being a tool-in-use. It is the difference between knowing about a tool 
and being in-the-know about how to use a tool in a particular activity system. For example, 
as I mentioned earlier in this chapter, the students were told the first day of their engineering 
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course that they would be responsible for learning how to draft using Mechanical Desktop (a 
computer aided drafting software program). In activity theory terms, Mechanical Desktop is 
an important tool for the activity system of Engineering 170. The students likely understood 
the engineering professor when he described the program to the students; however, until the 
students learned how to use and apply the tool, they were not in a position to make 
Mechanical Desktop a tool-in-use. Although they knew about the tool, they had not 
appropriated it. 
Engestrôm (1987) reminds us that tools change once they are appropriated. In other 
words, tool appropriation is not a simple transfer from here to there. One student I had during 
the year I taught first-year composition in the ABE learning community demonstrated the 
principal of expansive learning through tool appropriation very well. The student, Vince, 
wrote an English paper about hydroponic farming techniques during his second semester of 
composition. In trying to describe the technique of growing plants in water to a lay audience, 
Vince decided that he need a graphic to support his text. Unfortunately, the graphic in his 
source book was too complex—it was written for engineers; therefore, Vince re-created and 
simplified the graphic using the software (Mechanical Desktop) he had learned to use the 
semester before in his engineering graphics and design course, a course that was linked to his 
first semester composition course but not linked to his second semester composition course. 
The English assignment did not require that students use figures, nor I did tell Vince that he 
needed a graphic or even that the original graphic was too complex for the audience he had 
identified. Vince came up with the solution himself, which he later told me about when I 
asked him about the interesting graphic. 
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Vince had appropriated the engineering tool (Mechanical Desktop), and through the 
use of the tool, he was able to expand his involvement into his new activity system of 
engineering. In other words, Vince was able to apply the tool in a new way to translate 
complex engineering information to a non-engineering audience. Vince had moved from 
knowing about Mechanical Desktop and how to use it for work assigned in an engineering 
class to being in-the-know about how this software could help him to be a better engineering 
communicator. Figure 3.6 is the graphic drawn by Vince for his English course using 
Mechanical Desktop. 
Exchange-value versus use-value 
The final major concepts I will be addressing from activity theory regard the internal 
conflict that Engestrôm (1987) posits is the primary internal contradiction in the activity of 
what he terms "school-going." According to Engestrôm, education can be considered a 
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Figure 3.6: By creating this graphic for his English class, Vince demonstrated 
expansive learning. He had moved from knowing about Mechanical Desktop and 
how to use it for work assigned in an engineering class to being in-the-know 
about how this software could help him to be a better engineering communicator 
(drawing by Vince, English 105, Spring 2000). 
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commodity, which "appears to the pupil in two competing forms": use-value and exchange-
value. On the one hand, the tools learned in educational activity systems have exchange-
value. Students attempt to learn new tools in an effort to demonstrate a certain level of 
mastery, mastery that is rewarded by the issuing of a grade. Grades are a form of currency 
that have exchange-value. Students earn grades, so they can later exchange them for a 
diploma, yet another type of currency. In this system of activity, students are in the role of 
what Engestrôm calls grade-maker. 
On the other hand, the tools students learn in educational activity systems also have 
potential use-value outside the immediate activity system of education. In other words, 
mastery of certain tools may provide students "a living instrument of mastering one's own 
relation to society outside the school" (Engestrôm, 1987, p. 103), an enlightened stance that 
would place the student in the role of sense-maker. Engestrôm uses the terms grade-maker 
and sense-maker to describe students' process of learning by expanding. Vince, the student in 
the example cited previously, had the opportunity to experience being a "sense-maker" when 
he learned that mastery of the Mechanical Desktop tool not only had exchange-value in the 
course where he originally appropriated the tool, it had use-value in a different activity 
system. 
Students' motivation to learn is related to their perceptions of tools having exchange-
value versus tools having use-value. Perhaps not surprisingly, when students perceive a tool 
or course as useful, they are more motivated to actively engage in the activity. According to 
"situated learning theory (Lave and Wenger, 1991), motivation to learn stems from 
participation in culturally valued collaborative practices in which something useful is 
produced" (Engestrôm, 2001, p. 141). In other words, tools (courses) that students perceive 
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as having use-value in a desired activity system are more highly regarded and motivate the 
students to engage in the tool and potentially the course in new ways. Significantly, 
particularly for traditional undergraduate students, students often have a very limited 
understanding of the future activity systems in which they will participate; therefore, they 
have difficulty knowing which tools have potential use-value as well as exchange-value, e.g., 
which tools they should be motivated to appropriate from their courses. This is particularly 
difficult for students who are taking general education courses, because early courses are at 
the distant boundary of professional activity systems (Russell, 1997, p. 539), and I would 
add, because early (general education) courses are located in separate activity systems 
altogether. 
Russell's synthesis of activity theory and genre systems theory 
As I noted earlier, genres are one of the tools that may mediate a participant's 
experience within an activity system. Following Miller (1984), I use the term genre in this 
dissertation to mean genre as social action. According to this conception, which has been 
widely accepted and adopted by writing researchers and theorists in the activity theory 
tradition, genre is distinct from form and can be described best as typified responses to 
recurring situations (p. 163). Conceiving of genre in this way offers a much richer and more 
descriptive view of genre than the conventional view that limits discussions of genre to the 
formal features found in a particular document and places emphasis on the fact that genres 
are "shared expectations among some group(s) of people" (Russell, 1997, p. 513). Although 
genres predict structure, they do not determine it (p. 520). 
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Bazerman (1994) furthers genre theory by arguing that genres belong to identifiable 
genre systems, a theoretical perspective that highlights the interrelatedness of genres (p. 97). 
Conceiving of genres as belonging to identifiable systems better represents the range of 
genres that can be found in any given activity system. From this range of genres, participants 
have a limited number of recognized or accepted genres from which to choose in order to 
meet their group's expectations. Making a choice then leads to a "certain range of 
appropriate generic responses by others" (p. 96). If an activity system participant chooses a 
genre not considered appropriate or as belonging to the genre system, that participant risks 
other activity participants not recognizing the action or response. Significantly, in order for 
genres to do work or to have value, activity system participants have to recognize them: 
"Indeed genres rely on our being able to recognize them and to some degree understand the 
meanings they instantiate within the systems of which they are part" (p. 81). 
Russell (1997) synthesis of Bazerman's genre systems theory with activity theory 
provides a refinement of the theories that offers us a way to examine closely the motives and 
values activity systems participants place with certain genres, as well as the role genres play 
in mediating the activity within and between activity systems. Russell suggests the 
synthesized theories can serve as a heuristic for analyzing the "intertextual relations among 
disciplinary and educational genre systems" (p. 504) and illustrates this tool by analyzing the 
interaction of the activity systems of the research university and the profession of cell 
biology through a boundary course: intermediate cell biology. Complex diagrams 
demonstrate for readers the wide array of activity systems that influence and interact with the 
course (from patients to drug companies and related disciplines to congress) as well as the 
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complexity of the course's genre system, which includes lab reports, research reviews, 
exams, textbooks, review articles, and grade reports among others. 
The writing assignments each of the instructors in my study introduced are all 
examples of classroom genres. Nevertheless, as I discuss in chapter 6, my research suggests 
that the students in English 104 ascribed their composition writing assignments to different 
genre systems. The students perceived their early composition writing assignments as 
belonging to the activity system of general schooling, while they perceived their later 
composition writing assignments as belonging to the activity system of engineering. 
Russell's synthesis of the theories helps explain why the students were motivated to engage 
in certain genres but not others assigned in their first-year composition class. In this case, the 
students were motivated to engage with those genres they perceived as being related to 
engineering, but not those genres they perceived as being related to general schooling. 
Importantly, when the students were motivated by the "engineering" genres, they were 
motivated to engage in their first-year composition course in important new ways. 
Additionally, when genres are perceived as relevant, they can form pathways for expanding 
involvement with a discipline, which can lead to expansive learning (learning transfer more 
broadly conceived) and create useful interdisciplinary connections. I return to this issue in 
chapter 6. 
Chapter conclusion 
In this chapter, I first introduced the theory of learning transfer before turning to 
Vygotsky's cultural historical activity theory, a theory which offers a more useful theoretical 
lens for exploring the complex interrelations between the linked learning community courses. 
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I then provided an overview of activity theory, including defining key terms of relevance to 
my study. In addition to describing the terms, I provided examples from my research to 
further explore and explain the theory, particularly the following key concepts: tool 
appropriation, contradictions, psychological double binds, zone of proximal development, 
expansive learning, and exchange-value versus use-value. Finally, I introduced Russell's 
(1997) synthesis of activity theory with Bazerman's (1994) genre systems theory as a 
heuristic for exploring the motives and values the first-year students placed with the written 
genres (assignments) that mediated their courses. 
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CHAPTER 4: DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY SETTING 
In the following chapter, I describe the Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering 
(ABE) Learning Community, which is the setting of my dissertation research. In addition to 
describing the department that sponsors the learning community, I describe the reasons why 
the learning community was established and the goals that provide the foundation for the 
initiative. I then describe the two linked courses (first-year composition and introduction to 
engineering graphics and design) in the first-year learning community, including the writing 
assignments for each of the courses. Analysis of the ABE learning community as an activity 
system is presented in chapter 6. 
The Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering Learning Community 
The activity setting for my study is the Agriculture and Biosystems Engineering 
(ABE) learning community, which is situated within the activity system of Iowa State 
University (ISU). ISU is a large, public, land-grant university with roughly 25,000 
undergraduate students. Figure 3.3 provided a graphic representation of the ISU activity 
system. ISU is divided into eight colleges, an especially important caveat for the ABE 
department generally and the ABE learning community specifically. The ABE department is 
uniquely situated within two colleges at ISU (the college of engineering and the college of 
agriculture) and offers two undergraduate degree options: agricultural engineering (AE) and 
agricultural systems technology (AST). Students who major in AE are members of the 
college of engineering, while students who major in AST are members of the college of 
agriculture. The majors are closely related and the distinction between the two is fine from an 
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outsider's perspective. According to the ABE faculty, students majoring in AST, future 
technologists, will use and apply technology; however, they will not be responsible for 
designing technology (as an engineer would do). Both majors, as their names suggest, are 
related to agriculture. The faculty is also divided between the two colleges. 
As I will discuss in more detail later, one of the reasons the ABE learning community 
was established was to help build community between these two groups of students. While 
the students are all members of the ABE department, they are divided between the college of 
engineering and the college of agriculture, depending upon their chosen major. This 
auricular division has historically fostered discord within the ABE activity system. Figure 
4.1 shows the relationship between the college of engineering, the college of agriculture, the 
ABE department, and the ABE learning community. 
LBE learning 
.community AST AE 
Agriculture 
College 
Engineering 
College 
Iowa State 
University 
Figure 4.1: The Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering (ABE) department joins 
two college activity systems (engineering and agriculture). A student's choice of 
major in either agricultural engineering (AE) or agricultural systems technology 
(AST) indicates to which college the student is a member. Historically, the 
relationship between the two groups of students has not been harmonious. The 
learning community brings these two groups of students together during their first 
semester at the university. 
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My research focuses specifically on a group of students who were majoring in AE 
and who were therefore saw themselves as future engineers. During their first year at ISU, all 
students who declare AE as their major take a very similar, rigorous curriculum, which varies 
because of the students' levels of expertise in the subject matter addressed in the first year of 
coursework. The courses commonly included in a first-year AE student's schedule at ISU are 
an array of core or general education courses: introduction to chemistry, first-year 
composition, introduction to physics, mathematics, and introduction to economics. Students 
are placed in mathematics and physics based on placement test scores. Similarly, placement 
in first-year composition is based on American College Testing (ACT) scores: students who 
matriculated in the Fall 2000 who scored less than 24 were placed into both semesters of 
first-year composition (English 104 and English 105), while students who scored above 24 
were placed only into the second semester of first-year composition (English 105). 
Additionally, first-year AE students take four engineering courses. Two of the courses are 
orientation courses: Engineering 101 (Engineering Orientation for AE students) and 
Agricultural Engineering 110 (Experiencing Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering). The 
other two courses are introductory engineering courses: Engineering 170 (Introduction to 
Engineering Graphics and Design) and Engineering 160 (Engineering Problem Solving with 
Computational Laboratory). 
Perhaps because of the rigor of the first-year curriculum, student retention was a 
significant issue facing the ABE department in the late 1990s. Student retention in AE was 
47.6 percent in the 1997/1998 academic year7 (Harms, Mickelson, and Brumm, 2001). 
7 Retention is defined as first-time/first-semester AE college students who have remained in the AE curriculum 
through the tenth day of the first-semester of their sophomore year. 
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Concurrently, the department was faced with trying to meet newly established Accreditation 
Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET) program outcomes criteria which included 
(among other things) teamwork, communication, and knowledge of contemporary issues. 
The ABE learning community was designed in an effort to enhance students' academic and 
social lives (i.e., increase student retention), to meet departmental objectives that were 
created in response to the ABET criteria, and to foster harmony between students majoring in 
AE and students majoring in AST, the two activity systems within the ABE department. 
The efforts to improve retention have been successful, which has been attributed in large part 
to the learning community. Indeed, in 2002, Harms, et al., reported the 2001 AE retention 
rate was 95 percent. 
The ABE learning community encompasses two complementary undergraduate 
programs for which first-year students can enroll: The ABE learning community, which is 
created by having students co-enroll for specifically selected courses, and the ABE 
living/learning community, which is created by having students live in a reserved portion of a 
specific residence hall on the ISU campus. A separate learning community has been 
established for each of the two ABE undergraduate majors; a unique community is necessary 
for each due to auricular differences; however, the living/learning community is offered to 
students in both majors. Other features of the ABE learning community include peer mentors 
and tutors, faculty-student dinners, and student service learning opportunities. In the 
following paragraphs, I describe the program objectives guiding the learning community 
initiative and each of the learning community features mentioned above. Following the 
general descriptions, I will provide a detailed description of the two linked courses (English 
104 and Engineering 170) that are featured in my study. 
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ABE learning community objectives 
The objectives for the learning community were initially listed on documents created 
for an internal ISU grant competition and on documents written for the ABE department. In 
addition, the objectives are listed on recruiting materials created for the initiative and are 
listed below. The final objective in the list addresses written communication skills and is the 
objective that inspired linking first-year composition with a course in the engineering 
curriculum. 
• To build community for entering first-year students within the AE and AST 
curricula 
• To increase the retention of first-year students in the AE and AST programs 
• To increase recruitment of student into the ABE curriculum, especially 
underrepresented students (women and students representing minority 
populations) 
• To enhance learning and team skills using collaborative, learning-based 
educational methodology in the learning community courses 
• To improve written communication skills by creating a writing link between first-
year composition courses and other technical courses in the AE and AST curricula 
Additionally, the learning community coordinator created measurable outcomes 
(activity theory would label them goals), which were developed from the list of program 
objectives. The learning community uses a survey instrument to measure the learning 
community outcomes every semester (the survey instrument is located in appendix A).8 
8 Results from the surveys have been presented by Harms, Mickelson, and Brumm (2001 ; 2002) at the 
American Society for Engineering Education Annual Conference and Exposition and are available in the 
refereed conference proceedings. 
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Listed below are the outcomes (goals). Those outcomes relevant to the linked first-year 
composition course are marked with an asterisk. 
• To build excitement for the fields of engineering and technology 
• To increase student involvement within the department of ABE 
• To increase student interaction with the ABE faculty 
• To increase student interaction with ABE upper-level students 
• To have students learn about the differences between the options within the AE 
and AST curricula 
• To develop team skills through the use of collaborative, learning-based 
assignments 
• To introduce students to various problems (areas of interest) within the 
agricultural engineering and technology field 
• To experience hands-on laboratories related to the AE and AST options 
• To increase involvement in professional societies and student branches 
• To introduce technical writing skills during the first year of study* 
• To make first-year composition courses more meaningful to students* 
• To establish career development/job preparation 
• To receive academic guidance related to curriculum issues 
The department has demonstrated its commitment to the learning community by continuing 
to support the learning community and by the faculty's continuing participation in learning 
community events (S. Mickelson, personal communication). 
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Learning community features 
In an effort to meet the objectives and outcomes, the learning community offers 
' several opportunities from which the first-year students can elect to participate: linked 
courses, living/learning community, peer mentors and tutors, faculty-student dinners, and 
student service learning opportunities. I include this information to provide a sense of the 
unique experience the ABE learning community provides the first-year student participants. 
In the following paragraphs, I describe each one of the opportunities. 
Linked courses 
Three courses each semester are the primary support of the curricular aspect of the 
ABE learning community initiative. Each of the courses in the learning community has its 
own instructor and its own course curriculum; however, the instructors work collaboratively 
to design complementary curricula between the courses. Students are issued separate grades 
for the courses. In activity theory terms, each course in the learning community is a unique 
activity system. Students must enroll in two of the three learning community courses offered 
in order to participate in the learning community. As I noted previously, a separate learning 
community exists for each of the two majors offered by ABE; however, as I will describe 
below, the English courses offered through the ABE learning communities are offered to 
students in both of the majors. Table 4.1 shows the six courses offered for the AE learning 
community annually. 
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Table 4.1: Agricultural engineering students must enroll in two of the three courses offered in the learning 
community each semester in order to participate in the learning community. 
Semester Course number Credits Title 
Fall Engineering 101 R9 Engineering orientation for AE students 
Fall Engineering 170 3 Intro, to engineering graphics and design! 
Fall English 104 3 First-year composition I J linked 
Spring Engineering 110 1 Experiencing agricultural & biosystems engineering 
Spring Engineering 160 3 Engineering problem solving with 1 
computational laboratory r linked 
Spring English 105 3 First year composition II J 
At ISU, not all students take first-year composition due to university placement 
policies. As noted previously, students scoring above 24 on their ACT test (Fall 2000 
university guideline) are placed into the second semester first-year composition course 
(English 105) only. Additionally, some students bring college credit for English when they 
matriculate from high school; these students are not required to enroll in first-year 
composition. Because of these placement policies, there are usually insufficient numbers of 
AE or AST students to fill one section of first-year composition (26 students/course/ 
semester); therefore, both AE and AST students are enrolled in one section of English 104 in 
the fall semester and one section of 105 in the spring. For example, during the Fall 2000 
semester, fifteen AE and AST students who needed English 104 in their schedules were 
interested in participating in a linked first-year composition course. The students were all 
placed in one section (nine AE students and six AST students), and the remaining seats in the 
section were purchased by the ABE learning community as empty seats. The coordinator 
chose to employ this strategy, so the English course could remain focused on the ABE 
9 R is an abbreviation for required credit. Engineering 101 is a course that all engineering students at ISU must 
take, but it is a course for which students receive no formal credit. 
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learning community theme. According to the learning community coordinator, during most 
semesters there are sufficient numbers to fill one section of English (if the AE and AST 
majors are combined). Additionally, the practice of placing AE and AST students into one 
composition section helps the department fulfill its objective of fostering community 
between the AE and AST activity systems. 
At the time of my study, the link between Engineering 170 and English 104 had been 
the most carefully nurtured curricular aspect of the learning community and was the focus of 
my research. As I described in chapter 1, the courses were linked in an effort to increase the 
emphasis on communication during the first-year of engineering study and to allow ABE 
students to read and write about subjects related to agriculture, engineering, and technology 
in their English course. I describe the ABE linked sections of Engineering 170 and English 
104 in the section following the remaining general descriptions of the learning community 
opportunities. 
Living/learning community 
The living/learning community is an activity system designed to increase interaction 
and collaboration between students and is co-sponsored by the ABE department and ISU's 
Department of Residential Living. Students who major in either AE or AST are invited to 
live in the reserved portion of a newly renovated residence hall on the ISU campus. 
According to the learning community coordinator, living/learning communities bring 
students together who have similar interests and academic goals. While the living/learning 
community complements the other aspects of the ABE learning community, student 
participation is not required. A primary goal of the ABE living/learning community is to 
foster collaboration and unity between students in the two undergraduate programs that are 
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administered by the ABE department (Mickelson, Harms, and Brumm, 2001). The faculty 
anticipated that the increased interaction provided through the living/learning community 
would enhance student-to-student relationships between the two historically splintered 
groups. In the 2000/2001 academic year, 33 AE and AST students chose to live in the ABE 
living/learning community. Twenty of the students were first-year students, and thirteen of 
the students were second-year students who had elected to continue participating in the 
living/learning community (Mickelson, et al., 2001). 
Peer mentors and tutors 
Peer mentors, upper-level students majoring in either AE or AST, are hired annually 
for the ABE learning community. According to the learning community literature, the peer 
mentors are hired specifically to build community within the department, to increase student 
interaction with upper-level ABE students, to build excitement for the fields of engineering 
and technology, and to provide academic guidance. One peer mentor is hired for the living/ 
learning community, and several other students are hired to work with students enrolled in 
the linked courses. Initially, rising third- and fourth-year students were recruited to be peer 
mentors; however, the popularity of the program resulted in the initiation of a competitive 
application process. 
The peer mentors are expected to attend class with the students, to help guide several 
in-class small-group activities, to assist students one-on-one in class as needed, and to meet 
with students outside of class to help foster student friendships. For example, during the 
Spring 2001 semester one peer mentor met with his group in a university recreational facility 
for a weekly game of basketball. In figure 4.2, an upper-level student mentor is shown 
helping a first-year student learn an engineering software program (Mechanical Desktop). 
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Figure 4.2: The ABE learning community employs upper-level student mentors to 
work with the first-year students in several classes. Initially, rising third- and 
fourth-year students were recruited for the program; however, a competitive 
application process is now used by the learning community coordinator because of 
the popularity of the program. 
Tutoring is also provided under the umbrella of the learning community for the 
students majoring in AE. Specifically, tutors are hired for the math and physics courses, 
because these courses tend to be the most difficult for the students (Harms, Mickelson, and 
Brumm, 2001). Tutoring sessions are held twice each week at times and locations convenient 
for the students and the tutors. 
Faculty-student dinners 
According to the learning community literature, members of the ABE faculty and the 
other linked course instructors (i.e., the first-year composition instructor) join the students 
who live in the ABE living/learning community once each semester for appetizers and 
dinner. In the Fall 2000 semester, all students participating in the learning community, even 
those students who were not living in the living/learning community, were invited by the 
learning community coordinator to participate in the event. The appetizers are provided by 
the department of residential living (a co-sponsor of the living/learning community) and are 
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served in the lounge on the living/learning community floor. Having the appetizers in the 
students' dormitory gives the faculty an opportunity to visit an activity system they rarely 
have an opportunity to visit. The dinner is then served in the residence dining hall, another 
activity system rarely visited by members of the faculty. 
During my observation of the learning community, I overheard several faculty 
sharing old dormitory stories with the students, in addition to telling the students that they 
hadn't "visited the dorms for 20 or 30 years." In a similar vein, the students appeared to 
enjoy showing the faculty their newly renovated rooms. This rather informal event is very 
popular with students and faculty alike and attendance has grown each semester that the 
dinner has been offered according to the learning community coordinator. A picture taken 
during the Fall 2000 living/learning community faculty-student dinner is shown in figure 4.3. 
Figure 4.3: Once each semester, the ABE faculty join the students in the 
living and learning community for appetizers and dinner. The event has 
been popular with faculty and students alike. 
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Service learning opportunities 
At the time of my study, those students living in the living/learning community were 
required to be involved in service learning opportunities; however, service learning was not 
incorporated into the overall learning community activities. The students in the living/ 
learning community had the choice of either participating in group activities (for example 
working on a Habitat for Humanity house) or volunteering individually. For example, two of 
the students interested in antique tractors volunteered to work at a local antique tractor show 
as representatives of their new activity system, the ISU ABE department. 
Description of linked courses (Engineering 170 and English 104) 
As I described in chapter one, the ABE learning community links a professional 
studies course (Engineering 170) with a general education course (English 104), a common 
learning community configuration. The instructors maintained an independent curriculum for 
each course; however, they both centered their courses around an agricultural engineering 
and technology theme, an emphasis on writing in the professional discipline, and an 
emphasis on teamwork and collaboration. Additionally, the engineering professor visited the 
English course for most of every class session, where he participated in the daily activities 
with the students. The English instructor guest lectured one time in Engineering 170 
regarding report writing. Nine AE students were in co-enrolled in both classes and were the 
students involved in my study. 
In the following sections, I first describe each of the courses, including the student 
configuration in each course. I then describe the classroom genres mediating each of the 
courses. As I discussed previously in chapter 3, the term classroom genre covers all genres 
that mediate a classroom activity system, including everything from handouts distributed by 
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the instructor to informal documents written in-class to formal documents turned in for 
review. In chapter 5,1 identify all of the classroom genres I collected from the students in the 
study. Here I provide a description of the major course assignments that mediated each of the 
courses and that I discuss further in the results section (chapter 6). 
Introduction to Engineering Graphics and Design (Engineering 170) 
Introduction to Engineering Graphics and Design (Engineering 170) is a required 
course for many engineering majors, including AE. It is a multi-section course taught by a 
standard syllabus. During the Fall 2000 semester, seven sections of Engineering 170 were 
taught with a cap of 36 students per section. Six sections were taught by members of the 
engineering faculty, and one section was taught by a doctoral student in mechanical 
engineering. Two of the seven courses were dedicated to a particular learning community: 
the ABE learning community and a learning community for students majoring in mechanical 
engineering. According to the ISU course catalog, Engineering 170 provides students with 
the following experience: "Integration of fundamental graphics, computer modeling, and 
engineering design. Applications of multi-view drawings and dimensioning. Techniques for 
visualizing, analyzing, and communicating 3-D geometries. Application of the design 
process including written and oral reports. Freehand and computer methods" (ISU Bulletin, 
Courses and Programs 1999-2001). The three-credit course involves several components: 
lecture, problem solving sessions, computer aided drafting (CAD) computer lab, and 
activities in the mechatronics lab. 
The advising strategy at the time of my study was to encourage all students majoring 
in AE to enroll in Engineering 170 during their first semester at ISU, regardless of their 
intent to participate in the learning community. Although Engineering 170 is a multi-section 
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course, all students who declared AE as their major took a section dedicated to agricultural 
and biosystems engineering. The dedicated section was created in an effort to increase 
student retention through student-to-student interaction, through student-to-faculty 
interaction (the dedicated section was taught by an AE professor, not a professor from the 
general engineering college pool), and through activities in the ABE mechatronics lab 
located the ABE Building. For example, students in the ABE learning community performed 
a reverse engineering lab (which I discuss in more detail later in this chapter) on a John 
Deere tractor engine, while students in a regular section of the course performed the lab on a 
light meter. 
Officially, the course objectives for Engineering 170 are the same for all sections: 
"The student will: 
A. Clearly represent and control mental images 
B. Graphically represent technical designs using accepted standard practices 
C. Use plane and solid geometric forms to create and communicate design solutions 
D. Solve technical design problems, using CAD 
E. Communicate graphically, using sketches and CAD 
F. Apply technical graphics principles to many engineering disciplines 
G. Learn the design process through reverse engineering 
H. Apply the design process to an open-ended design problem" (Course Syllabus, 
Engineering 170/Fall 2000). 
Following the course objectives, the standard syllabus included a specific reference to 
the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET) and listed the ABET 
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competencies the students would be addressing: "Engineering 170 helps to meet each of the 
following ABET 2000 criteria. The student will demonstrate that they [sic] have: 
• An ability to apply knowledge of mathematics, science, and engineering 
• An ability to design a system, component, or process to meet desired needs 
• An ability to function on multidisciplinary teams 
• An understanding of professional and ethical responsibility 
• An ability to communicate effectively 
• A recognition of the need for and an ability to engage in lifelong learning 
• An ability to use the techniques, skills, and modern engineering tools necessary 
for engineering practice" (Course Syllabus, Engineering 170/Fall 2000). 
In addition to the official course objectives listed on the standard syllabus, the 
associate professor (Steve) who was teaching the course also stated he had specific 
expectations regarding student learning for students in the linked courses. Several of the 
goals were directed specifically to communication/writing. During an interview conducted 
prior to the beginning of the fall 2000 semester, Steve stated that he hoped students in the 
linked course would gain an appreciation for the importance of communication within the 
engineering profession. In addition, he hoped the students' experiences would help to 
strengthen their own perceptions of their communication abilities. According to Steve, many 
students who major in engineering at ISU often perceive they are poor writers/ 
communicators, a perception that he perceives is often ungrounded. By providing the 
students opportunities to write/communicate about subjects they were interested in, Steve 
hoped to boost their confidence. He hoped to "add some tools to their toolboxes." 
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Other more general objectives for student learning were also given by Steve: 1) to 
begin to gain an understanding of what it means to be an engineer and 2) to begin to 
understand that engineering is a process. Significantly, these final goals extend beyond the 
boundaries of the linked courses and reflect the engineering professor's understanding of the 
engineering activity system beyond the Engineering 170 classroom. 
Student configuration 
In the Fall 2000 semester, 36 students were enrolled in the ABE section of 
Engineering 170. Of the 36 students, 34 had declared AE as their intended major. All 34 of 
the AE majors were co-enrolled in Engineering 170 and Engineering 104 and were 
participants in the ABE learning community. Of that group of 34 students, nine were co-
enrolled in Engineering 170, English 104, and Engineering 101. The remaining AE students 
were not required to take first-year composition during their first semester at the university 
due to placement policies. All of the students in the ABE section of Engineering 170 were 
men. One of the two non-ABE majors was a minority student and a non-native speaker of 
English; the remaining students were Caucasian and were native English speakers. The nine 
students who were co-enrolled in Engineering 170 and English 104 were the primary 
participants in my study and are described in more detail in chapter 6. Figure 4.4 depicts a 
graphic representation of the student configuration in the linked courses. 
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English 104 Engineering 170 
Total students = 15 Total students = 34 
Co-enrollecT 
students = 9 
Figure 4.4: Thirty-four agricultural engineering majors were enrolled in 
Engineering 170 in the Fall 2000 semester. Fifteen students were enrolled 
in the linked English 104 section. Nine students were co-enrolled in both 
courses and were the participants in the research study. 
Classroom genres 
During the Fall 2000 semester, the Engineering 170 students wrote two major reports: 
a reverse engineering report and a mechatronics robot competition report. Both reports were 
written collaboratively by small groups of students (3-4 students/group). Additionally, both 
reports underwent in-class peer review sessions prior to the final due date. 
Reverse engineering report 
The purpose of the reverse engineering report was to instruct an audience of high 
school students how to perform the same reverse engineering lab the first-year AE 
engineering students were required to perform. (Please see appendix B for the assignment 
sheet and the peer review sheet for the reverse engineering report.) The lab procedure 
involved small groups of students (3-4 students/group) disassembling (i.e., reverse 
engineering) a John Deere tractor engine in order to retrieve a manifold bolt, an exhaust 
gasket, and a push rod. These items were then measured by the students using calipers and 
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drafting rulers, a process which gave the students the necessary measurements required for 
drafting the items using the software program Mechanical Desktop. After the students 
measured the items, they reassembled the tractor engines. Shown in figure 4.5 is a group of 
students taking measurements as they reverse engineered a John Deere tractor engine. 
Mechatronics robot competition report 
The second major engineering report the ABE learning community students wrote 
was the mechatronics robot competition report (Please see appendix C for a description of the 
project, a copy of the assignment sheet, the peer review form, and the scoring sheet used by 
the professor for grading the project). The purpose of this report was to describe to an 
audience of industry representatives the engineering process the students went through in 
order to design their team's robot and to describe the robot's performance when it competed 
with other robots performing the same task. A semester-end project, the mechatronics robot 
competition involved small groups of students working collaboratively with identical robot 
Figure 4.5: For their first engineering report, the ABE learning 
community students first learned how to perform reverse engineering 
on a tractor engine. They later wrote a report describing the reverse 
engineering procedures for an audience of high school students. 
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kits to create unique solutions to an engineering problem posed by their instructor. Each 
group was required to design a robot that could retrieve small wooden blocks (1.5" x 3.5"x 
6") from two adjacent 8' x 5' rooms (with a 12" passageway between the rooms), remove the 
blocks from the rooms through a 12" opening, and place the blocks in two distinct stacks 
outside the rooms. One of the robots designed by a group of learning community students is 
shown competing in the mechatronics competition in figure 4.6. 
Figure 4.6: The ABE learning community students designed robots 
for one portion of their second major engineering assignment in 
Engineering 170. Although the robot competition was the most 
popular aspect of the assignment with the students, the written 
report they were required to write carried the greatest weight in 
their final grade. 
Although designing the robots and competing with the other groups in the class was 
an important aspect of the project (and were very popular activities with the students), 
significant portions of the students' grades were based on the students' robot concepts which 
they drew using Mechanical desktop (see figure 4.7), the groups' written reports, and the 
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groups' oral presentations. For the oral presentations, the students presented their team's 
mechatronics robot design and the results of their performance to their classmates who were 
pretending to be an audience of engineering industry representatives. The students were all 
expected to use Power Point software for their presentations, which they gave during the 
final week of classes. 
Figure 4.7: The ABE learning community students used the software program 
Mechanical Desktop to draft their robot designs prior to the construction of 
their robots. Initially, each student was required to create his own design. Later 
the students compared their designs with other members of their group (3-4 
students/group). Each group of students then designed and built one robot for 
the competition. 
First-Year Composition I (English 104) 
First-year composition I is an introductory course officially required for all ISU 
students; however, not all students take the course as I discussed previously. Like 
Engineering 170, English 104 is a multi-section course; however, unlike Engineering 170, 
individuals who teach English 104 do not teach from a standard syllabus; rather, instructors 
create their own syllabi in accordance with the catalogue description. A professor of English, 
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the Director of First-Year Composition, oversees the individuals who teach this three-credit 
service course. 
In the Fall 2000 semester, sections of English 104 were offered, with a cap of 26 
students per section. Seventeen of the 79 sections were affiliated with an ISU learning 
community, although not all of those sections were one hundred percent learning community 
courses. Also unlike Engineering 170 that was primarily staffed by tenured or tenure track 
faculty, English 104 was primarily staffed by graduate students and by part-time instructors, 
a common occurrence at universities as I mentioned in chapter 1. According to the ISU 
course catalogue, English 104 offers students the following experience: "Introduction to 
college-level writing strategies with emphasis on critical reading and thinking skills. Six to 
eight major writing assignments with readings from a variety of sources" (ISU Bulletin, 
Courses and Programs 1999-2001). The methods of instruction used to teach English 104 
varies from instructor to instructor at ISU. 
The second year doctoral TA who taught the ABE learning community English 104 
in the Fall 2000 (Kate) used a combination of lecture, small-group exercises, computer lab 
activities, in- and out-of-class writing, and class discussion. In addition, Kate required the 
students to create a semester-end portfolio that contained revisions of several of their formal 
documents and personal reflections about their writing experience. Frequent out-of-class 
meetings between the English instructor and the individual students were encouraged as 
students revised their writing in preparation for the'portfolio. 
Objectives for the Fall 2000 ABE Learning Community English 104, which were 
very similar to the objectives found in any section of English 104, were listed for the students 
on the course syllabus: 
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• Develop strategies for reading critically 
• Increase analytical skills applied to professional disciplinary courses 
• Develop strategies to revise writing 
• Adapt writing to specific purposes and readers 
• Use a variety of information sources 
• Use a variety of organizational strategies 
• Avoid errors that distract or confuse readers 
Additionally, because the English 104 instructor was not bound by a standard 
syllabus, specific "ABE Learning Team Objectives Related to English 104" were listed on 
the syllabus: 
• Build community for first-year AE and AST students 
• Develop team skills through use of collaborative, learning-based assignments 
• Introduce technical writing skills during first year 
• Establish career development and job preparation 
• Teach importance of communication skills to ag [sic] engineering and technology 
These learning team objectives are complementary with the overall ABE learning community 
objectives and were formulated by Kate after meeting with Steve during a planning meeting 
prior to the start of the Fall 2000 semester. 
Like the informal goals Steve had for Engineering 170, Kate also had informal goals 
for her English 104 students. In addition to the formal course goals listed on the syllabus, the 
first-year composition instructor stated during an interview that she hoped to help the 
students learn that writing is a process and that revision is a part of that process. She also 
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hoped to help persuade the students that even if writing was not particularly easy for them, it 
was something that they could do, a goal that mirrored Steve's goal of helping the students 
become more confident writers. Additionally, Kate stated that a goal she had for the learning 
community students was that they would recognize how the writing and the writing processes 
they were doing in their English course was immediately relevant to their engineering 
coursework (Kate, interview I, September 5,2000). In other words, both instructors hoped to 
foster students' abilities to make interdisciplinary connections as I have defined it. 
Significantly, in addition to the goals Kate had for English 104 were the goals Steve 
had for English 104:10 "What I wanted was to get more technical writing put into the English 
and a little bit more on presentation graphics. Also, I wanted to have them write more about 
ag related topics and engineering or technology related topics instead of writing about, 'How 
do I feel about this tree?' or just something that's not very meaningful to the students" (Steve 
interview I, August 31,2000). Kate used Steve's goals, which he shared with her during a 
planning meeting prior to the start of the semester, to guide her creation of the genre-based 
English 104 assignments. 
Student configuration 
In the Fall 2000 semester, 15 students were enrolled in the ABE section of English 
104. Nine of the students were AE majors and were co-enrolled in Engineering 170. The 
remaining six students were AST majors. All of the students in the ABE English 104 section 
were Caucasian males who were native speakers of English. As I indicated earlier, the nine 
10 This fact is significant because the reverse was not true. The English 104 instructor did not have specific 
goals for Engineering 170, perhaps because Introduction to Engineering Graphics and Design was not a course 
with which she was very familiar. The engineering professor, on the other hand, had been the driving force 
behind initiating the link between the courses and had already taught in the course link for two semesters. 
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AE students who were enrolled in the English 104 section were all participants in my study. I 
describe these students in chapters 5 and 6. 
Classroom genres 
During the Fall 2000 semester, the English 104 students wrote seven major 
assignments and gave one formal oral presentation, which were divided among three major 
units. The English 104 instructor (Kate) structured the course in an order she perceived was a 
logical progression for the students as they moved from writing in secondary school to 
writing in higher education. The units were listed for the students on the syllabus. Kate 
created assignments to correspond with each of the units, a sequence which moved from the 
personal to the professional. The units were listed on the course syllabus as follows: 
1. Unit 1: Who are you? Where do you come from? What does it mean to be here? 
• Readings/movies about identity, change, values 
• Assignments: two reading summaries; personal narrative paper on identity, 
change (3-5 pages) 
2. Unit 2: Where are you going? What do you want to become? 
• Readings/documentaries about issues in agriculture, engineering, and technology 
(mostly provided by students) 
• Assignments: on-line journal of current events in ag, engineering, and technology 
(summaries with commentary); student-led discussions on current events in the 
field; career paper (5 pages); dream resume 
3. Unit 3: Writing in your field—reports and proposals 
• Readings about business and technical writing 
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• Assignments: proposal; progress report; learning community brochure; group 
presentation (recruiting for learning community) 
The eight major assignments from English 104 that I discuss in the results section and 
describe below are the personal narrative paper on identity (the identity paper), the career 
paper, the dream resume, the proposal, the progress report, the learning community brochure, 
the learning community brochure presentation, and the semester portfolio. 
Identity paper 
The identity paper was the first major paper written by the students for English 104 
and was written after two short summary assignments that were evaluated and graded by 
Kate. According to the Fall 2000 ABE English 104 course-pack, the identity paper was a 
personal narrative paper that provided the students an opportunity to "think about the 
changes you are experiencing, to consider where you came from, why you are here, and what 
you expect." The instructor did not specify a length requirement, but the students were 
required to identify a particular audience to whom they were writing and to make a point 
with their writing. On the assignment sheet, the instructor wrote that the students would 
receive a formal grade for the assignment, that they would have two weeks to revise their 
writing for a new grade, and that a revised version of the paper was required for the portfolio 
at the end of the semester. Prior to the due date, Kate held an in-class peer review session for 
the students. Kate eventually decided not to issue a grade to the students on this paper due to 
the students' difficulty with the assignment until the end of the semester when the students 
turned in their final drafts with their portfolio. In their final form, the identity papers ranged 
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in length from three to five double-spaced pages. (Please see appendix D for the English 104 
assignment sheets.) 
Dream resume 
The dream resume was the first of two major assignments in the second unit in 
English 104 (Where are you going? What do you want to become?). While the dream resume 
was a separate assignment, the students were encouraged to conduct research for the project 
while they were collecting information for their career paper, which I discuss in the 
following section. The dream resume was designed to help the students begin to set 
professional goals and to help them begin to consider the area in which they thought they 
may want to eventually specialize. Unlike a conventional resume, the dream resume was not 
based on actual experiences; rather, it was created to resemble the resume (i.e., experiences) 
the students hoped to achieve by their senior year in college. Additionally the dream resume 
provided the students an opportunity to practice document design. The dream resumes 
underwent peer review prior to the assignment due date like the identity paper. This 
assignment was graded by Kate, and all of the students in the study ultimately turned in a 
revision of this assignment in their end-of-semester portfolios. 
Career paper 
Like the dream resume, the career paper gave the students the opportunity to research 
the professional field of ABE. The assignment required the students to write about a job each 
of them hoped to eventually have and provided the students an opportunity to explore one of 
the many specializations available in ABE. Unlike the other assignments, Kate specified that 
the career paper had to be at least five pages in length. Additionally, the students were 
required to interview a professional in ABE and to cite this individual in their papers. The 
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students were required to write the career paper in the form of a professional argument, 
although they had the choice of writing either to persuade their audience to major in AE or 
AST and a specific specialty or to persuade them not to major in the major and/or the 
particular specialty. Like the other major assignments, the students had an in-class peer 
review session for their career papers. Additionally, like the identity paper, the career paper 
had an official due date during the semester, although Kate did not issue a grade for the 
career papers until the final drafts of the papers were turned in as part of the English 104 end-
of-semester portfolio. 
Project proposal 
The project proposal was the first of four assignments in the third unit in English 104 
(Writing in your field—reports and proposals) and was the first assignment that the students 
wrote collaboratively in this course. The students selected their own small groups for this 
unit; four or five students were in each group. The project proposal assignment required that 
the students write a two to three page proposal to Steve M. (their Engineering 170 professor 
and the coordinator of the learning community) offering to create a brochure for the ABE 
learning community. The assignment sheet specified that the proposal should be persuasive 
and that it was "a professional document and you will have to write many like it in the 
future" (LC Brochure Project, Part I assignment sheet, Fall 2000). Like the individual 
assignments, the students had an in-class peer review session regarding the project proposals. 
A copy of the assignment was due to both Kate and Steve on a specified due date, although 
only Kate made comments and issued a grade for the proposal. Steve's role was that of silent 
client. The students were not allowed to revise the proposal collaboratively for a new grade; 
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however, they were permitted to revise the document individually for their end-of-semester 
portfolios. 
Progress report 
The progress report was the second assignment in the third unit of English 104. A 
short document (two pages), the progress report was written to Steve with a carbon copy to 
Kate. The purpose of the progress report was to report the groups' progress on the learning 
community brochure to their client (Steve) and to suggest the work that remained as well as 
any changes to the original plan the group recommended. The progress report was peer 
reviewed during an in-class session, a session that included a peer review of the students' 
learning community brochures (described in the next section). Like the project proposals, the 
students were not allowed to revise the progress report collaboratively for a new grade; 
however, they were permitted to revise the document individually for their end-of-semester 
portfolios. 
Learning community brochure 
The learning community brochure was the final written aspect of the third unit in 
English 104. For the assignment, the students were required to create a brochure that 
persuaded new students to participate in the ABE learning community. These were the 
brochures the students proposed in their project proposals. Like the other assignments in this 
unit, the brochures were ultimately given to the students' client (Steve M.) in addition to their 
instructor, Kate. The assignment sheet suggested that the brochures be "slick and 
professional" and that the students could use whatever software program they preferred to 
create the document. Information the students were required to place in the brochure included 
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at least one picture of ABE learning community students (not clip art),11 an explanation of 
the learning community, a description of the learning community activities, the benefits of 
the learning community, and the name of the learning community contact person. As I stated 
previously, the brochures were peer reviewed by the students during the session that also 
included the progress reports. Each group of students received one grade on this collaborative 
assignment. While a few of the students elected to include the brochure in their end-of-
semester portfolio as evidence of their hard work, the brochures were not revised by the 
students after the grades had been issued by Kate. 
Learning community brochure presentation 
The small groups of students were required to give formal presentations regarding the 
information in their learning community brochure as the final aspect of the third unit. Like 
the presentations the students gave in Engineering 170, the students were expected to use 
Power Point software and to give a prepared, formal presentation. The identified audience for 
the presentations was a group of high school students who were planning to attend ISU and 
who were considering participating in the ABE learning community. The students were 
evaluated and graded on their presentations by Kate, Steve, and several of their classmates. 
Kate provided the evaluation form that all of the evaluators used (please see appendix E). 
The evaluations were compiled and the composite score yielded a grade for each student. 
Semester portfolio 
The semester portfolio was the final requirement in English 104. Due during the 
finals period, the portfolios contained required documents as well as other documents the 
11 The students borrowed a digital camera from Steve M. for this project. The digital camera was also used by 
the students for Engineering 170, so the students were familiar with borrowing the camera. 
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students wanted to include. The required documents for the portfolio were revised drafts of 
the identity paper, the dream resume, the career paper, the project proposal, and the progress 
report. Additionally, the students were required to write one or more reflection papers 
regarding their English 104 writing experience. Some of the students wrote one reflection 
paper, while other students wrote individual reflection papers for each assignment. The 
portfolio assignment required the students to argue for a particular grade, both on the 
portfolio as well as for the course. In order to support this argument, many of the students 
submitted additional course documents as evidence of their hard work in the course, their 
steady improvement in the course, or their consistency in the course. 
Chapter conclusion 
In this chapter I have described the activity setting for my research through the lens of 
activity theory. In addition to describing the department of Agricultural and Biosystems 
Engineering (ABE) and its relationship to the College of Engineering and the College of 
Agriculture at Iowa State University, I have described the ABE Learning Community, the 
focus of my dissertation research. I have given particular focus to the two linked courses in 
the learning community (first-year composition and introduction to engineering graphics and 
design) and have described each of the major writing assignments completed by the students. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: METHODOLOGY AND STUDY DESIGN 
My study of the Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering (ABE) learning community 
was conducted over the Fall 2000 and Spring 2001 semesters at Iowa State University (ISU). 
In this chapter, I first describe the qualitative research approach guiding my research. I then 
describe my selection of a research site and research participants, followed by a description 
of data collection and analysis. Finally, I discuss the some ethical considerations relating to 
my study. 
Activity theory as a framework for educational ethnography 
Lauer and Asher (1988) suggest that rhetorical theory is a useful guide for empirical 
research (p. 7). Indeed, I found activity theory, which has in recent years come to be a 
version of rhetorical theory (e.g., Bazerman, 1994; Russell, 1997; Spinuzzi, 1999; Winsor, 
1996; Dias, 2000; Prior, 1998; Dias, Freedman, Medway and Paré, 1999), helpful not only as 
a lens for analysis, which I describe later in this chapter, but also as a theoretical foundation 
for designing my study. Because activity theory considers activity systems as the basic unit 
of analysis, I needed a study design that would provide me access to the various activity 
systems involved in the learning community, as well as to the participants within those 
activity systems. I selected an ethnographic approach, a research approach which assumes the 
importance of cultural context and provides access to it. An ethnographic approach allowed 
me to gain a close perspective of the activity systems and provided me a window into the 
students' experiences in their linked courses.12 
12 Not all researchers agree on what type of study is or is not an ethnography; nevertheless, the study described 
here exhibits enough relevant characteristics to be categorized as ethnographic (See Bishop, W. (1999). 
Ethnographic writing research: Writing it down, writing it up, and reading it. Portsmouth, NH: Boynton/Cook.) 
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Researchers using activity theory have often used educational ethnography, which is 
also the methodology grounding my study. As described by Goetz and LeCompte (1984), 
educational ethnography grows out of the ethnographic tradition found in anthropology and 
sociology. Like traditional ethnography, educational ethnography allows researchers an 
opportunity to study participants in situ; however, educational ethnography is unique in that 
it studies only those contexts, activities, and beliefs that relate to a particular educational 
setting. Educational ethnography is naturalistic and is "an approach to studying problems and 
processes in education" (p. 18). Characteristics of ethnographic research include immersion 
in communities (activity systems), participant-observation, and interviewing (Glesne, 1999). 
My study follows the naturalistic tradition grounding many of the undergraduate writing-
across-the-curriculum (WAC) empirical studies described in chapter 2 (e.g., Haas, 1994; 
Herrington, 1988; Herrington, 1985; McCarthy, 1987), and most notably, those studies that 
have also used activity theory (e.g. Dias, Freedman, Medway, and Paré, 1999; Freedman, 
Adam, and Smart, 1994; Winsor, 1996). 
Research site selection, site description, and participant selection 
In the following section, I describe my selection of a research site and the two 
primary physical sites of my research. In addition, I describe how I selected the participants 
and describe them briefly. 
Research site selection 
I selected the ABE Learning Community as my research site, because it was a 
bellwether case for studying interdisciplinary connections. Not only did the learning 
community feature a linked first-year composition course (general education course) linked 
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with a professional studies course (a common learning community configuration), the 
learning community was a well-respected "successful" learning community, a point I have 
made previously. Additionally, like many researchers, I selected my research site in part 
because I was familiar with the situation and because I was able to gain access and support 
from the activity system gatekeepers to conduct my study. I was granted access and support 
because I had helped to establish the ABE learning community course links during the first 
year they were offered and I had taught the first-year composition sections. Significantly, I 
elected to conduct my study in the linked course structure I helped to create, because very 
often researchers engaged in university classroom based research find themselves in this 
situation. My experience negotiating this complex situation adds a valuable aspect to my 
work. 
The initial proposal I wrote for my research suggested a multi-modal study involving 
the linked English 104 and Engineering 170 courses, which I submitted to the Agricultural 
Engineering professor who I had collaborated with initially and who was the coordinator for 
the learning community. He secured funding for the study by including part of my plan in his 
proposal and budget for the 2000-2001 ABE Learning Community. During the year I 
conducted my study, I worked as a graduate research assistant for the ABE Learning 
Community and was responsible for the learning community assessment program, in addition 
to the research I conducted for my dissertation. The financial support for my study came 
jointly from the ISU Department of Agricultural arid Biosystems Engineering and the ISU 
Office of the Vice Provost for Undergraduate Education. 
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Research site 
My research was conducted at ISU in the department of Agricultural and Biosystems 
Engineering (ABE) (please see chapter 4 for a description of the activity setting). 
Specifically, the formal sites for my research were two linked courses: first-year composition 
(English 104, which included a traditional classroom and computer lab) and introduction to 
engineering graphics and design (Engineering 170, which included a traditional classroom, a 
computer lab, and a mechatronics lab (where students worked on a robot project)). Both 
English 104 and Engineering 170 are three credit courses: English 104 met two times per 
week for 80 minute sessions, while Engineering 170 met up to four times per week for 
lecture, group work-time, and lab time. I also conducted my study by spending time in the 
ABE department. I was granted office space in Davidson Hall (the home building for the 
ABE department), and I often saw the students informally in this space. I shared the office 
with two upper-level ABE undergraduates who served as mentors for the first-year students; 
therefore, our office door was usually open and students representing all classes stopped by 
frequently. This casual interaction with the ABE students helped me to gain a better 
understanding of the students and for the ABE activity system and provided me an additional 
opportunity to gather data on interdisciplinary connections through my informal interactions 
with students. Sharing an office with ABE undergraduates was an asset to the ethnographic 
approach to my research and helped position me as someone who was accessible to the 
students, yet different than an instructor or professor (none of whom shared office space with 
undergraduate students). 
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Participants 
The primary participants in my study were a group of first-year undergraduates who 
had declared agricultural and biosystems engineering as their major and who were co-
enrolled in both English 104 and Engineering 170 during their first semester at ISU in the fall 
2000 semester. Nine students were co-enrolled in both courses, all of them were invited to 
participate in my study, and all nine students agreed to participate. None of the students 
dropped out of the study during the course of data collection. The student configuration for 
each of the learning community courses was described in the previous chapter (chapter 4). 
Miles and Huberman (1994) suggest that in complex situations, researchers are "sampling 
people to get at characteristics of settings, events, and processes. Conceptually, the people 
themselves are secondary" (p. 33), advice I have used to shape the manner in which I have 
presented the students. The group of students is rather homogeneous, which I describe below, 
and I believe providing detailed descriptions of each student would add very little to the 
value and validity of my study. In addition, as noted on the consent form I assured the 
students their confidentiality would be maintained (please see appendix F for a copy of the 
consent form). Because the students are all still undergraduate students at ISU in a rather 
small class (there are approximately 35-40 students annually who graduate in agricultural and 
biosystems engineering), it would be easy for readers familiar with the situation to identify 
individual students (Please see the ethnical considerations section of this chapter for further 
discussion of this issue). 
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I will note here that the demographics of the group are representative of the general 
profile of students at ISU who select agricultural and biosystems engineering.13 All of the 
students in my study were 18-19 year-old white males; eight were from rural Iowa and one 
was from rural Illinois. Not only were the all students from rural communities, they were all 
intimately familiar with agriculture and had extensive experience with farming. Additionally, 
all of the students were enrolled in English 104 due to ACT scores that were lower than the 
official cut-off score (24) used to advance place students into First-Year Composition II 
(English 105) during the 2000-2001 academic year. I have given the students the following 
pseudonyms: Allen, Bruce, Craig, Don, Evan, Frank, Gary, Hans, and Isaac, and have 
provided brief descriptions of the students in the results section (chapter 6) when it is 
relevant but not too revealing for the student. 
The secondary participants for my study were the two instructors for the linked 
courses, both of whom were selected because they were the instructors of the linked courses. 
The English instructor was Kate14, a second-year doctoral student in rhetoric and professional 
communication who had several years of experience teaching first-year composition. 
Immediately prior to teaching the linked first-year composition course (the 2000 summer 
session), Kate taught Grant and Proposal Writing, a 300-level course at ISU. This had been 
her first experience teaching an upper-level professional writing course. At the time of the 
study, Kate had been living in Iowa for approximately one year and was a native of an urban 
area in a non-Midwestern state. I include this background information about Kate because the 
fact that she had not grown up on a Midwestern farm was extremely important to the students 
13 The ABE department actively recruits underrepresented students and is in the process of adding a new 
biosystems engineering degree that will likely attract a broader audience; nevertheless, the learning community 
for the 2000-2001 academic year included only white males. 
14 pseudonym per participant's request 
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and to Kate, and Kate's urban background influenced the manner in which she approached 
teaching the ABE Learning Community. 
The engineering instructor was Steve, an associate professor of engineering who had 
been teaching and advising first-year engineering students at ISU for 18 years. Steve was the 
originator and coordinator of the ABE Learning Community, as well as the college of 
engineering coordinator for Engineering 170, the introductory engineering course featured in 
my study. Both his department and his college recognized Steve as an exemplary teacher, and 
during the semester after I completed the study, he received the Exemplary Teaching Award 
from the ISU College of Engineering. Steve grew up on a small farm in Northwest Iowa, 
personal background information that he, like Kate, made a point to share with the students. 
Also like Kate, Steve drew on this background in his approach to teaching this group of 
students. 
Study design and data collection 
Empirical research is one of several approaches available to composition research 
(Lauer and Asher, 1988), and as I noted earlier, it is an approach several WAC researchers 
have used previously. Presently, there is a great deal of interest in qualitative empirical 
learning community studies, because most learning community literature is supported by 
anecdotal evidence and quantitative studies that largely address the issue of student retention 
(please see chapter 2 for a review of the learning community literature). Because my study 
addresses WAC in a learning community setting, I looked to the WAC literature for potential 
study designs. While none of the empirical WAC studies cited previously specifically 
address linked courses, McCarthy's (1987) study did feature a student writing in both 
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composition (fall semester, freshman year) and in a discipline (biology; fall semester, 
sophomore year); therefore, I looked to this study as a starting point for my study design. In 
addition, Herrington's (1985) study of chemical engineering undergraduate students writing 
in two engineering courses helped to inform my design. 
Like McCarthy (1987), I approached my study openly with no pre-conceived 
hypotheses to test; rather, I hoped to construct a rich portrait of the students' writing 
experiences in their linked courses in an effort to get at characteristics of settings, events, and 
processes as described by Miles and Huberman (1994). Four research tools were used by 
McCarthy: observation, interview, composing aloud protocols, and text analysis (p. 128). 
According to the researcher, she used wanted to "view Dave's writing experiences through 
several windows" so that she could triangulate her findings (as defined by Denzin, 1978) (p. 
128). Triangulation is used by researchers to increase the confidence in their research 
findings, and in qualitative research, triangulation is commonly achieved by using multiple 
methods of data collection (Glesne, 1999). 
I used three of the data collection techniques used by McCarthy (1987): observation, 
interview, and text analysis. McCarthy also included composing aloud protocols, a method I 
did not employ because I had nine students in my study, unlike McCarthy who had one 
student. Instead, I conducted discourse-based interviews, a strategy which involves 
interviewing individuals about documents after they have been written. WAC researcher 
Anne Herrington (1994) employed this method in her research of students in two chemical 
engineering courses. In the following sections, I describe each of my data gathering methods: 
observation, interviews (instructor, discourse-based, and focus group), and collection of 
student texts. Please see table 5.1 for a graphic representation of my data collection process. 
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Table 5.1: Graphic representation of data collection (August 2000 through May 2001). 
Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar 
'00 '00 '00 '00 '00 '01 '01 '01 
Data 
Collection 
Collection of 
Student Texts 
Instructor 
Interviews 
Kate 
Steve 
Focus Group 
Interviews 
Sessions 
Discourse Based 
Interviews 
Gary 
Isaac 
Hans 
Evan 
Allen 
8/31 
10/31 
10/26 
12/14 
12/22 
2'29 
4/12 
4/16 
4/17 
4/19 
5/1 
Observation 
Participant observation is a data gathering method considered basic to naturalistic 
research and involves "firsthand involvement in the social world chosen for study" (Marshall 
and Rossman, 1989, p. 79 qtd. in Potter, 1996, p. 98). Glesne (1999) describes participant-
observation as a continuum "from mostly observation to mostly participation" (p. 44). A 
researcher entirely on the observer end would fall more into the positivist paradigm, and she 
would have very little or no interaction with the participants (for example a researcher 
observing participants through a two-way mirror.) At the opposite end of the continuum 
would be full participant, a researcher who conducts research while being a full member of 
the community being studied. In terms of my observation of the students, I classify my stance 
as active observer, a position Bishop (1999) classifies as the middle road: "Most 
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[researchers] will opt for the middle road.. .moving into the scene, where it seems natural and 
polite, and moving back to observe more carefully when that also seems functional" (p. 75). 
In the classrooms particularly, I maintained more of an observer role and less of a participant 
role, although on a few occasions during the semester I engaged in the students' classroom 
activities, though I was never in a teacher role or an evaluator role. For example, during one 
session of Engineering 170,1 recorded the results of an in-class competition for the students 
at their request. Additionally, I did not tutor the students outside of class. 
I observed the students both in the formal research sites (their English 104 and 
Engineering 170 classrooms) as well as informally in places around the ABE department and 
the university campus. For example, I attended the learning community faculty/student 
dinner during the fall semester. I also made an effort to be in Davidson Hall as much as 
possible, so I would have opportunities to observe the students in out-of-class situations, and 
so I would be accessible to the students. 
During the 2000 fall semester, I observed 24/29 sessions of English 104 and 27/29 
sessions of Engineering 170.1 made every attempt to attend every session of English 104 and 
every lecture session of Engineering 170 (the Monday and Wednesday meeting times.) In 
addition, I attended as many of the Engineering 170 lab sessions as I was able to attend (the 
Tuesday and Thursday meeting times). Please see table 5.2 for a graphic representation of my 
formal observations. During each of the class sessions, I took field notes in a two-column 
format with a laptop computer or occasionally with a pen and paper. As described by 
Rossman and Rallis (1998), I kept a running record in the left column where I recorded my 
observations of the environment, the participants' actions and interactions, and the activities 
of the class. In the right column, I wrote my observer comments or my "commentary about 
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the running record" (p. 137). During my observations, I attempted gain an insider's 
perspective of each of the classroom activity systems. Specifically, I was observing for 
instances of overlap between the two courses, instances of contradictions between the 
classes, and for classroom-specific context through which I could view the students' 
perspectives of their experiences. I later edited my field-notes, added additional observer 
comments, and electronically catalogued and indexed15 the field notes in the qualitative 
software program, "NU*DIST."16 
During my informal observations in Davidson Hall, I did not keep on going field-
notes; rather, I wrote memos to myself about my observations when I observed "critical 
moments when some meaning of the social action was revealed" (Potter, 1996, p. 122). I 
wrote these memos after I had had time to reflect, but as soon after the event as was possible. 
As I did with the field notes, I catalogued and indexed my researcher memos in the software 
program NU*DIST. 
Interviews 
I conducted individual interviews with the instructors who participated in the study, 
as well as with the group of five students who agreed to participate in discourse-based 
interviews. I also conducted focus groups with the undergraduate students. 
Instructor interviews 
I interviewed the instructors formally three times during the Fall 2000 semester (at 
the beginning, at mid-term, and after the semester concluded). The interviews were held at 
151 describe the term indexing in the analysis section of this chapter. As defined by Stewart (1998), I practiced 
indexing (a method used by ethnographers), not coding (a method used by quantitative researchers) as the 
practice of systematically organizing and marking up data is often called. 
6 Miles & Huberman (1994) discuss the use of qualitative software programs in data collection and analysis 
(pp. 43-45, as do Krueger & Casey (2000, pp. 137-138). 
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Table 5.2: Formal observations of Engineering 170 and English 104 during the Fall 2000 semester. English 
104 and Engineering 170 lecture met on Mondays and Wednesdays. Engineering 170 lab met on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays. Dashes indicate formal class sessions were not held. 
Date Notes Engineering 170 English 104 
Mon (8/21) First day of class X No observation per 
instructor request 
Tues (8/22) First day of engineering computer lab X 
Wed (8/23) X X 
Mon (8/28) X X 
Wed (8/30) X X 
Mon (9/4) Labor day (no classes held) — — 
Wed (9/6) X X 
Mon (9/11) X X 
Tues (9/12) Students in engines lab X — 
Wed (9/13) Patty PhD Comprehensive exam No observation No observation 
Thur (9/14) Students in engines lab X -—-
Mon (9/18) X X 
Wed (9/20) Kate guest speaker in Engineering 170 X X 
Mon (9/25) X X 
Wed (9/27) X X 
Mon (10/2) Patty dentist X No observation 
Wed (10/4) Patty & Kate at professional conference 
Steve guest speaker in English 104 
No observation No observation 
Mon (10/9) X X 
Wed (10/11) X X 
Mon (10/16) X X 
Wed (10/18) Engineering group work time — X 
Mon (10/23) X X 
Wed (10/25) Engineering group work time X 
Mon (10/30) X X 
Wed (11/1) Engineering group work time — X 
Mon (11/6) X X 
Wed (11/8) Engineering group work time — X 
Mon (11/13) X X 
Wed (11/15) Engineering group work time 
English groups met with instructor 
Mon (11/20) Thanksgiving Break (no classes held) No class No class 
Wed (11/22) Thanksgiving Break (no classes held) No class No class 
Mon (11/27) X X 
Wed (11/29) X X 
Thurs (11/30) Mechatronics robot competition X 
Mon (12/4) X X 
Tues (12/5) Engineering presentations X — 
Wed (12/6) Engineering group work time No observation 
Thurs (12/7) Engineering presentations X 
Tues (12/12) English portfolios due X 
Total number of observations 27/29 24/29 
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times and locations that were convenient for the instructors: Kate's interviews were 
conducted in her office, while Steve's interviews were conducted in an empty classroom in 
Davidson Hall. During the initial instructor interviews, I asked questions about the course 
goals, the instructors' teaching strategies, and the instructors' expectations regarding the 
linked courses. Questions during later interviews stemmed from my observations of the 
courses (i.e., how did you perceive the students response to the peer review activity?) as well 
as from themes that were emerging from the student focus groups (A representative interview 
guide is located in appendix G). The instructor interviews were audio taped. I later created an 
interview log as described by Glesne (1998), rather than a fiill transcript of the interviews. 
An interview log features particularly important sections of an interview being transcribed 
verbatim, while other sections are noted more briefly and given a tape counter reference. 
Later I catalogued and indexed the interview logs with the other data using the qualitative 
software program NU*DIST. During data analysis, I returned to the interview tapes as 
necessary using the interview guides as a reference (p. 79). 
Student interviews 
The student interviews were conducted as discourse-based interviews (see Herrington 
(1994) for a full description) to foster discussions with individual students about their 
writing. Due to the busy schedules of the students, all of the discourse-based interviews were 
conducted in one-session meetings in an empty classroom in Davidson Hall. Five of the nine 
students agreed to participate in the discourse-based interviews (Allen, Evan, Gary, Hans, 
and Isaac). Prior to the interviews, I marked passages in the students' documents that either 
seemed to indicate evidence of between-course overlap in a student's writing or that were of 
interest based on my preliminary analysis of the data. 
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Initially, I had planned to conduct the discourse-based interviews at the end of the fall 
2000 semester; however, by that time of the semester the students were very busy and 
appeared to be growing tired of participating in my study. My desire to not exhaust my 
participants outweighed my desire to follow my research plan, and I delayed the interviews 
until the end of the spring 2001 semester (April and May 2001). Delaying the interviews had 
both positive and negative results. On the positive side, by the end of the spring semester, the 
students had also experienced their second English and engineering courses (First-year 
Composition II and Engineering Problem Solving Using Fortran, respectively), and I was 
able to ask questions about those experiences as well. In addition, the students had had an 
opportunity to reflect on their fall 2000 experience, which added richness to their comments 
that is only available in retrospect. On the negative side, there were a few instances where 
students were unable to answer my questions regarding a particular passage in their writing, 
because they no longer remembered why they had made a particular decision. 
I used probing questions (such as "where did you learn that strategy?" "why did you 
decide to include that information?" "what was your roll in your collaborative group for this 
report?" etc.) in an effort to learn more from the student about his writing and his perceptions 
of his writing experience. (The interview guide that I used to create consistency across the 
discourse-based interviews is located in appendix G.) The discourse-based interviews were 
very informal and friendly, much like the interviewing strategy described by Winsor (1996). 
As I did with the instructor interviews, I audio taped the sessions. Later I created an interview 
log (as described in the previous section), and the data was catalogued and indexed using the 
qualitative software program NU*DIST. 
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Student focus groups 
Focus groups, a qualitative method which has high face validity and which is a 
relatively inexpensive and speedy data collection tool (McMillan and Schumacher, 1997), 
were held four times over the course of academic year. Three focus groups were held during 
the course of the fall 2000 semester, while the fourth focus group was held around mid-term 
of the subsequent spring semester as a follow-up session. According to Byers and Wilcox 
(1991), focus groups offer "researchers the opportunity to see 'process' in action...and 
[afford] researchers the chance to observe transactions between and among participants, how 
they respond and react to each other" (p. 64). McCarthy (1987) found that interviewing a 
small group of students often yielded information that would not have been gained with a 
traditional one-on-one interview; focus groups are used by researchers for the same reasons. 
It is generally recommended that the size of a focus group should be between 6-10 
participants (Morgan, 1997). If the size of a focus group is too large, the group is likely to 
fragment and participants may begin to have more than one conversation. Because I had nine 
students in the study, I invited all of the students to every focus group. Importantly, the focus 
groups only included the first-year students. Peer mentors involved with the learning 
community and faculty members were not placed in focus groups with students due to the 
hierarchical imbalance. Participants in a homogeneous group are more likely to speak freely 
about a topic (Morgan; Merton, Fiske, and Kendall, 1990). 
In my effort to construct a rich picture of the students' experience, I planned the focus 
groups to occur at scheduled points throughout the semester. The first focus group was held 
in late September with the intent of capturing the students' voices as soon as I could after 
they entered college. I did not conduct a focus group during the students' first four weeks of 
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school (as I had initially planned), because I perceived the students' were already 
overwhelmed with their basic responsibilities as students, and I did not wish to impose my 
research schedule upon them. By late September, the students were willing and eager to meet 
with me to talk about their experiences in the learning community; remarkably, eight of the 
nine students participated in the first focus group, which was held at 8:00 a.m. (a time 
selected by the students due to their busy schedules). The second focus group was held at 
mid-term, and a third focus group with was held at the end of the semester in December. The 
final focus group was conducted at the end of February in an effort to capture the students' 
perceptions of their first-semester linked courses as they reflected retrospectively on their 
experiences. The students' attendance patterns for each of the focus groups are presented in 
table 5.3. 
The focus groups were scheduled at the convenience of the students. I determined the 
best times for the meetings via e-mail correspondence with the students (please see appendix 
H for sample email correspondence). In order to best accommodate the requests of the 
students, the focus groups were held at sites across the ISU campus: the first two sessions 
were held in the ABE "teaming room" (a newly renovated room designed to provide space 
for small group undergraduate teams to work) in Davidson Hall, the third session was held in 
a conference hall in Ross Hall (the building where the English department resides), and the 
fourth session was held in a conference room in the Maple-Willow-Larch Residence Hall 
Complex, the residence hall where many of the students lived. After the times and locations 
of the focus groups were set, I sent an e-mail message to each of the student participants 
inviting them to attend the session. Additionally, I created paper invitations/reminders, which 
I handed out to the students personally the day before or the day of the focus group. I used 
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the paper invitations in an effort to increase the likelihood that the student would remember 
to attend the focus group (a sample invitation/reminder is located in appendix H). 
Table 5.3: Dates, locations, and attendance pattern for student focus groups. 
Date Location Participants 
Allen Bruce Craig Don Evan Frank Gary Hans Isaac 
9/27/00 ABE Teaming Room 
(Davidson Hall) • • • • • • • • 
10/25/00 ABE Teaming Room 
(Davidson Hall) • • • • • • • • 
12/6/00 Conference Room, 
Ross Hall 
• • • • • • • 
2/29/01 Maple-Willow-Larch 
Conference Room 
• • • • • • • • 
While the students were not paid to participate in the focus groups, I served them 
various types of food during the sessions as an incentive to attend.17 As indicated in table 5.3, 
the attendance for the focus groups was very good with eight/nine students attending three 
focus groups and seven/nine students attending the other focus group. Additionally, no 
individual student missed more than one focus group. 
The focus groups were audio taped and I acted as the moderator during each of the 
sessions. I practiced "low involvement," a particularly useful method for exploratory 
research (Morgan, 1997). After introducing the focus group guidelines (the guidelines I used 
for the first focus group are located in appendix H), I let the students choose the direction of 
the focus groups. If I were to have constructed a strict agenda for the focus groups, I would 
17 The students enjoyed and looked forward to this treat, and many of them took the opportunity to make special 
requests for the focus group menus. In fact, the location for each of the focus groups was selected in part to 
accommodate the food requests of the students. For example, the third focus group was held in Ross Hall (not 
Davidson Hall the location of the other focus groups), because the students wanted "breakfast pizza" as their 
treat. Since breakfast pizza is very aromatic, I was unable to bring it into Davidson Hall, because the building 
houses an olfactory lab where student researchers must use their noses for their research; therefore, aromatic 
food—such as pizza—is not generally brought into the building, especially to rooms near the olfactory lab. 
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have run the risk of guiding the students into agreeing with my own preconceptions and 
ideas. On the other hand, this type of less structured agenda gave the participants ample 
opportunity to discuss issues of interest to them: As Morgan notes, "If the goal is to learn 
something new from the participants, then it is best to let them speak for themselves" (p. 40). 
By allowing the focus groups to wander, I discovered much about the students' 
experience that I may not have captured if I had stuck to a strict questionnaire. The focus 
group conversations were rich and varied, and I took notes regarding the students' non-verbal 
language to accompany the transcripts. During the later focus groups (December and 
February), in addition to encouraging the students to discuss their experiences and their 
perceptions, I practiced a type of member checking with the participants by carefully 
introducing emerging data themes into their conversations, a focus group method that is 
described by Morgan (1997). For example, during the December focus group, I prompted the 
students with the following question: "During the last focus group, several of you stated that 
you felt your English 104 writing was helping you write in engineering. How do you feel 
about that now?" (Focus Group 3, December 2000). The students had raised the issue 
initially; however, I reintroduced it in an effort to see if their perspectives were the same of if 
they had changed. The guide I used during the December focus group is located in appendix 
H. 
The tapes from the four focus group sessions were transcribed by me as soon as 
possible after the completion of each focus group. As I did for the interviews, I created a log 
in which I fully transcribed particularly important sections of the focus group (in terms of my 
research questions), and noted other themes that emerged from the focus group with numbers 
from the tape counter. I returned to the audio tapes as necessary as I completed indexing and 
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analysis. Krueger and Casey (2000) call the end result an abridged transcript which is "a 
condensed version of the focus group with the irrelevant conversation removed" (p. 131). As 
I did with the other data, I used the qualitative software program NU*DIST to catalogue and 
index the focus group data. 
Collection of student texts 
I collected all of the papers the students turned in formally to both the English 104 
and Engineering 170 instructors. In addition, many of the students gave me their papers in 
draft form. As shown in table 5.4,1 gathered 317 sets of papers (including all in-process 
drafts, final drafts, and revisions) from the research participants. The assignments were 
described in chapter 4. 
The student papers I collected could be considered "fat data," data that has a great 
deal of potentially overwhelming bulk (Glesne, 1990). I managed very carefully the 
organization of the students' papers, in an effort to prevent what Lincoln and Guba (1985) 
call "data overload" which can result from "informational bottleneck" (p. 354). Initially, I 
created a drop file for each of the assignments, so I could easily track that I had at least one 
draft of every assignment from each student participant. Later, I reorganized the assignments 
by student for the discourse-based interviews and eventually by emerging theme as my 
analysis continued. As the papers were moved into various folders, I created a system of 
"cross-referral" (Miles and Huberman, 1994, p. 45), where I kept notes in one file showing 
where information in another file could be found. 
Table 3.4: Student papers collected during the Fall 2000 semester. 
Engl 104 Hans Allen Gary Don Isaac Evan Craig Frank Bruce 
Response I • • • • • • • • • 
Identity Paper 
D6 F R D F R D2 F R D F R D F R D3 F R D3 F R D F R D F R 
Peer Critique 
I • • • • • • • • • 
Career Paper D4 | F | R D | F I R D | F | R D | F | R D3 | F | R Dj | F | R D2 | F | R D | F | R D | F | R 
Peer Critique 
II • • • • • • • • • 
Ag-Issues 
Dream 
Resume D F R D F R D F R D F R D F R D F R D F R D F R D2 F R 
Proposal D F D F R D F R D F D F R F R F F F 
Progress 
Report D F F F R F D F F R F R F F 
Brochure • • • • • • • • • 
Portfolio • • • • • • • • • 
Engr 170 
Bridge memo • • • • • • • • • 
Report I D  I F '  D | F D | F D | F D | F D | F D | F D | F D I F 
Problem 
Statement • • • • • • • • • 
Robot 
Concept F R F R F F F F R F F R F R 
Report II D F D F D F D F D F D F D F D F D F 
Engr101 
Learning 
Styles • • • • • • • • • 
Resume • • • • • • • • • 
Career Fair • • • • • • • • • 
Note: During the Fall 2000 semester, I collected the documents the students wrote for three classes: English 104, Engineering 170, and Engineering 101. If only 
one draft of the paper was turned in, the document is indicated with a diamond (•). If the students submitted more than one draft of an assignment to me, the 
level of draft is indicated by a letter: draft (D), final draft turned into the instructor on a due date (F), and revision to the final draft submitted for an improved 
grade (R). Superscript numbers have been used to indicate when multiple drafts were submitted. Including all of the drafts (one draft = one set), 317 sets of 
papers were collected from the nine students. 
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Data analysis 
Although I have separated the sections regarding data collection and data analysis 
here, they were not distinct procedures; rather, as Goetz and LeCompte (1984) describe, data 
collection and data analysis were "interactive and interdependent" processes (p. 174). The 
analysis of my data began when I began data collection, a strategy that is in keeping with the 
ethnographic tradition. The analysis of qualitative data was/is considered by some 
researchers as an intuitive act, an art form so to speak (Potter, 1996; Miles and Huberman, 
1994); however, in recent years, there has been an increased emphasis by qualitative 
researchers on sharing analysis techniques in an effort to produce research that is based on 
"credible, dependable, and replicable" qualitative research (Miles and Huberman, p. 2). In an 
effort to fulfill that mission, I describe my methods for data analysis below. While the 
transformation of my data from its raw form to the form I present in chapter 6 was an on­
going and recursive process, it can be divided into the three general levels described by 
Wolcott (1994): description, analysis, and interpretation. 
Description 
The first-level of "data transformation" (Wolcott, 1994) or analysis I performed was 
description, a process whereby I stayed very close to the data as it was originally recorded. I 
asked the question "what is going on here?" (p. 10) repeatedly, and used the lens of activity 
theory to help me move in and out of the data, "selecting and portraying details that 
resonat[ed] with [my] study's purposes" (Glesne, 1999, p. 149). More specifically, I was 
closely examining the data for evidence related to my research questions: Did the students 
seem to be perceiving boundaries between the courses? Perceiving connections between the 
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courses? As I noted in chapter 3, activity theory suggests that contradictions between/among 
activity systems produce psychological double binds that shape students' perceptions of and 
performance on tasks. In light of this, I looked for the ways the students' perceptions of 
discoordinations and contradictions and perceptions of linking or connections seemed to 
influence (a) the appropriation of competencies or tools across disciplines and (b) the 
students' perceptions of the linked courses. 
During the descriptive phase of my analysis, I practiced what Goetz and LeCompte 
(1984) call "scanning," a process where I read and re-read the data in an effort "to check the 
data for completeness.. .and to reacquaint the researcher with territory previously covered, 
this time with the wisdom of hindsight" (p. 191). As I reviewed my data, I wrote memos to 
myself about emerging themes in the data, which I used as guides to extend my description 
(Glesne, 1999). As I did with my other data, I catalogued my researcher memos using the 
qualitative software program NU*DIST. 
Analysis 
The second phase of data transformation is classified by Wolcott (1994) generally as 
"analysis" and includes "identifying the essential features and the ways in which the features 
interact" (Glesne, 1999, p. 170). During this phase of my analysis, I used the themes 
generated during the description phase of my analysis to generate coding or indexing 
categories. Again, the research questions I created in an effort to explore the ways in which a 
linked course model did and did not help students to make interdisciplinary connections 
between a general education course and a professional studies course served as a guide for 
my data transformation. Although the terms coding and indexing frequently are used 
interchangeably by qualitative researchers, I practiced indexing as it is described by Stewart 
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(1998). According to Stewart, indexing (used by ethnographers) and coding (used by 
quantitative researchers) differ in four important ways: 
1. Coding generally refers to mutually exclusive categories; indexing does not. Not 
infrequently over my course of analysis, I indexed the same bit of data in several 
different ways according to different emerging themes. 
2. Indexing allows researchers to maintain transparent categories. In traditional coding, 
once data is coded, "it disappears into an algorithm" (p. 40). Indexing allows data to 
reappear and to be re-indexed as further analysis is performed. 
3. Indexing allows the researcher to assign "emergent and provisional" categories, 
whereas in traditional coding, the rules for each code are defined prior to the start of 
data collection. For example, I initially set up an indexing category for in-class note 
taking and the students' perceptions of their in-class note taking based on my early 
data analysis; however, I later dropped the category. As the study progressed, I 
realized that while note taking was of great interest to me, it was an issue of little 
interest to the students and was not an issue that addressed my research questions. 
4. Indexing allows researchers to assign referential tags to data, instead of the more 
traditional "factual" function of coding (p. 40). Assigning referential tags to data 
provides a valuable tool for additional analysis of the data. 
Specifically, I indexed the students' interview transcripts (focus group and discourse-
based interviews) for themes relating to the students' perceptions of between-course 
boundaries and between-course linkages. In addition, I indexed specific rhetorical or 
discursive tools the students addressed specifically during the focus group sessions. For 
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example, audience and purpose was a rhetorical tool that emerged quickly during my early 
analysis of the data, and it was a theme that I traced throughout my research because the 
students' repeatedly discussed audience and purpose during the focus groups and later during 
their discourse based interviews. In addition, they wrote about audience and purpose in their 
end-of-semester reflective writing. 
The students' assignments did not lend themselves to indexing in the same way that I 
described above; rather, I analyzed the students' writing in light of the themes that emerged 
from my indexing of the interview transcripts and my field-notes. For example, I analyzed 
the students' writing for evidence of their ability to use the tools (e.g., audience and purpose) 
the students had reported as important and useful. When I had progressive drafts of student 
writing I looked for evidence of improvement in the students' writing based on improved 
ability to use these tools. 
Like McCarthy, I looked for similarities between writing assignments within and 
across courses and for similarities in the students' writing within and between courses. As I 
reviewed the students' writing, I looked for instances of overlap between the two courses— 
for example, concepts discussed/learned in one course appearing in writing for the other 
course. Evidence of overlaps would be a strong indication that interdisciplinary connections 
were being made by the students. Reviewing the students' writing provided important 
tangible evidence of the students' experiences. The students' collaborative assignments were 
very difficult to analyze independently; however, with the assistance of the students during 
the discourse-based interviews, I was able to analyze the collaborative writing according to 
the guidelines described previously. 
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The written comments made by the instructors on the students' assignments were also 
included in my analysis of the students' documents. My analysis of the comments included 
looking for comments that made similar points and comments that suggested overlaps or 
contradictions between the expectations of the instructors. In addition, I analyzed the 
instructors' comments in an effort to reveal if the instructors were commenting on the issues 
the students' perceived as important in each of the courses. For example, around mid-term 
the students reported that their engineering instructor placed a great deal of emphasis on 
correctness. By analyzing the engineering instructor's comments, I was able to confirm this 
perception: forty-five percent of the instructor's comments on the first engineering report 
were related to errors in correctness. 
I indexed the students' end-of-semester reflections, which they wrote for their English 
104 semester portfolios (see chapter 4 for a description of the assignment), in the same way I 
indexed the focus group transcripts. Like the focus group data, the reflective writing was a 
form of self-reporting by the students, and because of this similarity, the two sources of data 
were a useful method of member checking individual student's reporting patterns. In other 
words, I compared the students' focus group comments with their end-of-semester reflections 
for consistency as well as for instances of contradiction. 
Interpretation 
Interpretation is the third level of data transformation described by Wolcott (1994), 
and transformation occurs when the researcher "transcends factual data and cautious analysis 
and begins to probe into what is to be made of them" (p. 36). I used activity theory to provide 
structure to my interpretation of the data as I worked to "specify what the data mean for the 
questions asked in the study and why particular meanings are salient" (Goetz and LeCompte, 
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1984). Throughout my process of data interpretation, I made every effort to consider other 
plausible explanations for my results (Rossman and Rallis, 1998). For example as I was 
analyzing why the students were upset and frustrated with their first-year composition 
experience during a significant portion of the Fall 2000 semester, I considered that their 
perception may be related to the idiosyncrasies of one instructor; however, further collection 
and analysis of data suggested that the students' perception of their experience was more 
likely the result of discord between what they expected would be happening in a linked first-
year composition course (writing engineering-type documents) and what they perceived they 
were being asked to do (writing school-type assignments). Indeed, during the final focus 
group in February 2001 as well as in the discourse-based interviews held at the end of the 
Spring 2001 semester, the students reported that they preferred the experience they 
encountered first-year composition (i.e., they perceived English 104 had more use-value), 
despite their initial frustration with the situation, than the non-linked composition course they 
took during the Spring 2001 semester. 
My interpretation of the data appears in chapter 6. Throughout the chapter, I insert 
segments of interview transcripts and excerpts from student writing to illustrate the data that 
support my interpretations. Importantly, I have provided contextual information (Stewart, 
1998) for each of the transcripts and excerpts in an effort to reveal the conditions surrounding 
the collection of the data, i.e., if the students themselves raised an issue or if I drew the 
information from them. Also, I have noted how the other participants responded to the 
participant on which I have focused when it was applicable. 
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Ethical considerations 
Prior to implementation, the proposed study underwent review by the Agricultural 
and Biosystems Engineering (ABE) Department and by the English Department to ensure 
that all considerations with regard to ethics were met. Specific issues addressed were the 
need for informed consent, confidentiality, and anonymity. In addition, the ownership of the 
data was discussed. After review by the departments, the study proposal was submitted to the 
ISU Institutional Review Board (IRB) for review (Please see Anderson (1996; 1998) for 
discussion regarding the importance of submitting person-based composition research for 
IRB review). Approval to conduct the study was received in May 2000. The study proposal, 
consent forms, and IRB approval letter are located in appendix F. 
The nine student participants in the study as well as the two instructors all signed 
permission forms/releases prior to data collection. As I noted earlier in this chapter, I have 
carefully protected the identity of all participants and will continue to protect them in further 
publications and presentations resulting from this study. All of the students and the English 
instructor were given pseudonyms. The engineering professor chose to use his real name. 
In addition to the formal ethical considerations, it was necessary for me to consider 
those matters of ethics that are somewhat less obvious. For example, Glesne (1999) points to 
the subjective nature of qualitative research as a source of potential concern: "Awareness of 
your subjectivities can guide you to strategies to monitor those perspectives that might, as 
you analyze and write up your data, shape, skew, distort, construe, and misconstrue what you 
make of what you see and hear" (p. 109). Sullivan (1996) also targets the subjectivity of the 
researcher and the relationship the researcher has with the people involved in the study. 
According to Sullivan, "not only is our narrative presence inscribed in the stories we tell, but 
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our assumptions about writing and discourse are refracted in the very forms with which we 
tell our stories" (p. 97). My own relationship with the participants and with the learning 
community in general influenced my research and my presentation of the results. 
I monitored carefully my own assumptions and my stance as I conducted my research 
study of the ABE Learning Community, as well as my own influence on the study by virtue 
of my constant presence in the classrooms and my interactions with the students. Because of 
my extensive involvement with the learning community during its first year, I had a 
preconceived notion of and a vested interest in the outcome of my study. I tried to use my 
experience as a tool to uncover additional information (e.g. potential sources), not as a 
blinder preventing me from conducting sound research; interestingly, the research did not 
reveal what I anticipated it would based on my informal observations of my own students 
during the first-year of the learning community. However, my effort to not influence the 
outcome of the study and to conduct sound research ultimately placed me in an imperfect 
stance from the perspective of the English instructor, Kate. 
While the students and the engineering professor seemed to be comfortable with my 
presence in their classrooms and my limited participation in this formal setting, Kate was 
uncomfortable with my lack of involvement. On more than one occasion as we left the 
English classroom, she asked me how I felt a particular strategy had been received or how 
the students were feeling about her class in general. Because I had promised the students in 
their consents and in my discussions with them to maintain their confidentiality, I felt 
obligated to not share information to Kate that had been shared by the students to me during 
focus group sessions and other less formal exchanges. Additionally, I was interested to see 
how the linked courses would proceed with as little involvement from me as possible. 
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Admittedly, it was a difficult role to balance. On the one hand, I never received any 
indication from the students or from the engineering professor that they were uncomfortable 
with my presence in the classrooms or with my stance. On the other hand, Kate expressed to 
me on several occasions that she had become increasingly uncomfortable as the semester 
progressed, because I knew things about her course that she didn't know, namely the 
students' perspectives; nevertheless, I did not perceive at the time of the study nor at the time 
of this writing in retrospect, that the quality of Kate's teaching or the students' first-year 
composition experience suffered as a result of my presence in their classroom. Additionally, 
despite Kate expressing feeling uncomfortable, she remained extremely professional 
throughout the study and data collection process, and I do not believe the quality of my data 
was affected either. 
Because the students were in the position with the least power, I elected to maintain 
my contract with them and to protect the thoughts and ideas they had shared with me until 
after the semester had ended and grades had been given. Ethically, I believed it to be the best 
thing to do for the students; however, I regret that the process was uncomfortable for Kate. 
Neither Kate nor I had anticipated how she would feel about my observations during our 
planning sessions prior to the start of the semester. If I were to start the research process 
again, I could potentially create a study whereby Kate and I were collaborative researchers 
much like that described by Durst and Stanforth (1996), where Durst, the primary researcher, 
and Stanforth, the teacher of the course involved in the study, "met throughout the project to 
discuss the course in general, writing assignments, class activities, and the progress and 
problems of particular students" (p. 59). For the study described in this dissertation, however, 
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I maintained my researcher stance, for better or for worse, in the manner I promised the 
students I would. 
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CHAPTER 6: PRESENTATION OF RESULTS THROUGH THE 
LENS OF ACTIVITY THEORY 
Following a general overview of the results of my research, chapter 6 is presented 
organizationally according to the two specific research questions that I foreshadowed in 
chapter 1 : RQ 1) Under what conditions did the students perceive boundaries or disconnects 
between linked courses that afforded or constrained their developing literacy? RQ 2) Under 
what conditions did the students perceive linking or connections between linked courses that 
afforded or constrained their developing literacy? 
General overview of results 
My research suggests that despite the organizing structure and coordinating theme of 
the learning community, the first-year students were often unable to perceive connections 
between their linked courses. The finding that linked courses do not necessarily foster 
students' abilities to make connections is significant considering that learning communities 
are often described in the literature as helping students to make interdisciplinary connections 
(Angelo, 1997; Tinto, 1996,2000). Interestingly, the finding that students had difficulty 
making connections between their courses corroborates previously published literature 
regarding stand-alone composition courses that suggests students are often unable to make 
connections between their first-year composition course and other courses (McCarthy, 1987; 
Rose, 1989; Russell, 1997). 
In the most general sense, the students apparently perceived boundaries or 
disconnects between the courses when they were unable to perceive that the work they were 
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doing in English 104 was relevant to the work they were doing in Engineering 170. My data 
suggests that the students' perceptions of the relevance of their English coursework to 
engineering varied over the course of the semester and that repeated perceptions of discord 
between activity systems fostered the students' perceptions of disconnects or boundaries 
between the linked courses. Some of the discord was related to rather surface level 
discoordinations between and within the activity systems, while some was related to deep 
activity system contradictions. The perceptions of discoordinations and contradictions may 
well have been the result of what Coye (1997) has described as "points of tension between 
the liberal arts and professional studies" and between what the students were taught in 
secondary school and what they were expected to do in college (p. 21-22). 
The students' perceptions of discoordinations between the linked courses occurred 
primarily during the first two-thirds of the semester when the students were writing genres 
traditionally found in liberal arts or general education courses. While the students initially 
expressed the perception that taking the linked English course was beneficial to them as 
engineering students, they began to voice frustration with their English course around mid­
term. From their naive perception of the activity system of agricultural and biosystems 
engineering (ABE), the first-year students were unable to perceive the relevance of the 
material or tools learned in their first-year composition course to their engineering course or 
as potentially useful to what the students referred to loosely as "the future." In activity theory 
terms, the composition course had exchange-value, but no apparent use-value, a significant 
perception that greatly influenced the students' motives and motivation to participate in the 
course. 
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Perhaps not surprisingly, the students were motivated to engage wholly and without 
complaint in their engineering course, which was located in the college of engineering and 
was being taught by an activity system expert (an associate professor of engineering). They 
were not motivated beyond their usual school-type motivation, however, to engage in their 
English course, which was located in the college of liberal arts and was being taught by an 
activity system outsider (a rhetoric and professional communication doctoral student). They 
complained loudly when they perceived that their English instructor was requiring too much 
effort, a reflection of the students' perception of the irrelevance of the course material in the 
activity system of engineering. As described by Engestrôm (1987) the students were in the 
position of grade-maker, not sense-maker. 
Despite the students' pervasive perception that their linked first-year composition 
course was disconnected from and sometimes contradictory to their engineering course, there 
were certain conditions during the semester under which the students were able to make 
interdisciplinary connections. Following Vygotsky and Engestrôm (1987), I have described 
these conditions as zones of proximal development (ZPD). The ZPDs, which are much more 
complex than usual notions of learning transfer suggest, afforded the students the opportunity 
to see beyond the discoordinations and contradictions between the activity systems (English 
104 and Engineering 170) to a new form of classroom activity where the English and 
engineering activities were complementary. 
Importantly, when the students were afforded ZPDs between their general education 
and their professional course, they were able to perceive the material (i.e., the tools) learned 
in first-year composition as being relevant to their engineering course and to "the future." 
The ZPDs helped to bring meaning to general-education-type tasks that are often 
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"hermatically sealed with the self-confirming culture of the school" (Carter, 1990, p. 283); 
the perception of meaning (or relevance) helped the students engage in their first-year 
composition course in important new ways. In Engestrôm's terms, the students were afforded 
the opportunity to become sense-makers (as well as grade-makers). 
For the research participants in my study, ZPDs were apparently fostered by two 
conditions, an insider expert and a specific literacy tool. The first condition was an insider 
expert: A zone of proximal development was apparently afforded between the two courses 
when the engineering professor appropriated the rhetorical concepts of audience and purpose 
from the first-year composition course and incorporated these tools into his engineering 
course. Through the expert guidance of their engineering professor, the students were able to 
perceive that the audience and purpose tool was relevant to engineering. This ZPD was 
afforded fairly early in the semester, and the perception of a first-year composition tool being 
relevant to the activity system of ABE education helped the students perceive connections 
between their general education and professional studies courses for a period of time. 
Significantly during the subsequent semester, the students demonstrated that the 
audience tool was helping them to expand their involvement (i.e., learning by expanding) in 
their new activity system when they reported that the audience and purpose tool was useful to 
them in Engineering 160, the next engineering course in their engineering curricular 
sequence. The students moved from knowing about the audience and purpose tool to being 
in-the-know about how the audience and purpose tool was not only relevant to engineering it 
was a useful tool-in-use. They had appropriated the tool. The students' apparent awareness 
of audience is very noteworthy, especially in light of Winsor's (1996) research on 
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engineering students in internship experiences which found that students often had great 
difficulty identifying the correct audience for a document. 
The second condition was a specific literacy tool: A ZPD was afforded between the 
two courses when the first-year composition instructor introduced genres typically 
recognized as technical writing (which I have labeled the genre tool) into the general 
education-type curriculum. The genre tool appeared to organize or coordinate the activity 
systems of English and engineering for the first-year students. The introduction of the genre 
tool afforded the students a ZPD between the activity systems of English and engineering, a 
significant finding because first-year composition is often taught without emphasis given to a 
particular genre or genres. As I will describe in greater detail later, the students perceived the 
technical writing tool to be relevant to the activity system of ABE, despite the fact the genres 
were not related to the students' engineering assignments nor were the genres explicitly 
presented as engineering writing.18 The students recognized the technical writing genres as 
being different from than genres they had previously encountered in an English class, and 
they assigned them to the genre system (Bazerman, 1994) belonging to engineering. 
If we conceive of genres as potentially liberating for students as Miller (1984) and 
Winsor (1997) have suggested, we can better understand why the students were motivated to 
engage with the genre tool. In Russell's (1997) terms, the students were able to perceive the 
intertextual linkage (p. 530) between the classroom genres (i.e., first-year composition) and 
the profession (i.e., engineering) when specific genres were introduced into the composition 
18 In fact, not only was the technical writing the students were doing in first-year composition not directly 
related to Engineering 170, one could convincingly argue that the composition assignments were more like 
business writing than they were like technical writing. 
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course. The technical writing genres provided the students' textual pathways for their 
expanding involvement into the activity system of engineering. 
Under what conditions did the students perceive boundaries or disconnects 
between linked courses? (RQ: 1) 
The first research question I will address concerns the students' perceptions of 
boundaries or disconnects between the linked English and engineering courses (RQ: 1). My 
research suggests that despite the linked courses the first-year engineering students were 
often unable to perceive connections between English 104 and Engineering 170, a significant 
finding considering that one rationale for first-year learning communities is to help students 
make interdisciplinary connections across courses, as I have noted previously. In this section, 
I will first discuss how the circumstances of the course (namely, the nature of the early 
assignments, the students' naïve perceptions of the activity system of engineering, and the 
students' strong desire to affiliate themselves with the discipline of agriculture and 
biosystems engineering) fostered the students' perceptions of boundaries between the linked 
courses. I will then suggest that this perception of separate courses fostered the students' 
perceptions of their composition course being unfair in relation to other first-year 
composition courses, a perception that upset the students greatly and led them to voice 
feelings of frustration regarding their learning community experience. Expressing frustration 
suggests that the students were experiencing what activity theory calls psychological double 
binds. Finally, I will suggest that deep underlying activity systems contradictions were the 
root of the perceived between-course boundaries. 
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Course circumstances fostered perceptions of between course boundaries 
Although the separation between courses and disciplines is artificial and work outside 
' the academy is rarely separated into such discrete units, the separation of academic work into 
discipline based activity systems was nevertheless very real for these students. Linking the 
courses (as described in chapter 1 and chapter 4) in and of itself apparently did not provide 
the right conditions under which the first-year students could make interdisciplinary 
connections. The nature of the early assignments was one condition that apparently fostered 
the students' perceptions of between course boundaries. During the first two-thirds of the 
semester, which the students referred to as the first half of the semester, the students were 
writing assignments they apparently recognized as belonging to the activity system of 
schooling in general, especially secondary school. Activity systems have identifiable systems 
of genres—"interrelated genres that interact with each other in specific settings" (Bazerman, 
1994, p. 97). The assignments selected by the first-year composition instructor were assigned 
to help the students' transition from writing in secondary school to writing in the university 
(Kate, Interview I, September 2000); however, from the students' perspectives, they 
identified the first two units of the semester (Unit 1: Who are you? Where do you come 
from? What does it mean to be here? Assignments: two reading summaries; personal 
narrative on identity change and Unit 2: Where are you going? What do you want to 
become? Assignments: on-line journal of current events in agriculture, engineering, and 
technology; student-led discussions on current events in the field; career paper; and dream 
resume) as belonging to the genre system they had come to recognize as belonging to the 
genre system of schooling, not what they imagined the genre system of agriculture and 
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biosystems engineering to be. For the learning community students, who wanted to be 
writing genres they perceived as relevant to engineering, this was a problem. 
Russell (1997) argues that students perceive schooling to be the context in which they 
are operating in higher education (as opposed to their new chosen discipline of say, 
agricultural and biosystems engineering), because early courses are at the distant boundary of 
a professional activity system (p. 539), and I would add, because early (general education) 
courses are located in a separate activity system altogether. Additionally, the students may 
perceive schooling to be the context, because they are writing genres they have previously 
ascribed to the genre system of schooling. When the students in this study perceived the 
activity system to be schooling, in the most general sense, they engaged in the general 
education course (first-year composition) as they had always done—as an isolated 
educational opportunity that may or may not prove to be useful at some undetermined time in 
the future (student as grade-maker). Compounding this naïve stance was the students' 
apparent perception that the first-year composition assignments were intratextually linked to 
the activity system of generalized schooling—in other words, as far as the students could see, 
these were "typical" classroom genres. The potential usefulness of these assignments to the 
activity system of engineering was unclear to the students. 
The writing the students turned in for their first English 104 assignment suggested 
that the students were relying on their "rules of schooling." Despite their instructor's request 
that they write their identity papers for a particular audience (a task the students were 
unfamiliar with initially but were later able perform, more or less, as I will discuss later) and 
a task she was asking them to do as preparation for later assignments, all nine students wrote 
their first papers for their instructor, not for whatever audience they had been asked to select 
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as part of the assignment. Evidence of the students writing to the instructor, not the audience 
they were asked to identify in a cover memo—something the students had never been asked 
do when writing a school-type genre—was revealed by the students' inclusion of in-class 
readings in their papers (i.e., "Some of my friends had money, but like bell hooks, I never 
needed a new set of beliefs" (Hans, English 104 identity paper, 9/27/02)) and by making 
references to the teacher (i.e., "Maybe as a class we could..." (Frank, English 104 identity 
paper, 9/27/02)). 
As revealed by the students themselves in focus groups, they perceived themselves to 
be students, not engineers—which one might expect. However, I had frequently heard 
engineering students call themselves engineers during my data collection, even prior to their 
internships or to their graduation. In the following transcript from the September focus 
group, the students are responding to my question, "Are you starting to think of yourselves as 
engineers?" I was prompted to ask the question when Evan made an off-handed response 
regarding his uncertainty about the need for him to take chemistry class (another general 
education course in his curriculum): "We're engineers. We're building something; we're not 
going to be genetically altering it." Despite calling himself an engineer, Evan tipped his hand 
regarding his naïve understanding of agricultural and biosystems engineering in the transcript 
that follows. After listening his peers, he quickly amended his assertion by revealing that he 
"doesn't have enough experience to call himself an engineer yet." 
~Transcript begins~ 
Evan: We're engineers. We're building something; we're not going to be genetically altering 
it. I dunno.. .the way the guy explained it at the beginning of the class.. .he's like this 
is a generic class for engineers for chemistry. He's like, "You guys are gonna have to 
know this stuff, so when you're testing out metals or something and it breaks, you can 
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find out what was wrong with the metal." I was like, well that's easy, if the metal 
breaks you either get a thicker piece or a better metal. 
[Laughter] 
Bruce: Yeah, I mean, measuring the strengths of metals... 
Evan: No kidding. ..if you start mentioning bonds of atoms in the metal when you're out 
there [in the field] and you break something and you're like, "Oh, the carbon bond in 
here broke, look at this!" [laughter] People are going to look at you like, 'What are 
you talking about?' 
~Transcript continues— 
Patty: So, I'm curious. Are you starting to think of yourselves as engineers? 
Isaac: I don't think I'd... 
Craig: Maybe after the first couple of years. 
Hans: It kind of sounds like a bold statement. 
Craig: It does. 
# 
Frank: I'm more worried about my first semester grades, not more or less when I'm 
graduated. 
Hans: I'd call myself a student in the college of engineering, but I don't call myself anywhere 
near an engineer right now. 
Evan: I haven't had enough experience to call myself an engineer yet. 
~Transcript ends-
Despite calling himself "an engineer" less than 20 minutes before when talking about 
his frustration regarding chemistry, Evan admitted that he hadn't had enough experience yet 
to claim this title. Even Hans, who stated that he'd call himself a student in the College of 
Engineering, was aligning himself with the activity system of Agricultural and Biosystems 
engineering only in the most general, or tentative, sense. During this early portion of the 
semester the students' perception of the ABE activity system was especially naïve. The 
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students had a general idea of what it meant to be an engineer; however, it was a fairly 
narrow conception. They were apparently unable to consider the wider aspects of what it 
means to be an engineering professional. The conditions afforded by the linked courses were 
not adequate enough to surmount this perception and to foster the students' abilities to 
perceive connections between the general education and professional studies courses. The 
students wanted to align themselves with engineering, albeit very tentatively; however, they 
still perceived themselves as students. This "student" perception is important, because it 
appeared to be the root of a great deal of unrest with the students, especially during the first 
two-thirds of the semester when the students were participating in what they termed a 
"regular" English class, a point I address in the next section. Because the students perceived 
the course as requiring "regular" English assignments, they expected it to require the same 
degree of effort as did other sections of first-year composition in the university. 
Perceived difference between ABE English 104 and other English 104 
sections 
Many, if not all, of the students perceived a significant difference between their 
English 104 course and other English 104 courses in the university. This perception of 
discord apparently compounded the students' perception of the separateness of the linked 
courses. Analyzing the students' perception of their first-year composition course being very 
different from other 104 sections is an important aspect of my research, because one might 
assume that the students would want and expect their learning community linked courses to 
be different from other courses. However, for this group of first-year students, who were 
apparently operating in the general activity system of schooling for the majority of the 
semester and where courses have exchange-value only, they voiced the feeling that their 
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course should require no more effort than other courses in the same category. Significantly, 
when the students were afforded ZPDs between the linked courses, which I discuss later in 
this chapter, they were able to take a more enlightened stance as sense-maker, a stance where 
they cared less about the degree of effort they were expending in relation to other non-
learning community students and more about the ways in which the course could help them 
be better prepared engineering students. 
From the students' perspective in their activity system of schooling, it was unfair that 
their first-year composition course was different from other sections of first-year 
composition. It was such a significant issue for the students that they spoke about frequently 
and often very passionately. The focus group transcript (October 25,2000) that follows is 
representative of many exchanges initiated by the students during the focus groups regarding 
their perception that their linked section of English 104 course required more work than other 
104 sections, an unfair situation in the eyes of the students. 
~Transcript begins-
Frank: I'm thinking for English 104 that she wants an ungodly amount of work that we're 
supposed to do... 
Evan: Um, hmm... 
Frank: And it's insane. It's 104; I don't think we should be working this hard. 
Evan: Um, hmm... 
Patty: So what's insane? Tell me more. 
Frank:Trying to do all this stuff at once and every time we finish something she says it's 
wrong and you gotta revise it. You put all that effort into and you just get so 
frustrated cause she wants it different. She doesn't tell you how she wants it. 
Bruce: I feel the same way. I mean, it doesn't bother me the amount of work, I guess I'm 
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used to that from my high school English class. It kind of bothers me that I hear that 
in all of the other 104s, I mean that's not in the learning community, that they've 
written 3 or 4 papers so far. That bothers me a lot... 
Patty: Can you guess how many hours you're spending on that class? 
Evan: Mostly all of them. 
~Transcript ends~ 
While the students in the transcript quoted above claimed to be spending "mostly all" 
of their study time writing and revising for English class, one of the students later stated that 
it was less to do with the amount of work he perceived he was doing and more to do with the 
effort that was being required in a non-engineering course: "I don't mind working that many 
hours for 170 because I know it's an engineering class and I enjoy doing the stuff...and you 
know when you finish a project you're going to have it done and no one's gonna critique it 
and rip it apart like she does for English" (Frank, Focus Group 2, October 2000). While the 
students didn't ever mention talking to other Engineering 170 students about the expectations 
of various engineering professors, they did talk at length about what they perceived other 
students were doing in other non-learning community sections of first-year composition. 
The students were very resourceful in their quest to discover what a "regular" section 
of English 104 was like. Not only did they ask me for my opinion directly (a question which 
I did not answer straightforwardly and which yielded a response of "that's a bunch of crap" 
from a rather vocal student), they looked to the official English 104 course descriptions in the 
university catalogue: the official document used by the university to describe each of the 
activity systems (the courses). In the following transcript (December 2000), Gary talked 
about his research on undergraduate English courses at Iowa State. 
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~Transcript begins~ 
Gary: I looked through the course summaries of all the English classes and it 
seems like at the beginning we were doing what would be, I would say like a 
traditional type of class. And now we're...! think it was 309 [a junior level proposal 
writing course]...how far away is that from the stuff that we've done in the last third 
of the class? (December focus group transcript) 
~Transcript ends~ 
In this passage, the student not only described his action of going to the university 
catalogue for information, he also revealed that he felt the level of difficulty of the course 
was beyond that which should be expected of first-year students. Interestingly, the student 
referred to the exact course mentioned by Kate during English 104 when she was praising the 
students for the high quality of work they had completed for a particular assignment. While 
Kate intended the comment as a compliment (i.e., "Look, you're performing at a level higher 
than my upper-level students"), this student received the comment as evidence that English 
104 was unfair. Again, the fact that the students apparently perceived their operational 
activity system to be schooling in general is evident. In school, the students expected fairness 
ranging from the degree of difficulty of assignments to the issuing of grades by instructors. 
Apparently of less importance in this general activity system were the opportunities for 
learning a course offered or an instructor provided. 
For the duration of the Fall 2000 semester, the students complained about their 
"different" English course. Perhaps because the students had prior knowledge or 
preconceptions about what an English class should or would be like, they voiced frustration 
when first-year composition didn't match their expectations. Conversely, the students had no 
prior knowledge of what an engineering class should or would be like; therefore, Introduction 
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to Engineering Graphics and Design was an entirely new, and rather trouble free, experience 
for the first-year students. Additionally, the engineering course represented the activity 
system the students hoped to join. Engineering 170 was a class the students claimed to enjoy. 
Ultimately the students did not resolve many of their negative feelings regarding first-year 
composition until the following semester after the ZPDs afforded by the linked course 
experience had fostered their expanding involvement into the activity system of engineering. 
During their follow-up focus group during the Spring 2001 semester, many of the students 
expressed their desire to return to the environment created by their first-year composition 
instructor. In other words, once the students perceived English 104 to be a course related to 
engineering (i.e., in the activity system of ABE education)—once the students were in the 
position of sense-maker—they wanted to have that experience again. 
While the students were ultimately able to perceive their linked courses as 
complementary (which I discuss later in this chapter) and while in hindsight they wished to 
return to the linked course environment, for the majority of the fall semester the conditions 
between the English course and the engineering course were not favorable for fostering the 
students' abilities to make interdisciplinary connections. Not only did the students perceive 
the courses as being encapsulated, they perceived contradictions between the linked courses. 
Perceived contradictions between courses 
As I described in chapter 3, in the general activity system of university schooling 
each course in a student's schedule is a unique activity system situated in the larger activity 
system of the university. Each activity system has distinct instruments, rules, objects, etc. In 
addition, each faculty member with whom the students interact has his or her own slightly (or 
more than slightly) different representation of the activity system to which he or she belongs. 
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Perhaps then not surprisingly, despite the links created under the umbrella of the learning 
community the students still perceived differences between the activity systems (their 
courses). These perceived differences caused the students to express varying levels of 
frustration, some of which suggested that the students were experiencing psychological 
double binds. Activity system participants experience psychological double binds when they 
perceive deep contradictions occur between activity systems. (Please refer to chapter 3 for a 
more complete description of psychological double binds.) 
During focus group sessions and individual discourse-based interviews the students 
revealed that they didn't know exactly what to expect in their linked courses; nevertheless, 
they expressed frustration (an indication of psychological double binds) when they perceived 
their course instructors' expectations (the activity system rules) to be incongruent. The 
students perceived a discoordination between the types of writing expected for English 104 
and Engineering 170. In activity theory terms, the students perceived a difference in the 
relative value assigned to a particular sort of writing, which they spoke of in terms of each 
instructor's expectations. Perhaps the students spoke of the differences they perceived in 
terms of a particular instructor's individual expectations or requirements, e.g., individual 
idiosyncrasies, because the students were not familiar enough with each of the activity 
systems to recognize the differences between the courses were representative of deeper 
underlying contradictions between the activity systems. 
As I noted, despite the linkage between the courses, the students perceived the 
courses as different, encapsulated activity systems. Figure 6.1 is an activity theory 
representation of first-year composition (a general education course), while figure 6.2 
represents introduction to engineering graphics and design (a professional studies course). 
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The differences between the activity systems that seemed to cause the students the greatest 
amount of frustration are shown in table 6.1. 
Tools/Signs 
(reading published 
essays, writing 
Object 
(explore writing 
^processes; improve 
uniting abilities) 
—•Outcome 
(good citizen) 
Mediating, Artifacts Subject 
(student* ichool-type genres; 
Rules Community Division of Labor 
(turn in work in (University) (Graduate student T.A.— 
progress, teacher as coach) 
do homework, 
academic honesty) 
Figure 6.1: Graphic representation of the activity system of first-year 
composition, a general education course. 
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Subject 
(students) 
Rules 
(turn in final product, 
do homework, 
academic honesty) 
Tools/Signs (drafting 
software, mechanical 
pencils, engineering texts ) 
Mediati l g Artifacts 
-type ge gineen 
mtty 
rtmecrt) 
omm 
(ABEdep« 
•Outcome 
(explain process/ (good engineer) 
support decisions in 
engineering activity) 
Division of Labor 
(Engineering faculty 
ember—teacher as 
evaluator) 
Figure 6.2: Graphic representation of the activity system of introduction to 
engineering graphics and design, a professional studies course. 
Table 6.1: Differences between English 104 and Engineering 170 during much of the Fall 2000 semester. 
English 104 Engineering 170 
Outcome Good citizen Good engineer 
Object of labor Explore writing processes; 
Improve writing abilities 
Explain the engineering activity; 
Support engineering decisions 
Community University Agricultural & Biosystems 
Engineering 
Rules Turn in work in progress Turn in final product 
Division of labor Teacher as coach Teacher as evaluator 
Mediating artifacts School-type genres Engineering-type genres 
The expanded activity triangle provides a useful tool for teasing apart the layers of 
each of the courses in the learning community. As I will discuss later in this chapter, 
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understanding the activity systems in which the students were apparently operating helps to 
explain why certain writing assignments mediating the general education course were 
motivating for the students, while other assignments caused the students to voice anger and 
frustration. One of the differences between the courses which apparently confounded the 
students greatly was the difference between the expectations of the instructors—a reflection 
of the rules and the values of each activity system. 
The expectations of the instructors came up numerous times during the semester and 
were still an issue the students raised in the focus group at the end of the semester. In the 
December 2000 focus group, the students described their perceptions of the types of writing 
expected in each activity system: they perceived that their engineering instructor valued 
concise writing while their English instructor valued writing of an interminable length. The 
following transcript is representative of this sentiment. 
~Transcript begins~ 
Gary: But...in engineering we're supposed to kinda get right to the point. And with her 
[English 104 instructor] it's just write and whatever just... 
F rank: {interrupts) Yeah, if you can't think of anything to write, write that down-
Gary: Yeah, it's kind of at both opposite ends [of the spectrum]... 
~Transcript ends~ 
While the students quoted in this passage use general terms to describe the concise writing 
they perceived as valued by their engineering professor and the fuller, descriptive writing 
they perceived as valued by their English instructor, the fact that the students perceived a 
difference in the writing expectations is clear. Because both courses were in the engineering 
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learning community, the students expected all of the material to be relevant or at least not 
contradictory to engineering (in their very limited experience as they revealed earlier). 
The general terms used by the students to describe their perceptions of their 
instructors' writing expectations provide evidence of the students' naivete with the two 
activity systems. Despite their difficulty naming or labeling the differences, they nevertheless 
perceived a clear distinction between the two. This between-activity-system contradiction 
regarding writing expectations was significant enough to cause one student to address the 
issue specifically in the end-of-semester reflection he wrote for English 104. According to 
the student, while he could see each instructor's point of view he nevertheless felt "pulled in 
two completely opposite directions" for the duration of the semester (Gary, English 104 
reflection, Fall 2000). As I described in chapter 3, psychological double binds have been 
described as the feeling one has that you are damned if you do and damned if you don't. 
Gary's description of feeling "pulled in two completely opposite directions" offers another 
useful way of describing a psychological double bind. This feeling of discord between the 
activity systems regarding instructor expectations was one of several similar perceptions that 
compounded to foster a perception of a boundary between the linked courses. 
Specifically, the students apparently perceived differences or what Engestrôm (1993) 
refers to as "troublesome discoordinations" (p. 80) between the rules and the objects of each 
of the course—despite the linkage of the courses. Figure 6.3 provides a graphic 
representation of the between system contradictions which may have been the underlying 
cause of the students' perceptions of being "pulled in two completely opposite directions." 
On the one hand, their engineering professor wanted them to write concisely, yet their 
English instructor, who was teaching writing course situated in an engineering learning 
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community, was requiring them to write long, full descriptions. These differences reflect 
deep system contradictions that potentially exist between courses located in the activity 
system of general education and courses located in the activity system of a professional 
discipline. 
Tools (published essays 
vs. CAD software) 
Subject (ABE learning 
community student) 
Rules 
("write, just write about 
it" vs. get right to the 
point) 
Community 
(general university 
vs. ABE 
department) 
Object 
(Explore writing processes/improve 
ting vs. explain process/support 
dérisions in engineering activity) 
Division of Labor 
(teacher as coach vs. 
teacher as evaluator) 
Figure 6.3: Graphic representation of the contradiction apparently underlying the students' 
perceptions of psychological double binds, which the students spoke about in terms of differences 
in their instructors' expectations. 
Differences between the activity systems of English 104 and Engineering 170 were 
also reflected in the instructors' manner of commenting on the students' writing; however, 
the students apparently weren't troubled by this variation. Perhaps, the students didn't 
experience psychological double binds as a result of the instructors' manner of commenting 
because they had grown to expect these sorts of between-teacher differences in the activity 
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system of schooling. Interestingly, the manner in which the instructors wrote their comments 
mirrored the expectations the students' perceived the instructors to have for student writing. 
The English instructor tended to write long, narrative comments sometimes in the margins of 
a paper, and most frequently as an end-note typed on a separate sheet of paper. On the other 
hand, the engineering instructor wrote very brief marginal comments, which he sometimes 
supplemented with an assignment rubric attached to the front of the students' assignments. 
Not surprisingly, the instructors' manner of writing comments reflects the type of writing 
favored in each disciplinary activity system: members of the English/Rhetoric activity system 
tend to favor fuller, more qualitative type writing, whereas members of the engineering 
activity system tend to favor writing that is rather direct and that is supplemented by 
quantitative facts. As Steve noted in a marginal comment written in response to a qualitative-
type sentence in a student report ("In conclusion the design team feels the design fits almost 
all of the criteria and constraints" (Team 1, Engineering 170 Mechatronics Design Report 2, 
November 2000)), "Engineers state factual information!" 
Related to the expectations of each of the instructors were the writing assignments 
each of the instructors assigned over the course of the semester. As I noted previously, the 
students recognized the first-year composition genres as belonging to the activity system of 
schooling for a significant portion of the semester. Perhaps because of this intertextual link 
tying the first-year composition classroom to schooling in the most general sense, the 
students voiced frustration when they perceived a discoordination between their secondary 
school writing experiences and their university writing experiences. If the students were 
perceiving themselves to be operating in the activity system of schooling in general, as 
Russell (1997) posits, then their expectations would likely be that their previous school 
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experience would be relevant and in accordance with their new school activity system. 
However, the students perceived their new activity school system (university) to be different 
and contradictory to their previous school experience (secondary school). 
One specific example of the perceived contradiction between the students' experience 
in secondary school and their experience in college regards the issue of spelling and 
grammar. Early in the semester, the students revealed during a focus group that they didn't 
expect their engineering professor to comment on grammar or correctness on their papers. 
The basis for this assumption was their previous academic experience. In secondary school, 
the students perceived that only English teachers commented on issues such as spelling, 
grammar, or organization. According to the students, teachers of subjects other than English 
(e.g., history, chemistry, math) may mark a missing comma or something, but primarily these 
teachers were concerned with the content of a paper. The writing expectations of non-English 
subject teachers was an ongoing theme during the focus groups, and in February one of the 
students quipped, "For a really good example, our [secondary school] history teacher didn't 
know anything about writing. He'd just assign the paper and then give it to the English 
teachers to grade. So...[sarcastically] it showed he knew a lot" (Evan, Focus Group 4, 
February 2001). 
Perhaps because of their previous experience, the students perceived a clear 
distinction between correctness and content. Even in their secondary school English classes, 
only a few of the eight students at the February focus group claimed to have ever received 
formal instruction on issues relating to correctness. While they may have in fact received 
such instruction, they nevertheless perceived a void. Despite this perceived lack of emphasis 
on correctness in high school, the students perceived correctness to be an issue relevant only 
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to the English classroom. It is hardly surprising then that the students were stunned when 
they discovered that their engineering professor marked and counted down for correctness 
problems, but that their English instructor did not correct their writing in the same manner. 
Indeed, on the students' first engineering report, forty-five percent of the engineering 
professor's comments were made in response to correctness errors (Please see table 6.2). 
Table 6.2: Categories and frequency of the Engineering 170 professor's comments written on the Reverse 
Engineering Report. 
Comment Category Number of 
comments 
Examples of actual comments 
Correctness 95 Add comma. Delete extra word fis]. 
[Verb] tense changes are confusing. 
Missing information on figure 
titles 
18 Add meaningful figure titles 
Missing in-text reference to 
figures 
3 Reference figure; figure # would be 
appropriate here 
Missing specific 
information/too brief 
2 Suggestions for improving the process? 
[Add] using a torque wrench 
Missing transition 8 Need transition para here. Need 
transition para here—think of your 
audience 
Error in text 6 How do you know which one is 
correct? I don't follow this thought— 
Explain! 
Error with graphic 9 Thickness?—second view needed. 
representation Name, date, part info. 
Error in figure title format 25 Error in format title. Format title 
Positive comments 15 Good! Nice figures. Nice layout of your 
report. 
Audience 7 Who is your audience? Your audience 
is not clear! 
Purpose 3 Clearly define the purpose of the 
report! Changed direction. 
Organization 1 Seems out of place 
Format 22 Bold subheadings. Why indent now?— 
Be consistent. 
Total number of comments 214 
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The English instructor, however, made relatively few marks on the students' papers; 
instead, she wrote rather long (up to one page single spaced), computer-generated terminal 
comments for the students. Below is a portion of one of the terminal comments she wrote for 
Gary about his identity paper: 
I think you are starting to get the hang of considering your audience and purpose 
when you write. I can see improvement from your earlier drafts in these areas. It 
definitely takes some time to work on and get good at—and you are moving in the 
right direction. Now you have a point to make and you know who you want to say it 
to. So you are on the right track. 
I think you are asking me the right question when you say that you want help in 
supporting your thesis. One thing that will help you with this is actually working to 
make your thesis clearer. Even though you say it is the last sentence of your 3rd 
paragraph, I don't actually see it until the last paragraph of the entire paper. Not til 
then do I really understand what you want us to get out of your story about Frank. So, 
my first suggestion is that you move some version of the final paragraph nearer to the 
beginning of the paper, so that your audience knows where you are headed. I can see 
it saying something like what you say now in the last paragraph, followed by 
something like, "This is a lesson that I learned in a really unlikely place: from a 
cranky coop worker named Frank." Then we know a) what your point is and b) how 
you are going to go about talking about that point. Doing this will make a big 
difference to us, as the readers, because we won't be lost throughout your stories of 
Frank. It will also make a big difference to you b/c as you try to support your thesis 
throughout your paper you can keep looking back at your thesis and asking, "Does 
this paragraph support that thesis?" 
Ok, now, as far as whether the stories support your thesis... 
Ok, local things. There are lots of problems here with punctuation, grammar, verb 
tense shifts. These are things I can help you with if you will come and see me. We 
can go over your paper together and talk about some strategies for catching 
grammatical problems. You can also ask someone else to read your paper and look 
specifically for those problems. Regardless, the global issues I talked about first are 
the ones you should deal with first; then we can turn our attention to the grammar 
stuff. 
I look forward to talking with you about your revisions and helping you make your 
paper the best it can be. 
Kate 
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Significantly, the engineering professor was making comments on a report the 
students had turned in as a final product (instructor as evaluator), while the English instructor 
was making comments on a paper she had intended as a draft (instructor as coach), again 
reflecting differences between each of the activity system rules, as well as differences 
between each of the activity system's division of labor. The identity papers had been turned 
in on a due date indicated on the syllabus, like the engineering reports; however, the English 
instructor did not grade them or treat them as final products. Instead, she gave the students 
detailed comments, so the students could continue revising their papers for their end-of-
semester portfolios. The students apparently did not recognize or perhaps refused to 
recognize that one instructor was evaluating papers she perceived to be in progress—in 
preparation for their final course portfolio—while the other instructor was grading papers he 
perceived as a final product—in preparation for the next, more complex assignment. Figure 
6.4 provides a graphic representation of the possible contradictions underlying the linked 
courses. 
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Tools (published essays 
vs. CAD software) 
Subject (ABE learning 
community student)y 
triting vs. e 
efcisions in 
Rules 
(turn in writing in 
process vs. turn in 
final product) 
(Explore writing processes/improve 
W xplain process/support 
xi tisi engineering activity) 
Community 
(general university 
vs. ABE 
department) 
Division of Labor 
(teacher as coach vs. 
teacher as evaluator) 
Figure 6.4: Graphic representation of underlying contradictions apparently underlying the learning community 
linked courses. 
Even late in the semester (Focus Group 3, December 2000), the students related they 
perceived a contradiction between their engineering professor's expectations and their 
English instructor's expectations and that these expectations differed from the students' 
previous experiences. 
~Transcript begins-
Patty: We talked about local and global revision last time. Do they both talk about those 
sorts of things? 
Isaac: M doesn't really. I don't think. 
Patty: What does he comment on? 
Hans: Spelling. 
(laughter) 
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Hans: My spelling is always nasty and he's always like [vocal sound indicating disgust]... 
, (laughter) 
Patty: Did you expect that from him? 
Hans: No. No, I expected it to be the other way around. 
Patty: How about commas and grammar and that sort of stuff? 
Frank:He's a stickler on that. 
Hans: Yeah, he's more like, and she's more kinda that [vocal sound indicating whatever]... 
Frank: Write, just write. 
Allen: Yeah, just write about it. Who cares if it's all correct or what. And she never 
comments about your spelling or grammar or anything at all. I mean I've never had 
any problem with that with her. I've noticed that with Dr. [Steve], I've had a few 
problems there and...yeah it is kind of weird, it's kind of backwards what they do. 
Hans: Different than what I thought it would be. 
Allen: Yeah. yeah. 
(laughter) 
~Transcript ends~ 
Significantly, the students in the focus group transcript have identified yet another 
discoordination between the activity system of their English 104 course and the activity 
system of their Engineering 170 course despite the learning community link. Additionally, 
from the perspectives of the students, their instructors were behaving in a manner that was 
contradictory to their expectations: The students had not expected their engineering professor 
to comment on correctness, but they had expected their English instructor to comment on 
correctness. Again, the repeated perceptions of discordance between the courses fostered the 
students' perceptions of boundaries between the courses. 
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According to the English instructor, she taught writing using a holistic approach, an 
approach she described as a "process approach, but with an eye for an end product" (Kate, 
Interview 3, December 2000). Giving students an extended amount of time to rewrite and 
revise helped the students turn in portfolios that were very good, despite the fact that their 
initial writing was very bad (Kate, Inteview 3, December 2000). In addition, Kate stated that 
because the students struggled so much with global issues in their writing during the semester 
she didn't place emphasis on the local problems until the very end of the semester during two 
in-class editing sessions. The instructor comment I included previously reflects this 
standpoint. Despite their English instructor's progression from addressing global issues 
before local issues, the students perceived a disconnect or what activity theory calls a 
discoordination between their English class and their engineering class. Apparently, the 
revision process the students experienced in preparation for their final English 104 portfolio 
fostered their perception that their English instructor "cared less" about correctness than did 
their engineering professor, who had been commenting on correctness or local issues over the 
duration of the semester. 
As I have noted in this section, despite the links created under the umbrella of the 
learning community the students perceived differences, and in some cases contradictions, 
between their courses. These perceived differences caused the students to express varying 
levels of frustration, some of which suggested that the students were experiencing 
psychological double binds. Without the affordancè of specific of zones of proximal 
development, which I address in the following section, the students were unable to perceive 
the relevance of English to engineering regardless of the intentions of their instructors to 
foster interdisciplinary connections between the courses. 
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Under what conditions did the students perceive linking or connections 
between linked courses (RQ: 2)? 
Despite the students' underlying perceptions of boundaries or disconnects between 
the linked courses, there were occasions during the semester that apparently helped the 
students to perceive links or connections between the courses (RQ: 2). According to the 
student research participants, they were able to perceive connections between the courses 
when they perceived the information learned in English as being useful to their courses in 
engineering. This perception of the importance of English being useful to engineering and 
not the reverse provides evidence of the students' desire to move toward an operational 
activity system of engineering and not university schooling in general. It suggests the 
students are beginning to take on the identity of engineers, i.e., "From the perspective of an 
engineer, why is this information useful to me?" 
The lens of activity theory provides a tool for unpacking the notion of usefulness. The 
results of my research suggest that the students' perceptions of usefulness were very much 
influenced by their understanding of the ABE activity system, an understanding which 
created, particularly during the fall semester, a rather naïve stance. Significantly, this stance 
placed the students in a rather Janus-faced position. On the one hand, the stance enhanced 
student learning. The students' knowledge and understanding of the activity system of 
agricultural and biosystems engineering helped them to perceive certain information as 
useful, i.e., relevant to their future careers. As I touched on briefly above and will address 
more fully later, usefulness was an important motivating factor for the students. However, on 
the other hand, this stance also hindered the students' learning. Their knowledge and 
understanding of ABE was so limited that it fostered tunnel vision. Unless usefulness was 
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blatantly obvious to the students (according to their conception of ABE and what it meant to 
be an engineer), they generally missed any sort of connection, and information was perceived 
as useful only in the school sort of way. 
As I noted earlier in the chapter, when students perceived themselves to be operating 
in the general activity system of schooling, they engaged in courses as they had always 
done—as isolated educational opportunities that may or may not prove to be useful at some 
undetermined time in the future (students as grade-maker). The notion of usefulness and the 
importance this perception was for the students is particularly important when we remind 
ourselves that these were students who were participating in linked courses—courses that had 
been designed to help students perceive relevance between courses, particularly the relevance 
of first-year composition. Yet, relevance or usefulness was only apparent to the students in 
very specific circumstances. In the following section, I address these circumstances, the 
conditions which fostered zones of proximal development for the students. 
Students perceived connections when afforded zones of proximal development 
Relatively rarely over the course of the semester, the students expressed their 
perceptions of a connection or connections between First-Year Composition I (English 104) 
and Introduction to Engineering Graphics and Design (Engineering 170). In other words, 
despite the linked courses only under certain conditions were the students able to perceive the 
relevance of tools across courses. The connections apparently were made when the students 
were afforded specific zones of proximal development (ZPD) that provided windows into the 
activity system of ABE. 
As I stated previously, simply linking the courses together didn't appear to afford one 
broad ZPD; rather, ZPDs occurred when the students were helped to make connections 
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between the courses. Once the students were afforded these specific ZPDs between activity 
systems, they were sometimes able to perceive that the information or tools learned in one 
course were useful to the other course in the learning community link. The students 
repeatedly reported during focus groups and individual discourse-based interviews and in 
end-of-semester reflective writing for first-year composition (FYC) that they perceived two 
things (activity theory would call them tools) they had learned in English 104 were useful 
(i.e., relevant) to them in Engineering 170:1) the rhetorical concepts of audience and purpose 
and 2) the technical writing genres that were introduced by their FYC teacher. 
The following section is divided into two subsections. In the first subsection, I will 
address audience and purpose as a tool appropriated by the students. After introducing the 
tool described by the students, I will trace the students' appropriation of the tool across 
activity system boundaries and will then provide evidence of the students' apparent 
demonstration of expansive learning through their application of the audience tool to a new 
situation. I will then suggest that the students' engineering professor provided the conditions 
under which the students were able to perceive the relevance of the tool across courses and 
that he afforded the students a zone of proximal development. 
In the second subsection, I will argue that the technical writing genres were also a 
tool appropriated by the students across activity systems; however, this tool differed in 
significant ways from the audience tool. Unlike the audience tool, the technical writing 
genres themselves apparently afforded a ZPD bridging the theoretical gap dividing the 
activity systems of English and engineering. Using Russell's (1997) activity theory analysis 
of genre systems theory as a lens, I will unpack this complex ZPD and will provide evidence 
that the technical writing tool not only motivated the students to engage in new ways with the 
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English activity system, it provided an avenue for their expanding involvement into the 
engineering activity system. 
Audience and purpose 
The rhetorical concepts of audience and purpose were the first and most frequently 
identified useful tools identified by the students. Because the students generally referred to 
the concepts as one unit, I have classified both as one tool that I have labeled the audience 
tool. All of the students who participated regularly in the focus groups confirmed that 
considering the audience and purpose of a document or presentation was new to them and 
was not something they had been taught in high school. In fact, the students may previously 
have been taught the audience tool; nevertheless, they perceived it to be a new tool learned in 
the activity system of English 104. 
In addition to talking about audience and purpose during their focus groups, eight of 
the nine students also wrote about their new awareness of audience and purpose in their end-
of-semester English 104 reflection papers. Significantly, although the ninth student did not 
write about his new awareness of audience and purpose, he did mention them specifically 
during the February 2001 focus group. Craig is one student who wrote about the audience 
tool in his reflection paper: "I had never thought about an audience, purpose, or a thesis 
before I came to your [Kate] class and now I realize these three things are the most important 
parts of a paper." Along a similar vein, Gary wrote, "I was familiar with a thesis, but I was 
lost when you said purpose or audience.. .Now I know how it's so important to have a clear 
purpose and to speak [write] to your audience." These reflections are interesting and reveal 
the students' perceptions of learning occurring in English 104; however, these reflections do 
not reveal anything about the students' appropriation of the audience tool to Engineering 170, 
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a move that would suggest they found the tool to be useful in the activity system of 
engineering, e.g., a demonstration of expansive learning as described by Engstrôm. 
While the students identified the audience tool as something they learned in English 
104, they had in fact been taught about audience (as well as the concept of purpose) in both 
their English and engineering courses. The assignment of an English tool to the English 
course is perhaps a reflection of the students' persistent perception that concepts regarding 
writing were the domain of English classes. According to my field notes, after the concepts 
were introduced in FYC they were re-introduced by Kate during an Engineering 170 guest 
lecture on September 20,2000, prior to the due date of the students' first major engineering 
report (Engineering 170, reverse engineering report. Please see chapter 3 for a description of 
the course writing assignments.) Steve then appropriated the tool and continued to talk about 
audience and purpose during his discussions of the reverse engineering assignment with the 
students and later in terms of other assignments as the semester progressed. 
The peer review sheet created by Steve for the reverse engineering report provides 
evidence of his emphasis on audience and purpose on the assignment. Three areas of focus 
(items 1,2, and 5 on the peer review form) specifically refer to issues of audience and/or 
purpose: (1) Is the audience evident from the introduction? (2) Is the purpose of the report 
clearly stated? and (3) Is the vocabulary appropriate for the intended audience? Circle the 
words you would like the writers to re-think using. (Please see appendix B for a copy of the 
actual peer review form). Additionally in the marginal comments Steve wrote during his 
grading of the reverse engineering reports (Engineering 170, reverse engineering report), he 
wrote comments related to either audience or purpose ten times (five percent of the marginal 
comments written on the reverse engineering report. Please see table 6.2 cited previously). 
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Despite hearing about audience and purpose in both of their linked courses, having 
the tool addressed on their engineering peer review form, and receiving comments relating to 
audience and purpose on their engineering reports, the students perceived audience to be an 
English 104 tool. Because the students perceived the tool to be something that they learned in 
English, appropriation of the tool to the activity system of engineering suggests the tool was 
fostering the students' abilities to make interdisciplinary connections between English and 
engineering. 
Appropriation of the audience tool 
The students' discussions of their perceptions of the relevance of the audience tool to 
engineering occurred during the focus group session held at the end of the fall semester 
(December 2000) and during a follow-up focus group in February 2001. In the following 
focus group transcript, two students reflect on a tool they perceived they learned in first-year 
composition (the audience tool) as being useful for Engineering 170. The presentations 
referred to by the students during the transcript were formal in-class presentations required 
for Engineering 170. For the assignment, the students had been asked present their team's 
mechatronics robot design, which was also reported in their written engineering reports 
(Please see chapter 4 for a description of the course writing assignments), to their classmates 
who were pretending to be an audience of engineering industry representatives. 
~Transcript begins~ 
Frank: Speaking of audience changes, I, if it wasn't for the English class I probably 
wouldn't have noticed this in the presentations, but when Bruce, when they 
were doing their presentation. First they started off with some audience. Did 
you notice that, too? 
Hans: [interrupts] Yeah, I did, too. 
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Frank:(continues) And then he got off and he, like, addressed us like we were students. I 
was like, Uh, I don't think you were supposed to do that. 
Hans: Yeah, I think he was trying to put a little... 
Frank: Yeah, I think he was improvising a little too much. 
Hans: Yeah!... 
(group laughter)19 
~Transcript ends-
Even in this brief segment, we can see the students' apparent understanding of the 
audience tool as they talk about Bruce addressing two different audiences during one 
engineering presentation. Frank accurately reported that Bruce had initially directed his 
segment of the small group presentation to the defined audience: engineering industry 
representatives. However, as Bruce progressed further along in his presentation, he switched 
from talking to an imaginary audience of professionals to the audience who was sitting in the 
classroom: his peers. I, too, had noticed the audience shift during his presentation, and as I 
observed Brace's classmates and team members at the time, I had written an observation in 
my field-notes that several students' body language suggested that I was not the only person 
who had noticed the shift. Frank and Hans, who are quoted above, confirmed my suspicion 
later during the December 6,2000 focus group. Significantly, the focus group was not held 
immediately following or even on the same day that the in-class presentation cited in the 
example was given; nevertheless, the audience shift during the presentation was memorable 
enough that Frank recalled the event later. 
19 Brace, the student being described by the students, was a research participant; however, he did not attend the 
focus group where this issue was raised. The students were not making fun of him; rather, they were discussing 
an error he had made in a very public venue. The example may not have been provided if Bruce had been in 
attendance. 
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In February approximately six weeks into their second semester at Iowa State, the 
students revealed that not only had they found the audience tool to be useful to engineering 
170, they also revealed that they found it to be useful to Engineering 160 (the next course in 
their engineering sequence). 
-Transcript begins-
Patty: One of you had said on the focus group tape in December that you thought that the 
writing you had done in 104 had made the report writing in 170 easier. Do you still 
think that? 
Bruce:We're still using it in 160. When we're writing our projects, a lot... 
Isaac: Purpose and audience and all that... 
Frank:I guess the audience thing really stuck with me. Because I never really thought of that 
when I used to write stuff. And now that's the first thing I think of audience and 
purpose. 
-Transcript ends-
As the students point out in this passage, not only did they find the audience tool to be 
useful to Engineering 170, they also found it to be useful in Engineering 160. The students' 
appropriation of the audience tool into a different but related activity system suggests they 
have truly appropriated the tool into their personal, metaphorical engineering toolboxes. For 
these students, the audience tool became a tool-in-use. 
Through the lens of activity theory, we can see that the students in the presentation 
example described previously are demonstrating expansive learning as described by 
Engestrôm (see chapter 3 for a discussion of expansive learning). According to first-year 
student Frank, the audience tool from English was helpful to him in the engineering activity 
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system. He demonstrated his appropriation of the audience tool into his engineering toolbox 
by identifying the presentation error made by Bruce in Engineering 170. Without the 
audience tool, Frank may have been able perceive an error in Brace's presentation; however, 
with the aid of the tool he was able to quickly articulate the error to other activity system 
participants (his classmates in the focus group) who apparently understood the meaning of 
his statement through their words (e.g., the interrupting statement "Yeah, I did, too" made by 
Hans) as well as their actions (e.g., head nods). Frank's fluency with the audience tool 
enhanced his ability to engage in the activity system of engineering, because by applying the 
tool, he was able to communicate insider knowledge to other activity system participants: 
Bruce made a mistake in his engineering presentation. The other students in the group 
demonstrated their fluency with the audience tool through their actions and their words of 
support. 
Additionally, the students demonstrated expansive learning when they reported 
during the February focus group that they perceived the audience tool was useful to them in 
another engineering course, Engineering 160. Connecting the audience tool to a related but 
different activity system the students again demonstrated the audience tool as a tool-in-use 
for them. Fluency with the audience tool fostered their expanding involvement in the activity 
system of engineering education. 
Expansive learning is the type of learning that learning community planners, 
coordinators, and instructors are looking for in learning community courses, where students 
are encouraged to make interdisciplinary connections. While it is certainly significant that 
Frank and the other students made the connection between the activity systems and were able 
to appropriate the audience tool across activity system boundaries, what is particularly 
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noteworthy is that the audience tool appropriated by the students was a tool that had been 
first appropriated by their engineering professor. The students did not make this 
appropriation independently; rather, the professor's appropriation of the tool afforded a ZPD 
for the students that provided a catalyst for the students' appropriation. When they were 
afforded this zone of proximal development between the two activity systems of English and 
engineering by an expert guide (their professor) they were able to appropriate the audience 
tool. Because the students' perceived the tool to be an English 104 tool, I argue they have 
appropriated the tool into the activity system of engineering. If they had perceived the 
audience tool to be something they learned in Engineering 170, then I would argue that their 
professor made the appropriation but they did not. What the professor provided through his 
appropriation of the tool was a ZPD for the students. 
ZPD 1: Afforded by an insider expert guide 
The first ZPD was afforded by an activity system expert who guided the students to 
perceive the relevance of the audience tool in the activity system of engineering through his 
own appropriation of the tool. Prior to the Fall 2000 semester Steve reported he hadn't ever 
specifically talked with students about audience and purpose in Engineering 170 (Steve, 
Interview 1, August 2000). As a successful writer and speaker Steve apparently understood 
the concepts of audience and purpose very well; nevertheless, until he observed English 104, 
he hadn't ever specifically taught students about audience and purpose. Apparently, his own 
application of the audience tool was a routinized action in the engineering activity system. 
His experience in the English activity system afforded by his participation in the 
linked first-year composition course introduced Steve to the English activity system 
conception/articulation of the tool. The audience tool was no longer transparent. Steve 
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appropriated the audience tool from English 104 and metaphorically placed it into the 
Engineering 170 toolbox. He demonstrated the use and importance of the tool to students 
through his appropriation of the terms, as well as by talking about the importance of audience 
and purpose with the students during their engineering course. Audience and purpose were 
not mentioned by Steve in passing during Engineering 170; rather, the concepts were brought 
up several times during several different classes. Steve further emphasized the importance of 
addressing the appropriate audience and fulfilling the appropriate purpose in engineering 
writing when he made marginal comments about audience and purpose on the student reports 
(see table 6.2 cited previously and appendices B and C for copies of the peer review forms 
created by Steve). Through his own appropriation and use of the audience tool, Steve 
provided the students a useful new tool as well as a window into the engineering activity 
system. He afforded the students a ZPD. 
Technical writing genres 
The second tool identified by the students as being useful I have labeled the technical 
writing genre tool or more concisely, the genre tool. As I described in chapter 3,1 follow 
Miller's (1984) conception of genre as social action, a conception that places emphasis on the 
fact that genres are "shared expectations among some group(s) of people" (Russell, 1997, p. 
520). According to Miller, genre is distinct from form and can best be described as typified 
responses to recurring situations (p. 163). Despite the theoretical separation between genre 
and form, the two are intimately related. Perhaps not surprisingly, the form is related to the 
function of a genre, an aspect of genre that is particularly important for newcomers. 
Additionally, the form of the genres apparently helped the students ascribe each of the first-
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year composition genres to a particular genre set (in this case, either schooling or 
engineering). 
The significance of the genre tool is apparent when we consider that the students 
perceived the second half of English 104, the portion of the course they labeled "a true 
learning community course," as beginning when their FYC instructor introduced and 
assigned documents typically recognized as technical writing. The students' spoke and wrote 
of this perception in terms of a "split in the class." The shift occurred when the English 
instructor introduced genres the students recognized as being related to engineering writing. 
According to the students, the first two-thirds (they called it half) of the course was more 
"like a regular English class" while the second half of the course was "truly a learning 
community course." 
During the so-called learning community portion of the course, the students were 
afforded a ZPD through the introduction the genre tool. Allen is one student who wrote about 
his perception of the split in English 104 in his end of semester reflection for English 104: "I 
noticed at about midterm or a little earlier you changed the course of the class. It truly 
became a learning community with engineering 170. Since you did that it has been a very 
beneficial class. The stuff that we were learning applied to engineering 170 and it was 
something that we would actually be using in the future" (Allen, English 104 end-of-semester 
reflection, December 2000). According to the student, the course was split into two halves. 
Later during a discourse-based interview, I asked Allen to expand on this passage. 
~Transcript begins~ 
Patty: Let's look at your 104 stuff...In your reflections to Ms. [Kate], you talked about.. .at 
the beginning of the semester it was a typical English class.. .Can you talk any more 
about that? 
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Allen: Well, she started out with just going over essays and stuff, kind of like I'm doing this 
semester. She'd give us an essay and we'd have to write about that. But then about 
mid-term or so she started changing it and we actually did stuff that was relevant to 
170. We'd actually write papers about that instead of just writing papers about essays 
out of the book that really had no relevance to us as engineering students...It started 
out kind of boring like a usual English class but then we started getting into stuff 
we're actually working with and it made it a lot more interesting. And I was willing to 
get more in-depth with it because I could see how it was going to be applied...You 
could see how you would use it in the future, so I was willing to learn more from it. 
~Transcript ends-
Significantly, Allen pointed to several important issues in this transcript. First, 
apparently he (and perhaps the other students) perceived the first two-thirds of English 104 to 
be a "regular" English course because he perceived it to lack relevance to engineering;20 a 
perception that fostered the students' perceptions of a boundary existing between the linked 
courses. Secondly, Allen identified that "getting into stuff we're actually working with" was 
important to him because it made the course "more interesting." While Allen didn't say so 
specifically in this passage, the students unanimously reported that the second half of the 
course occurred when Kate began asking them to write genres typically recognized as 
technical writing (e.g., proposals, reports, memos)—the final third of the course. Allen also 
noted that he was "willing to learn more from it" when he recognized the material being 
taught in English 104 as being relevant to engineering. When the students' began to perceive 
the first-year composition course as "truly a learning community course," they were able 
begin to resolve their perceptions of boundaries between their linked courses and to see the 
courses as new, complementary systems of activity. Interestingly, the students did not 
20 Perception is an important word in this sentence. From his standpoint and his rather limited understanding of 
the complexities of the activity system of engineering, Allen and the other students could only see relevance 
when it was very obvious and related to their conception of what engineering was. I expand on this issue later in 
this chapter. 
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question the "new" direction of the first-year composition course; rather, they welcomed the 
change. 
As I described previously, the assignments the students recognized as being 
"different" from school-type writing were not related to the students' engineering 
assignments nor were they explicitly presented as engineering writing; nevertheless, the 
students recognized the assignments as being related to the writing they were doing in their 
engineering course. The assignments during the final one-third of their English course were 
categorized in a unit titled "Writing in your field—reports and proposals," which included 
readings about business and technical communication and the following written assignments: 
proposal, progress report, learning community brochure, and group presentation. The genre 
tool appeared to organize or coordinate the activity systems of English and engineering for 
the first-year students; the genre tool served as an intertextual link joining the activity 
systems of English and engineering and provided a tool the students perceived as having 
value beyond the composition classroom. Indeed, during both the Fall 2000 and Spring 2001 
semesters, the students noted on several occasions and in a number of venues that they found 
the technical writing genres introduced by their FYC instructor useful to their engineering 
coursework. 
The technical writing genres that were introduced in English 104 as well as the other 
texts that mediated English 104 are all examples of classroom genres, "the genres that 
routinely mediate the dialogic interactions of a course... genres that develop in educational 
activity systems to operationalize teaching and learning—as well as selection" (Russell, 
1997, p. 530). Despite all fitting into the category of classroom genre, my research suggests 
that from the perspectives of the first-year engineering students, the English 104 texts 
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apparently did not fit into one genre system. While all classroom genres are theoretically 
linked to a particular discipline (in this case, engineering or English/rhetoric or in Russell's 
example, cell biology), students may not perceive the connection, perhaps because of 
students often naïve understanding of a particular activity system, or they may perceive a 
different connection than was intended by their instructor. Indeed, for the students in the 
study, while all of the assignments in first-year composition may well have been composition 
assignments, some of them were apparently related to "schooling," while others were 
apparently related to "engineering." Students do not come to our classes as blank slates; 
rather, they come to us with rich historical, cultural, and educational pasts. Pasts that affect 
the manner in which they perceive and write the genres we select to mediate our classrooms. 
Specifically, the students perceived the genres introduced during the first portion of 
English 104 as fitting into the activity system of schooling in general, whereas they perceived 
the genres introduced during the final third of English 104 as fitting into the discipline 
specific activity system of engineering. As I have noted previously, the students referred 
frequently to their perceptions of English 104 being split into two halves. In the passage 
below quoted from an English 104 end-of-semester reflection, Bruce noted that he enjoyed 
the half of the class that included one of the technical writing genres: the proposal. 
The next paper is the proposal. I really enjoyed this half of class. It did 
seem like a totally different class (Bruce, English 104 end-of-semester 
reflection, December 2000). 
In his chronological reflection of the semester, Bruce didn't describe why he perceived the 
class to be different in the second half; however, he did reveal that he perceived the second 
half of the class began with the proposal, the section of English 104 identified as "Writing in 
your profession" on the course syllabus. The students' general perception of something 
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different occurring in the course is significant when we consider the effect this perception 
had on the students' motivation. 
In the first two-thirds of the course, the portion of the course the students labeled a 
"regular English class," the students were apparently writing genres they perceived as 
belonging to the activity system of schooling in general. Included in this genre system were 
an identity paper, a response paper, and a review of a peer's writing, among others (please 
see chapter 4 for a full description of the documents written in English 104). The students 
likely recognized these genres as familiar because of their extended experience with the 
activity system of schooling, a familiarity that helped the students to assign meaning and 
value to the genres. In the activity system of schooling, genres have exchange value: the 
students write them in an effort to get a good course grade. Good course grades are later 
exchanged for a diploma. 
Significantly, the students included two documents their FYC instructor assigned in 
the second unit (Unit title: "Where are you going? What do you want to become?") as also 
apparently belonging to the activity system of schooling in general. The two major 
documents included in this unit were a career paper and a dream (ideal) resume (please see 
chapter 4 for a description of these assignments). Although these assignments provided 
opportunities for the students to conduct research on their field of interest, the assignments 
apparently did not help the students to make connections between their linked courses, 
perhaps because the students recognized the genres as belonging to the genre system of 
schooling. The students indicated in the October focus group that in terms of the dream 
resume, they were operating in the activity system of schooling in general. They completed 
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the assignment because it was required for the course, not because they perceived the 
assignment as useful to their engineering education. 
~Transcript begins-
Don: In 104 we had to make a dream resume, but I don't see how that was a help at all. 
Gary: I think the dream resume was worthless because she wanted us to...I can understand 
why we want to set our goals for what we want to achieve, but most of us, we don't 
know the specific job things we'll be doing. The job that we have, we don't know 
what we'll be doing in that job. So like my resume is probably full of BS cause I have 
no idea what I'll be doing, and you can't really follow by that cause you never know 
what you're gonna do for work so...I guess I don't really see the point in it. 
Bruce: She said the whole reason was to help us maybe figure out what we want to do. I can 
speak for myself and probably some of the people in this group and we pretty much 
just went and found stuff that looked good in the paper and threw it in there. 
~Transcript ends-
Despite the students' apparent understanding of why their FYC instructor had 
assigned the dream resume, the students perceived the assignment as not worthwhile except 
for as a class assignment necessary to get a good grade. As Bruce so baldly remarked he "just 
went and found stuff that looked good in the paper and threw it in" his dream resume. Again, 
the students' naivete with the activity system of engineering is apparent. They apparently 
knew so little about the activity system that they had difficulty at this point in their 
engineering education to even imagine themselves in their potential, future roles. The 
students quoted were savvy as students, however. They completed the assignment (well 
according to their grades) despite their frustration. Completing the assignment was necessary 
in order to get the assignment grade they would later exchange for a course grade. Despite 
looking like a professional document, the dream resume was an assignment that belonged to 
the genre set of schooling. 
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During the final one-third of the course, the portion of the course some of the students 
labeled a "true learning community class," the students were writing genres they perceived as 
belonging not to the activity system of schooling in general but to the activity system of 
engineering and to an activity system a few of the students labeled "the future." In other 
words, activity systems that were different from the activity system of the English classroom 
and different from the activity system of schooling in general. Included in this new genre 
system were a proposal, a progress report, a brochure, and a presentation. The students 
recognized these genres as being different than genres they had previously encountered in an 
English class. Introducing the students to genres they recognized as belonging to a different 
activity system, an activity system other than schooling, was motivating for them. 
Appropriation of the genre tool 
Many of the students' wrote about their perception of the relevance of the genre tool 
to engineering and to an activity system they labeled loosely as "the future" in their reflective 
writing for their end-of-semester English 104 portfolio, in addition to discussing this 
perception during the focus group session held at the end of the fall semester (December 
2000) and during individual discourse-based interviews held in April and May 2001. Hans, 
for example, noted in his English 104 end-of-semester reflection that the technical writing 
genres represented a new kind of writing for the students: 
I feel I gained a lot of knowledge in technical writings and how to begin to write a 
proposal and progress reports. Before this class, I did not have the slightest clue how 
to go about writing any of these, but now I believe I have the knowledge to write a 
professional report after completing this class (Hans, English 104 end-of-semester 
reflection, December 2000). 
Notably, Hans related the proposal and progress report to the genre we typically call 
technical writing, yet he also revealed that he perceived these documents to fit into the genre 
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system he has labeled "professional report." Other students also wrote about their perceptions 
of the proposal and progress report as being related to the writing they would be doing in 
their futures. In other words, writing they would be doing outside of the activity system of 
schooling, an indication of their appropriation of the genre tool into their individual 
metaphorical toolboxes. 
Hans reflected back on the section of his English 104 reflection cited above during a 
discourse-based interview in April 2001. At that time he revealed that he had realized during 
the fall semester that both his English instructor and his engineering professor were asking 
him to do the same types of writing: 
I guess that was one of the [similar] things that we noticed... [were] the 
memos. The memos needed to be written like the stuff in 170 even though it 
was for an English class" (Hans, discourse-based interview, April 2001). 
In the interview, Hans referred to the proposal and progress report as memos, yet another 
label for the genre system. Significantly he revealed that he perceived the writing they were 
doing in English 104 as like the writing they were doing in Engineering 170, not like the 
writing he was familiar with doing in the activity system of the English classroom. 
Another student who wrote about his perception of the relevance, the usefulness, of 
the genre tool was Bruce, the student who was cited previously as saying that he enjoyed the 
half of the class that included proposal writing. In the English 104 end-of-semester reflection 
cited below, Bruce wrote that he felt that the technical writing assignments were valuable to 
the writing he had also done in Engineering 170 and that having familiarity with the genre 
tool enabled him to perform at a higher level in the class than other students performed. 
Bruce also indicated that he believed the genre tool would be useful to him in the future: 
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First of all, the biggest21 paper that we have written in this class is the 
proposal, progress report and presentation. I can already say that this has 
come to be a huge asset...with engineering 170. We did a similar situation 
in 170 as a group. In my group was Don [another 104 student] and we can 
both speak up and say we were farther ahead than the other students, who 
were both sophomores and not in your class. I know that if this one project 
has come into play already that it will again in the near future. I enjoyed this 
project a lot (Bruce, English 104 end-of-semester reflection, December 
2000). 
In this reflection, Bruce noted that the technical writing project, or as I have labeled it, the 
genre tool, would likely be useful to him "again in the near future." This statement suggests 
that Bruce had appropriated the genre tool because he had found it useful once and he 
believed it would be useful again. The genre tool became a tool-in-use and helped place 
Bruce in the role of sense-maker. 
Yet another student who wrote about the usefulness of the genre tool was Gary, the 
student who was the most vocal about the unfairness of the ABE learning community section 
of English 104 being different from other sections of the same course. Despite expressing 
deep frustration with English 104 all semester, Gary wrote positively about the genre tool in 
his end-of-semester reflection. In the following end-of-semester reflection, Gary noted that 
he perceived the genre tool as worthwhile, i.e., useful, and that he believed he would be 
doing similar types of writing in his professional future. 
I think doing this unit was very worthwhile. I will almost certainly write 
proposals and progress reports in my future career. I learned the format for 
proposals and for progress reports (Gary, English 104 end-of-semester 
reflection, December 2000). 
Significantly, all of the students cited in the examples above recognized the genres as 
being similar to the genres they were writing in their engineering course. Perceiving the 
21 The student is using the word biggest to mean the best. Later in his reflection, he states, "The second best part 
of this 104 class..." 
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genres as belonging to something different than the genre system they had attached to 
schooling allowed the students to assign new meaning and new value to the genres. By 
perceiving the genres as belonging to engineering and not English, the students saw them as 
having greater social value than other genres they had been writing in FYC, i.e., social value 
in the activity system of engineering that they were hoping to join. In other words, the 
writing they were doing in English 104 had use-value as well as exchange-value, an issue I 
will address more fully in the next section where I address evidence of the students' 
expansive learning. 
ZPD 2: Afforded by the genre tool 
The second ZPD was afforded by the genre tool, a much more complex ZPD than the 
ZPD that was afforded by an activity system expert I described previously. In order to 
examine the mediating role the genre tool played between the activity systems of English and 
engineering, what I am calling a ZPD, I have turned to Russell's (1997) synthesis of 
Vygotsky's activity theory and Bazerman's theory of genre systems. In the analysis that 
follows I have focused tightly on one aspect of the university genre system addressed by 
Russell, the classroom genre (Please see chapter 3 for a description of Russell's theory). 
Even though the texts that mediate classrooms may look (or may be) the same in form 
and even though the instructor may perceive them all generally as classroom genres, the 
students may perceive these same genres as fitting into different genre systems, which was 
apparently the case with the students featured in the study. Seeking to connect the genres that 
mediate classrooms to particular genre systems may help illuminate why certain genres 
apparently motivated the students in ways that other genres did not. As I noted previously, 
the students perceived the early English 104 documents as apparently fitting into the activity 
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system of schooling in general, whereas they perceived the later documents, the documents 
typically recognized as technical writing, as fitting into the activity system of engineering. 
The perception of the genre tool being relevant to engineering apparently fostered a ZPD 
between the activity systems of English and engineering. 
As I described earlier in this chapter, the notion of ZPD does not represent a conduit 
through which students can theoretically transfer information/knowledge from here to there, 
from one activity system to another; rather, a ZPD describes the conditions that foster 
students' expanding involvement into a new activity system. The genre tool provided the 
conditions under which the students perceived the information they learned in English 104 
was relevant to the activity system of engineering. Not only was the information relevant, 
several of the students noted specifically that knowledge of the genre tool enhanced their 
performance in engineering; it fostered their expanding involvement into a new activity 
system. In the words of Bruce, the genre tool was "a huge asset.. .in engineering 170" (see 
full quote above). It afforded the students an opportunity to make an interdisciplinary 
connection between their courses. 
The technical writing genres the students wrote in English 104 likely afforded the 
students their first opportunity to use writing to do work, i.e., writing that was a means to an 
end (engineering) and not an end in and of itself in the activity system of schooling (course 
grade). Classroom writing that had use-value as well as exchange-value. Writing that not 
only helped them make grades, but writing that also helped them to make sense. The 
distinction between grade-maker and sense-maker is used by Engestrom to describe students' 
process of learning by expanding. As I have argued previously, the students were moving 
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from an operational activity system of education in general (students as grade-makers) to the 
discipline specific activity system of ABE education (students as sense-makers). 
The genre tool provided students an opportunity to conceive of writing as something 
more than an academic exercise, a perspective that placed the students in the new role of 
sense-maker. Writing documents typically recognized as belonging to the technical writing 
genre gave the students an opportunity to practice using writing as action, to experience 
engineering through writing engineering-like documents. Berkenkotter and Huckin (1995) 
suggest student writing is useful as research data because writing serves as a visible index of 
students' "initiation into an academic discourse community" (p. 118). I argue the same is true 
for students: Learning to write documents the students recognized variously as technical 
writing and professional writing provided a tangible, visible index of useful learning, i.e., 
learning that was relevant to engineering occurring in the activity system of English 104, a 
general education course. 
The documents the students were writing in English 104 were not functionally related 
to engineering or agriculture, an important issue which suggests that more than the 
documents' surface features were at play in the students' recognition of the documents as 
belonging to an activity system other than schooling. As I described in chapter 4, the English 
104 documents did resemble the students' engineering documents in form. For one thing, all 
of the documents in the group required the students to use headings. In addition, the brochure 
assignment required them to use visuals in a document written for their English class. They 
had also been required to use visuals in the writing they were doing for their engineering 
class. The form of the documents fostered the perception that these English 104 genres 
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belonged to the genre system of engineering; however, the manner in which the genres 
served as ZPDs goes deeper than the surface features. 
As I also noted in chapter 3, Miller (1984) suggests that for students, "genres serve as 
keys to understanding how to participate in the actions of a community" (p. 165). From this 
perspective, genres are tools which afford students (activity system newcomers) 
opportunities to expand into new activity systems. Winsor (1997) furthers the discussion of 
the importance of genres to students: "Although theorists see genre moving from purpose to 
form...novices' understanding of genre probably moves in the opposite direction" (p. 27). If 
we conceive of genres as liberating for students as Miller and Winsor suggest, we can better 
understand why the students were motivated to engage with the genre tool. The technical 
writing genres provided the students' textual pathways for their expanding involvement into 
the activity system of engineering and helped them enact their social intentions of moving 
into a desired system of activity (Bazerman, 1994), which is in this case engineering. 
First-year student, Hans, wrote about the technical writing genres in his end-of-
semester reflection for English 104. From Hans's perspective, knowing that he was 
developing a "real world" product was motivating for him, because he perceived the 
assignment "would be applicable to real live situations." In activity theory terms, Hans could 
imagine the genre tool as a tool-in-use: 
The group project that I worked with on the later part of this semester was a 
very practical way to study English. I really liked how we had to develop a 
product, like we would in the real world that we knew actually existed. It 
was concrete. I could see how this assignment and the fruits of its labor 
would be applicable to real live situations" (Hans, end-of-semester 
reflection, English 104). 
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Significantly, Hans suggested that it was the potential action he associated with the 
technical writing documents as being motivating to him, not the form of the documents. In 
Hans's words, the students "develop[ed] a product" that they "knew actually existed" in "real 
live situations." In other words, the students wrote genres they perceived as relevant to 
activity systems outside of the general activity system of schooling. In contrast were the early 
assignments required in English 104. These assignments were similar to the kinds of writing 
the students had done in secondary school, writing that had no relevance outside the activity 
system of schooling from the students' perspectives. Again, the students had such a limited 
understanding of engineering that only those things that were obviously related to 
engineering were valued or seen as connected to engineering. The form of the technical 
writing documents as well as the social action of the genres likely helped the students 
perceive the genre tool as relevant to engineering, and in that way, the genre tool helped to 
coordinate English 104 with engineering 170. The genre tool afforded the students a ZPD. 
Chapter conclusion 
In this chapter, I explored the research question: In what ways did a linked course 
model help and not help first-year engineering students to make interdisciplinary connections 
between first-year composition and introduction to engineering graphics and design? My 
research suggests that unless specific zones of proximal development were afforded to 
students, they were unable to perceive connections between their linked courses. The first 
zone of proximal development was afforded by an insider expert, the students' engineering 
professor. Through his expert guidance, the students were able to appropriate the audience 
and purpose tool into their metaphorical engineering toolboxes. The second zone of proximal 
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development was afforded through the introduction of the genre tool. When the English 
instructor introduced genres that the students recognized as technical writing, the students 
were able to perceive the relevance of the material taught in first-year composition, a 
perception that motivated the students to engage in their English class in important new 
ways. Notably, the introduction of the genre tool helped the naïve engineering students 
perceive the use-value of a general education course and helped place the students in the role 
of sense-maker. I will expand upon the significance of these findings in the final chapter of 
this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION 
In this final chapter, I return to the research question with which I started: In what 
ways did a linked course model help and not help first-year engineering students to make 
interdisciplinary connections between first-year composition and introduction to engineering 
graphics and design? In the following sections, I will first answer the question by providing a 
summary of my results. I will then discuss potential implications of the research reported in 
this dissertation. Finally, I will posit future lines of research, which I believe would provide 
additional information about students' abilities to make interdisciplinary connections, 
particularly as they relate to first-year composition. 
Summary of results 
This dissertation featured a common learning community auricular arrangement 
(first-year composition linked with a course in another discipline) and addressed an issue not 
yet addressed in the literature: the effect the learning community strategy of linking a first-
year composition course with a course in the major has on students' developing literacy and 
the students' perceptions of that experience. Using Vygotsky's cultural-historical activity 
theory as a theoretical lens, I began to tease apart the layers of interaction within the ABE 
learning community and explored how the linked composition and engineering courses 
worked to afford and constrain the first-year students' abilities to perceive the relevance of 
writing across courses. 
My research suggests that despite the organizational structure of the linked courses 
and course curricula that had been designed to foster students' interdisciplinary connections 
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through their writing experiences, the students were often unable to perceive connections 
between their linked courses. Indeed, the students often perceived discoordinations and 
contradictions between the composition and engineering courses, which sometimes fostered 
feelings of psychological double binds or what one student described as feeling "pulled in 
two completely opposite directions." Importantly, when students were afforded what I have 
labeled zones of proximal development, they were able to resolve these feelings, were further 
able to perceive the relevance of the first-year composition course (a general education 
course), and were motivated to engage in their coursework in important new ways. 
Specifically, the students apparently perceived contradictions between the linked 
courses because of the nature of the early composition writing assignments, the students' 
naïve perceptions of the activity system of engineering, and the students' strong desire to 
affiliate themselves with the discipline of agricultural and biosystems engineering. During 
the first two-thirds of the semester, the students perceived the writing assignments in their 
first-year composition course as belonging to the genre system of schooling in general, which 
they did not perceive as relevant to agricultural and biosystems engineering. When the 
students perceived the object of first-year composition to be schooling, in the most general 
sense—students as grade-makers—they engaged in their general education course as they 
had always done: as an isolated educational opportunity that may or may not prove to be 
useful at some undetermined time in the future. The students also expressed having feelings 
of "why am I here?" (In other words, why am I having to take this course?) when they were 
in the role of grade-maker. 
The students also apparently perceived contradictions between the linked courses as a 
result of their naïve understanding of the discipline of engineering. Unless the students could 
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see a clear relationship between what they were doing in a course and what they perceived an 
engineer needed to be able to do professionally, they were unable to perceive the relevance of 
the activity. The perception of relevance was extremely important for these instrumental^ 
driven students, who were motivated by activities they perceived as relevant to ABE. 
Because the students had a very limited understanding of what it means to be an engineer due 
to their limited interaction with the profession previous to their experience at the university 
and the experiences afforded through the ABE learning community, they were unable to 
consider the wider aspects of what it means to be an engineering professional. 
Importantly, when the students were afforded specific zones of proximal development 
(ZPDs) between the linked courses, they were able to perceive the relevance of their 
composition course, and they were motivated to engage in their composition curriculum in 
important new ways. The ZPDs helped place the students in the role of sense-maker, a role 
which fostered students' authority and confidence as writers in the university. Data collected 
during focus groups, individual discourse-based interviews, and end-of-semester reflective 
writing suggested that two first-year composition tools fostered the students' perceptions of 
connections or linking between the learning community courses: 1) the rhetorical concept of 
audience and 2) the introduction of specific genres into their first-year composition 
curriculum. 
The audience tool ZPD was apparently afforded by an insider expert: the engineering 
professor who taught the students Introduction to Engineering Graphics and Design and who 
visited first-year composition on a regular basis. Through the expert guidance of the 
engineering professor, the students were able to recognize that understanding and applying 
the rhetorical concepts of audience and purpose were an important aspect of engineering 
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communication. As I have stated previously, the perception of relevance was an important 
motivating factor for the students. The students demonstrated their appropriation of the 
audience tool during the subsequent semester when they reported that having an 
understanding of audience and purpose was helping them to be successful students in their 
second-semester engineering course. Having a certain degree of mastery with the tool was 
helping them to expand their involvement into the activity system of engineering. 
The second ZPD was apparently afforded by the introduction of a specific literacy 
tool: the introduction of genres the students recognized as belonging to the genre system of 
engineering, perhaps because the students had been required to do a fair amount of technical 
writing in their linked engineering course. The genre tool appeared to coordinate or organize 
the activity systems of engineering and composition for the students. Interestingly, the 
students perceived the genres as relevant to the activity system of ABE despite the fact that 
the genres were not related to their engineering assignments nor were they specifically 
presented as engineering writing. In Russell's terms (1997), the genre tool provided an 
intertextual linkage between the first-year composition classroom and the profession of 
engineering. This linkage fostered a perception of relevance for the students and, therefore, 
motivated the students to engage more deeply in their composition course. In short, the genre 
tool provided the students textual pathways for their expanding involvement into the activity 
system of engineering. Later the students demonstrated appropriation of the tool when they 
reported that the "technical writing project [from first-year composition] was a huge asset," 
and one student went so far as to speculate that having a better understanding of what I have 
labeled the genre tool had enabled the students to perform at a higher level in their 
engineering class than students who were not familiar with the tool. 
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Potential implications 
While writing-across-the-curriculum is not necessary thought of as a pedagogical 
strategy for first-year courses, especially first-year composition, my research suggests that 
we may want to consider how WAC and writing in the disciplines (WED) activities may be 
incorporated into the first-year curriculum as a tool for fostering student engagement. Linked 
courses may afford a likely avenue for these activities; however, similar outcomes could 
potentially be achieved by helping students to connect the first-year composition curriculum 
to the "community" outside the university or by pointing students to activity systems in their 
disciplines as a place to find motives for writing. Regardless of how it is achieved, my 
research suggests that when students are helped to make connections—i.e., when they are 
afforded a ZPD—they engage in general education coursework in new ways. 
Administrators and faculty who are trying to create general education curricula and/or 
writing programs may learn something interesting from the students described in this 
dissertation. As a result of the elective curriculum and specialized departments, the structure 
of higher education is compartmentalized. This study gives us a window through an activity 
theory lens into students' experiences as they work, and sometimes struggle, to deal with the 
compartmentalization in a way that is meaningful. Compounding the compartmentalized 
nature of the university are the seemingly contradictory ideals of higher education. On the 
one hand, higher education has a utilitarian purpose, i.e., to provide students professional 
training. On the other hand is the more humanist purpose of higher education, i.e., to help 
foster responsible citizenship and well-roundedness of character. Especially for pre-
professional students who have just graduated from secondary school, the utilitarian goal of 
higher education is a stronger motivator. The less practical goals of higher education are less 
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motivating, perhaps because the relevance to what the students in this study termed "the 
future" is often unclear. 
We may be able to transcend the contradictions in motives in higher education if we 
begin to think in more subtle ways how students form their identities. Especially for the type 
of first-year students described in this study, students need to perceive the relevance of their 
activities in order to have meaningful interactions. From this perspective, general education 
courses (like first-year composition) are merely the route to an instrumental motive (e.g., an 
engineering degree)—the courses have exchange value. However, if thought of in a more 
expansive way, it is also possible to consider that these same instrumental motives can 
become a route to general education and the more humanist motives of higher education. In 
other words, we may be able to bootstrap the less utilitarian motives of higher education to 
the instrumental motives and foster students' abilities to have a wider consideration of what it 
is to be a professional—which has to do with well-roundedness, communication, ethics, 
etc.—and to help students move into the role of what Engetrôm calls sense-maker. 
My research suggests that one way to afford students the opportunity of being sense-
makers is to include genres that the students can connect to a particular genre system outside 
of schooling in general into the first-year composition curriculum. The selection of particular 
genres that the students can ascribe to an activity setting beyond the usual academic 
classroom may foster students' motivation to engage in writing activities and students' 
perception of having authority and confidence as writers. First-year composition may move 
then from being a "hoop" thorough which a first-year student has to jump (student as grade-
maker) to a course worthy of serious attention (student as sense-maker). In other words, 
fostering the students' perception of sense-maker may help students move from knowing 
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about writing to "being in the know" about how writing (and communication) are connected 
to other disciplines (interdisciplinary connections). 
Faculty collaboration is an integral aspect of bridging the historical, epistemological, 
and methodological divisions between the disciplines and for fostering students' 
opportunities to be sense-makers. My analysis suggests that in order to afford students 
ZPDs—to help students articulate course material across disciplinary boundaries—faculty 
members must talk with each other. While the type of close collaboration that occurred 
between the learning community instructors in this study is certainly not feasible in all 
situations, nor is it necessarily desirable, interdisciplinary conversations about student 
learning would likely go a long way toward the goal of helping students to have meaningful 
learning opportunities. Interdisciplinary teaching circles would be one way to foster these 
important conversations. 
In terms of learning communities specifically, this study has important implications 
because it reveals that even in a very carefully structured and nurtured learning community, 
students don't "automatically" make interdisciplinary connections; however, it is very 
important to note that when students were afforded ZPDs, interdisciplinary connections not 
only occurred, but they motivated students in important new ways. Research along the lines 
of this study may provide valuable information that will allow learning community 
developers to assess where interdisciplinary connections have been and will likely be made 
by learning community students to see of intention's are realized in student learning and 
performance. 
A final thread in this section regards the theoretical implications of the research 
described here. As I noted in chapter 3 specifically, researchers working from the cognitive 
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tradition of learning transfer have reported the difficulty of actually demonstrating learning 
transfer; similarly, writing researchers and theorists have reported that students apparently 
are unable to make meaningful "transfers" between writing courses and other settings. My 
research suggests that we may need to consider a more nuanced understanding of "transfer" 
in our efforts to assess if students are in fact successful in making interdisciplinary 
connections and that activity theory may provide a useful lens for this understanding. 
Activity theory provides a heuristic for exploring tool appropriation (what we hope 
students take away from our courses), a process that requires motivation. If students aren't 
motivated to appropriate a tool, it is likely they won't take the tool as their own. The student 
may use the tool for the duration of the course; however, once the ink is dry in the grade 
book, the student moves on to the next course—ready to learn new tools. Secondly, when 
tools are appropriated—i.e., when students are motivated to take the tools as their own—the 
tools change. Tool appropriation is a dynamic process performed by dynamic individuals; 
therefore, it is devilishly difficult to assess both "sides" of the transfer. However, this 
dissertation suggests that it is indeed possible to create environments for interdisciplinary 
connections and to assess them. 
Finally, this study models the usefulness of Russell's synthesis of cultural-historical 
activity theory and Bazerman's theory of genre systems in classroom-based research. 
Russell's theory not only provides a heuristic for exploring the effect classroom genre 
selection has on students' engagement in their coursework, it provides a heuristic for teasing 
apart the complex layers of interaction between genres and their activity systems. 
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Future lines of research 
The qualitative study presented here begins to open the door to a potentially 
important area for future lines of research: The ways in which linked courses affect student 
learning, particularly as they relate to interdisciplinary learning through writing experiences. 
In this study, I defined interdisciplinary connection as a student's ability to recognize the 
relatedness of two different courses or the relatedness of the material taught in the courses— 
in other words, my operational definition depends upon students' perceptions. What I did not 
explore in this study is whether or not the students' performance or writing abilities in either 
or both courses seemed to be influenced by the students' participation in the linked courses. 
For example, the following research questions might be asked: Did students in the linked 
English course have the same or different problems or strengths in their engineering reports 
than students who were not in the linked course? Did the learning community students carry 
the writing processes (i.e., invention, revision, etc.) learned in the linked English course into 
the engineering course? Did the learning community students carry engineering design 
processes learned in the linked engineering course into the composition course? What affects 
did these processes have on the students' writing when compared to other engineering 
students' writing? 
A limitation of my study was the fact that much of the writing done in the linked 
engineering course was done collaboratively, whereas the writing done in the composition 
course was done individually. Additionally, students who were in the linked English course 
as well as students who were not in the linked English course were usually in each of the 
engineering groups. Therefore, as easy as it was to identify specific writing patterns in the 
students' composition assignments, it was difficult to identify specific writing patterns in the 
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students' engineering assignments. An engineering course that relied less on collaboration 
and more on students' individual writing development may provide an opportunity to explore 
the effect one course had on the other with fewer confounding variables. In other words, a 
researcher could then design a study where writing assignments from specific students were 
compared side-by-side. 
More broadly, the results of this study suggest that all classroom genres may not 
mediate coursework in the same way and that having a better understanding of students' 
perceptions of classroom genres may help us reach students in ways they perceive as 
meaningful. The issue of classroom genres leads to a number of potentially important 
research questions: In what ways does genre selection apparently influence student 
engagement in first-year composition for students not enrolled in a learning community? for 
students majoring in other pre-professional fields? for students who have not declared a 
major? In what ways does genre selection influence student engagement in other general 
education courses? In what ways does genre selection influence upper-level students who are 
enrolled in non-major courses? in major courses? 
Other potentially fruitful research questions that can be derived from this study regard 
the issue of interdisciplinary connections and the role of ZPDs in course-to-course and 
discipline-to-discipline articulation. For example, what writing processes and concepts can 
we teach in writing courses to foster ZPDs for students? Are certain approaches more or less 
useful to students as they move into other coursewôrk? The two ZPDs identified in this study 
were highly rhetorical processes. What other processes might students perceive as 
meaningful? What processes are likely to be appropriated by students? How far do the ZPDs 
extend? into internship experiences? into the workplace? As I noted at the beginning of this 
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section, my study begins to open the door. I look forward to other researchers helping me to 
swing the door wide. 
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APPENDIX A: LEARNING COMMUNITY SURVEY 
INSTRUMENT 
AE Learning Community Post- Evaluation Questionnaire: - Fall 2000 
On a scale of 1 (bad) to 5 (excellent), how would you rank your experience at ISU so far? 
1 2 3 4 5 
On a scale of 1 (insufficient) to 5 (superior), how would you rank the help that you have received 
from the College of Engineering so far? 
1 2 3 4 5 
On a scale of 1 (insufficient) to 5 (superior), how would you rank the help that you have received 
from the ABE Department so far? 
1 2 3 4 5 
On a scale of 1 (unsure) to 5 (very confident), how strongly do you believe AE is the correct 
major for you? 
1 2 3 4 5 
Explain: 
The Agricultural Engineering curriculum is comprised of five distinct option areas. Check the 
area or areas you are considering selecting as your area of concentration and explain why. 
Biosystems Engineering 
Environmental and Natural Resources Engineering 
Food and Process Engineering 
Power and Machinery Engineering 
Structures and Environmental Systems Engineering 
I'm not sure at this time what option is for me! 
Why? 
Are you currently a member of? 
1. The AE Student Branch yes no thinking about it 
2. The AST Student Branch yes no thinking about it 
3. Other student club(s) yes no thinking about it 
If yes, please list the club(s) 
About how many students in ABE do you know well enough to engage in a conversation? 
Freshman: 
Sophomores: 
Juniors: 
Seniors: 
About how many faculty members in ABE do you know well enough to engage in a 
conversation? 
1 
Describe any academic concerns you had about this semester. 
Describe any academic concerns you are anticipating next semester. 
What kind of assistance could we offer to help you address these concerns? 
On a scale of 1 (bad) to 5 (excellent), how would you rank your writing communication skills? 
1 2 3 4 5 
On a scale of 1 (bad) to 5 (excellent), how would you rank your oral communication skills? 
1 2 3 4 5 
On a scale of 1 (bad) to 5 (excellent), how would you rank your graphical communication skills? 
1 2 3 4 5 
2 
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APPENDIX B: REVERSE ENGINEERING REPORT 
DOCUMENTS 
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ENGR 170 
REVERSE ENGINEERING/PRODUCT DISSECTION 
REPORT REQUIREMENTS - DPI 
A written team design report is to be submitted on 10/9/00. The report shall be prepared on a word 
processor. Good sketches/drawings will enhance the impact of the report. Coordinate figures and page 
numbers. 
The report shall be in the following format: 
# of pages 
Cover page 1 
Appropriate title, date, etc. 
Signed by each team member 
Introduction 
Purpose of a reverse engineering study 1 (brief) 
Statement of activity 
Body 3-5 
Logical, coherent summary of results 
of reverse engineering/dissection 
experience 
Sections addressing the criteria and 
constraints related to the design 
Disassembly and assembly instructions 
for the portion of the engine used in this 
lab. 
Conclusion 1 (brief) 
Suggested design improvements 
Suggested improvements for the reverse 
engineering/dissection activity 
Suggestions on teamwork effectiveness 
Appendix 
Notes/sketches from lab activity 
Handouts 
Mechanical desktop drawings 
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The following must be addressed in the report in the format indicated. 
A. Form and function 
1. What are some tasks (functions) that this device could perform? 
2. What are some of the geometric characteristics of the device? 
3. What are some of the performance characteristics of the device? 
4. What is the specific function of each of the following components? 
B. Part description 
1. The fasteners included machine screws and nuts of common diameter with different 
lengths. On the boxes the fasteners came in, a specification is given, e.g., 8 x 32 x 1/2 
Describe what this specification means. 
2. Develop a complete parts list for the device. Include a name for each part and the 
number of these parts in the assembly. Put this in a table on a separate page. 
C. Subassemblies 
1. One possible subassembly for this device is the clamping arm consisting of a motor, 
adapter including two set screws, long bar (11-hole), two short bars (3-hole), six 
machine screws, and four nuts. Write a set of instructions for putting together the 
assembly. 
D. Summary 
1. Summarize the dissection project with recommendations for teams conducting in 
dissection in future semesters and ideas for improving the device in terms of its ease 
of assembly. 
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Design Project 1 Written Report Peer Review 
Team # 
Names of Reviewers 
Area of Focus ReviewèrComments  ^
Is the audience evident from the 
introduction? 
Is the purpose of the report clearly stated? 
' 
Have the writers included an effective 
introduction? 
Has the team adequately defined the 
problem? 
Is the vocabulary appropriate for the 
intended audience? Circle the words you 
would like the writers to re-think using. t - -
Have the writers used an appropriate 
format and visual presentation? What 
works especially well? What might they 
want to re-evaluate? 
-• " 
Are the graphics relevant to each section? 
Is each figure and table referenced from the 
text? 
i • 
Is the graphics quality suitable for an 
engineering technical report? 
Is the organization of the document 
logical? Are there any areas of weakness? 
Is the document an appropriate length? Is 
there correct focus? Is there an appropriate 
level of detail? 
Is there an effective transition between 
each section? -
Have the writers used consistent tense and 
person throughout each section? Circle 
inconsistencies. 
Have the writers included an effective 
conclusion? Suggestions for 
improvement? 
Correctness/mechanical issues? Don't be 
shy if your not sure, say so! If you're 
wondering, ask! 
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APPENDIX C: MECHATRONICS ROBOT COMPETITION 
DOCUMENTS 
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ENGR 170 
DESIGN PROBLEM 2 
CYCLOTRONICS COMPETITION FALL 2000 
To: ENGR 170 Mechatronics Design Teams 
From: Iowa State University College of Engineering 
Subject: Develop a design for and build a mobile robot for collecting and stacking 
uranium blocks. 
ENGR 170 Mechatronics Design Teams are asked to design and build a mobile robot for 
collecting uranium blocks within a confined space and then stacking the blocks on a 
loading platform outside the confined space as illustrated in Figure 1. The winning 
design will be determined based on a performed evaluation to be evaluated at a 
competition to be held during the week of Nov. 27, 2000. Design requirements and 
evaluation details as follows: 
1) The uranium storage space in which the mobile robot must operate is 8' x 10' 
overall (see Figure 1). It has one entrance/exit at a comer and is divided into 
two "rooms" with a 12-inch wide passageway between the two rooms. There 
are uranium blocks to be collected in both rooms. For the actual competition, 
the walls will be represented by pieces of 2" x 6" lumber on edge. 
Figure 2. The 3.5" x 1.5"uranium blocks 
have pins on either 6-inch side. The pins are 
centered front-to-back, are 1" up from the 
bottom (5." Down from top), and project out 
0.75". 
Figure 1. The storage space is divided into 
two areas with a 12" passage between the 
two. The blocks are to be stacked just 
outside the NE corner entrance. 
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2) The uranium blocks are 1 V" x 3 V" x 6" with pivots (pins) positioned on the 1 54" x 
6" sides on the blocks (see Figure 2). Thirty such blocks will be distributed within the 
two rooms. Some may already be in stacks of 2 (and perhaps 3) in the rooms as 
suggested by Figure 1. 
3) The performance equation to be used to evaluate the final design is: 
P=C1 * (20.0 - W) + C2 * (2.0 - V) + C3 * (SB) - C4 * (FB) in which 
P=performance factor: largest value indicates best design 
W=weight, lb., of vehicle in final configuration 
V=volume, ft3, of vehicle in final configuration 
SB=number of blocks stacked at end of time period 
FB=number of fallen blocks, if any, remaining at end of time period 
CI, C2, C3, and C4 are weighting factors and will have the values of 3.0, 
30.0, 3.0, and 1.5, respectively. 
The primary goal is to stack as many blocks (one on top of the next) in two side-by-side 
stacks without the blocks falling. Credit will be given for the number of blocks stacked at. 
the end of the time period. A penalty will be assessed for each block that falls from the 
stack and is not restacked within the time limit. Your team will be given 10 minutes to 
complete the task described above. 
4) During the competition, each team will be allowed only one run. Once the run has begun, 
direct human contact with the mobile robot is not allowed; however, direct guidance of the 
umbilical cord during the run is allowed. 
5) Each team will have one mechatronics kit to work with. No materials or devices external to 
the kit may be used. 
6) The week following the competition, on a day to be determined by the instructor, each team 
will submit a written report documenting the final design and the rational for the design 
decisions made in arriving at the final design. Also on that date, each team will make an oral 
presentation summarizing the final report. Requirements for the written report and oral 
presentation will be made available at a later date. 
7) Due to ongoing research and development in the mechatronics laboratories, it is possible that 
one or more of the design requirements may have to be modified. Any such modified 
requirements must be met by all submitted designs. 
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T)P2 WRITTEN RFPORT RFOTTTRFMFNTS 
A. Title Page (6 pts): 
1. Project title: 
2. School name: Iowa State University 
3. Course Name: Engr 170 
4. Names of team members: 
5. Instructors name: 
6. Date Completed: 
7. Project abstract (< 100 words) 
Note: The cover page should include a pictorial hardcopy of your solution! 
B. Written Report (50 pts): 
• The report should be double spaced, on one side only, be 10-12 point font size, and not encroach on 1" 
borders on all four sides of each page. 
• Each of the five sections should start on a new page and should be titled as shown below (bolded). 
• Note: There must be a good transition sentence or paragraph at the beginning of each section (ex. 
don't start with a list) 
1. Problem Statement (10 pts) 
a. Problem background 
b. Specified need 
c. Problem Statement 
2. Preliminary Discoveries (10 pts) 
a. Search - be as specific as possible/give references 
b. Constraints - list and define with limits if possible 
c. Criteria - list and define (include pie chart) 
3. Concept Development ( 10 pts) 
a. Reference the concept sketches of each alternative solution in a brief description of the 
characteristics and function of the alternative solutions. 
4. Analysis (10 pts) 
a. Reference decision matrix and discuss how it works (might include bar chart(s)) 
b. Discussion of alternative solutions rankings in matrix (strengths and weakness of each 
alternative) 
5. Final Solution (10 pts) 
a. Description of functionality 
b. Discuss and reference assembly Drawing (AutoCAD - 3D solid model) 
c. Discuss and reference detail drawings .(AutoCAD - 2D) 
d. Discuss and reference parts list (WordPerfect) 
e. Conclusions on how the final solution satisfies the criteria and how it meets the constraints, plus 
a discussion on the advantages versus the disadvantages of the final solution. 
C. Graphics (must include a title, date, and name) (32 pts) 
1. Problem Statement - None 
2. Preliminary Discoveries - Figures from search and pie chart for criteria 
3. Concept Development - 3D pictorial concept sketches, details as necessary. 
4. Analysis - Decision matrix, bar chart, etc. 
5. Final Solution - Assembly drawing and necessary view drawings of each nonstandard part 
D. Creativity and Presentation Quality (12 pts) 
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Design Project 2 Written Report Peer Review 
Team# 
Names of Reviewers 
jArea of Focus 
Does the cover address the pertinent 
information and include a graphic 
representation of the final solution? 
Does the abstract define the problem and 
the solution to the problem? ! -
Have the writers included an effective 
introduction? \ 
Has the team adequately defined the 
problem? 
Is the vocabulary appropriate for the 
intended audience? Circle the words you 
would like the writers to re-think using. 
Have the writers used an appropriate 
format and visual presentation? What 
works especially well? What might they 
want to re-evaluate? 
Are the graphics relevant to each section? 
Is each figure and table referenced from the 
text? 
Is the graphics quality suitable for an 
engineering technical report? 
Is the organization of the document 
logical? Are there any areas of weakness? - 1 
Is the document an appropriate length? Is 
there correct focus? Is there an appropriate 
level of detail? 
r • 
Is there an effective transition between 
each section? 
v.. 
Have the writers used consistent tense and 
person throughout each section? Circle 
inconsistencies. 
Have the writers included an effective 
conclusion? Suggestions for 
improvement? 
Correctness/mechanical issues? Don't be 
shy .. ..if your not sure, say so! If you're 
wondering, ask! 
z 
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ORAL PRESENTATION ^ 
Team Evaluation Form Team # Z_ 
Start Time: /Q.'ZCg Scale to be used : 
Stop Time : f0:3à ~~ 10=A+ 8=B- 6=D-
Same as course grade 
1. ORGANIZATION: 
A) . Did team effectively introduce problem? /[^) \JuCy cus^ 
B) . Did they state the purpose of the preservation? 
C) . Was there an effective transition from one speaker to the next? (ÇT) 
D) . Was there a good summary/conclusion? (<^J) 
E). Did the team demonstrate that they were well-prepared? (© 
F) . Did they stay within the time constraint? (él) ,, 
Score : 2x /O = % O T)£cH<-JIOVl_- X/'h^ojut 
2. DELIVERY: réd&LSil CXJrtiu-j I 
A) . Did each member have a significant speaking part? (<|P 
B) . Were the deliveries smooth and rehearsed? j^TI.'gr" 
C). Could the deliveries be heard throughout the audience? 
D). Was the level of terminology used appropriate for the audience? (@D 
E) . Did speakers demonstrate enthusiasm in their presentation? jJZl 
Score : 2x ^ = / % . 
3. VISUAL AIDS: 
A). Did each speaker integrate visual aids into the presentation? (^J) 
B) . Were the visuals supportive of the purpose of the presentation? 
C) . Were they of good quality? (gj) 
D) . Were they easy for the audience to follow? 
E). Were sufficient visuals to support the presentation 
content? £2rf 'ÎOuJTlo^ O-i A Sl-iOC 
Score : 2x = I*? -
APPEARANCE : 
A). Was the team dressed appropriately for a technical presentation? 
B) . Did they appear comfortable while not speaking? ^ t5T*'/-f 
Score : lx = 
SOLUTION: 
A). Was the audience able to clearly understand the form and function 
of the solution? ^7) 
B) . Did the team develop a logical and systematic justification of the 
proposed solution? (Cj) 
C) . Was an effective "selling11 job performed? /r*S 
Score : 2x = / Y . 
RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS: 
A). Did the team handle questions intelligently and. professionally? (10) 
Score : lx / O ,  
TEAM SCORE 
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APPENDIX D: FIRST-YEAR COMPOSITION ASSIGNMENT 
SHEETS 
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ABE 104 Syllabus 8 
Paper #1: Identity Paper 
100 points 
What is an Identity Paper? 
During the next few weeks you will read essays and watch movies about identity, leaving home, 
changing, and values. This might seem like a strange way to start off an English class, but I want 
you to have the chance to think about the changes you are experiencing, to consider where you 
come from, why you are here, and what you expect. The readings and movies will lead you to 
consider how others (real and fictional) have dealt with change, have struggled with identity. I 
want you to consider those characters and then turn to your own experience. This thinking and 
reading will culminate in a personal narrative paper. 
What does an Identity Paper Talk About? 
This paper should address one or more of the issues we have discussed in class. It should tie in 
pieces of the readings or movies and link them to your own experiences. You might consider 
questions such as: 
S Who are you? 
S Where do you come from? 
S What are your values? 
S How has your background been portrayed in the media? 
S What do you bring with you that you want to keep? 
S What do you want to change and why? 
^ How have the characters we've read and watched dealt with change? 
S Do you identify with any of the struggles of these characters? 
S How will you deal with the challenges of a new place? 
This paper can discuss your personal experiences. It can be written from the first person (you can 
say'T'}. It can tell a story, relate a problem, make an argument. It can be funny or serious. The 
options are limitless. What it must do, however, is make a point. It must have a thesis and answer 
the "so what?" question. You are not writing just to hear yourself talk. Why would someone else 
want to read what you have to say? Decide who your audience is. Decide what your purpose in 
writing is. At all times, remember the selfish reader. 
How do I get started? 
Use the ideas in "Composing and Revising" in The Everyday Writer to help you get started: try 
brainstorming, freewriting, clustering, looping, asking questions. 
Once you brainstorm ideas, but before you begin writing your paper, make sure to do the 
following: 
• Create a working thesis. 
o Develop support for your thesis. 
Q Write out a plan. 
O Determine an audience. 
a Determine a purpose. 
ABE 104 Syllabus 9 
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What do I focus on when I revise? 
When you are revising your draft, be sure to focus on the items discussed in "Composing and 
Revising." Specifically, 
• Make sure each paragraph deals with one main idea. 
• Provide details to support the main point in each paragraph. 
• Use effective patterns of development (narration, description, definition, example, 
division and classification, comparison and contrast, analogy, cause and effect, process) 
• Make sure your paragraphs flow; especially focus on the use of transitions. 
• Use effective strategies for beginning and ending your paper: opening with a quote, 
anecdote, question, opinion; close with quote, question, vivid image, call for action, or 
warning. 
When is the paper due? 
M, Sept 18 Bring copies of draft for all 
group members 
Workshop draft of paper 
W, Sept 20 Bring revised draft for peer 
critique, with a reflection 
written to your peer 
Exchange for Peer Critique 
M, Sept 25 Turn in Peer Critique 
W, Sept 27 Turn in personal narrative paper 
with all drafts, brainstorming, 
and peer critique. Include a 
reflection written to me. 
How will the paper be graded? 
I will grade for creativity, innovation, purpose, a good "so what," clear thesis, good paragraph 
structure, catchy opening, thoughtful closing, correct grammar and spelling. 
You will receive a grade out of 100. If you don't like your grade, you will have 2 weeks to 
rewrite for a better grade. Regardless of whether you rewrite for a better grade, you will be 
required to revise this paper and include it in your portfolio at the end of the semester, when it 
will be graded along with all of your other work and become part of your portfolio grade. 
You are encouraged to come and see me to talk about this paper at any time during the semester, 
especially before Sept. 27.1 provide rewrite opportunities because I am a difficult grader. I expect 
excellence from you because I know you are capable of excellence. It is easier to talk with me 
before you turn in the paper than revise substantially after you receive a low grade. 
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Dream Resume 
50 points 
As you interview people and read information about your future career, you should also ask questions about 
the things you need to do in order to be marketable in four years. 
Once you have this information, you will create a "dream" or "goal" resume—the resume you'd like to 
have when you finish your studies in four years. 
You should create a skills resume (see Locker's chapter on resumes in your coursepack), since you do not 
have the names of specific workplaces yet. 
The dream resume should include experience and skills you hope to have in four years. These can be 
gained through internships, work experience, volunteer work, extracurricular activities, and coursework. 
When you interview your sources, be certain to ask what experience outside of school and work will be 
valuable for you. Some of the categories you might want to consider include: 
• Computer skills 
• Technical skills 
• Professional Affiliations 
• Leadership and Collaboration Experiences 
• Volunteer experiences 
You should also consider the CPA you'd like to have, particular courses you'd like to take, the area you'd 
like to specialize in, etc. 
Creating this resume is intended to: 
• Help you set concrete and achievable goals for yourself 
• Force you to talk with people in your field so that you understand clearly what will be expected of 
you during the next four years 
• Help you begin to consider which area you'd like to specialize in and why 
• Provide experience with document design 
This resume is worth 50 points and will be graded on visual appeal and accuracy. It should be clear and 
easy to read, main points should be highlighted, appropriate headings and subheadings should be used, 
appealing emphasizers should be used. Ray special attention to Locker's chapter on résumés. You may also 
want to read ahead in your coursepack to Anderson's chapter on designing pages and documents. 
Because engineers or technologists are expected to be precise and careful in all they do, this resume must 
be absolutely correct; many employers throw out resumes that demonstrate spelling or grammatical errors, 
believing them to be signs of sloppiness that are unacceptable. 
After receiving a grade on this resume, you will have the rest of the semester to revise it and place it in your 
portfolio, where it will become part of your portfolio grade. No other revision will be available. 
Due dates: 
W.Oct 11 Draft of resume to workshop 
1 M Oct 16 Dream resume due 
ABE 104 Syllabus 12 
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Career Paper 
150 points 
What is a career paper? 
A career paper is a paper written about the job you'd like to have. This paper provides the opportunity for 
you to conduct careful research in AE and AST. More specifically, it provides the opportunity for you to 
explore one specialization you are considering. The career paper itself will include information on: 
• AE or AST generally 
a The specialty you are considering, specifically 
• Coursework and experience needed to receive a degree in that specialty 
O Daily activities required in the job your degree would lead to 
• Pay, benefits, employment opportunities, etc for that specialty 
Who is the audience for your career paper? 
Although the research will be for you, the paper should be written for someone else. This paper will be 
targeted toward incoming first-year students. The purpose of the paper will be to persuade them to major in 
AE or AST and then to persuade them to major in the specialty you have researched. In some cases, you 
might discover that the specialty you considered is no longer appealing; if that happens, you can write to 
persuade someone not to major in that specialty or you can at least give them both pros and cons. 
Where do you get the information for your career paper? 
Reading and interviews. Dr. Mickelson can guide you to some written and on-line source materials. These 
should be used in addition to interviews with someone in the field, which you can set up through your 
professional organization. I expect each of you to conduct at least one interview for this paper. 
How will this be graded? 
This paper is a professional argument. It will be graded on its professionalism, clarity, and persuasiveness. I 
expect it to be well organized, interesting, and accurate. It should appeal to first-year students and make 
even- effort to hold their attention. Like the first paper, it should make use of many of the techniques 
you've read about in The Everyday Writer. 
Like the first paper, you will receive a grade on this. If you don't like your grade, you will have two weeks 
to revise for a better grade. Whether you revise for a better grade or not, you must revise for the portfolio at 
the end of the semester. 
When is it due? 
W, Oct 18 Draft of career paper to 
workshop 
Workshop career paper 
M, Oct 23 Revised draft of career paper to 
workshop 
Exchange career paper for peer 
critique 
W.Oct 25 Peer Critique due 
M Oct 30 Career paper due 
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LC Brochure Project, Part I: 
Project Proposal 
50 points 
Using the information from Paul Anderson's chapter on proposals in your coursepack, 
your team should create a short proposal (2-3 single-spaced pages), addressed to Dr. 
Mickelson, offering to create a brochure for the ABE Learning Community. This should 
be a persuasive proposal, which is careful to explain the benefits of having such a 
brochure. 
What does the proposal include? 
Use a loose version of Anderson's superstructure: Introduction, Problem, Solution, 
Objectives, Methods, Schedule, Qualifications. I'd like you to add a section on benefits at 
the end. Leave out costs, since there won't be any. 
This should be a fairly simple document, but be sure that it is persuasive. Focus on why 
there is a need for the brochure, what the objective of having the brochure will be, how 
and when you will create the brochure, why your team is qualified to do this, and what 
the benefits (to Dr. Mickelson, to the LC, to incoming students) will be of having this 
brochure. If some of his categories don't make sense, leave them out or replace them with 
others. His superstructure is just a guide. 
What format should you use? 
• Write this either as a single-spaced letter or as a memo. 
• Write in block format (one paragraph is a block that is not indented; there is one 
space between paragraphs). 
• Use headings and subheadings (you may need to read ahead to Anderson's 
chapter on designing pages or Searles' chapter on short reports in order to do this 
well) that are clear, readable, and make sense. Make sure all headings are 
parallel. 
How will this be graded? 
This is a professional document and you will have to write many like it in the future. I 
expect it to be correct, clear, persuasive, and professional. It should look good on the 
page, make sense, be divided into manageable sections, and it should "sell" your idea. It 
is worth 50 points. You cannot revise for a better grade, but you will revise for your 
portfolio. 
This is written by the entire group and the entire group will receive the same grade. 
However, I will ask for private feedback from group members. If a group member did not 
do any of the work, their grade will be penalized. 
When is it due? 
W, Nov 8 Rough draft of proposal Workshop proposal 
M, Nov 13 Proposal due to me and Dr. 
Mickelson 
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LC Brochure Project, Part II: 
Progress Report 
50 points 
Using George Searles" chapter on short reports from your coursepack. your team should create a short (2 
page) memo progress report addressed to Dr. Mickelson and CC'd to me. describing the progress of your 
LC brochure. 
The body of the document should report your progress. Because the engagement is still underway, 
however, you will also want to include some discussion of the work remaining. This information can be 
given in the paragraphs that conclude the document. Overall, then, the progress report "moves" like this: 
Introductory matter: This is why the brochure was necessary (very brief). 
This is the brochure's main objective. 
Body matter: These are the tasks we've performed thus far 
Given those tasks, these are the results (bulleted) we've so far achieved 
Concluding matter: This is the work still to be done & changes that we'd like to make or 
challenges (problems) we are dealing with. 
Format? 
Write this in memo format (you don't need the entire booklet format that Searles' outlines). Single space 
and use block formatting. Use appropriate and clear subheadings, paying special attention to the page 
design issues Searles' discusses on pages 82-90. 
Grading? 
Like the proposal, this is a professional document and you will have to write many like it in the future. I 
expect it to be correct clear, persuasive, and professional. It should look good on the page, make sense, be 
divided into manageable sections, and it should inspire confidence in your client and me that you are doing 
what you said you would do. If you are encountering problems, you should talk about them but make sure 
that you explain them as challenges that you can deal with. Making excuses will hurt your grade and. in the 
future, hurt your job. 
The progress memo is worth 50 points. You cannot revise for a better grade, but you will revise for your 
portfolio. 
This is written by the entire group and the entire group will receive the same grade. However. I will ask for 
private feedback from group members. If a group member did not do any of the work, their grade will be 
penalized. 
Due? 
W. Nov 22 Draft of progress report and 
brochure 
Workshop progress report and 
brochure 
M. Nov 27 Progress report due to me and Dr. 
Mickelson 
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LC Brochure Project, Part Ills 
The Brochure 
100 points 
Your team is to create a brochure that sells your ABE learning community to incoming 
freshmen. It should be persuasive, helpful, and professional. When you are finished, you 
will give this brochure to Dr. Mickelson, in hard copy and on disk, so that he can use it if 
he wishes. 
Contents? 
The brochure should include 
• at least one picture (not clip art) of real LC students 
• Explanation of what the LC is 
• Description of LC activities 
d Benefits of LC 
• Who to contact if interested 
It can include other things as well and the above items can be included in any order and 
fashion. 
Purpose? 
This is a persuasive document. It should make new students want to be a part of the LC. 
Consider what made you want to be a part and highlight those things. 
Design? 
This should look slick and professional. It can be created on Word, but a program like 
Microsoft Publisher or PageMaker would be even better. Be sure to pay attention to all 
the information about document design and visuals you've learned from Searles, 
Anderson, Locker, and Burnett. Be careful to examine how the brochure looks when one 
and two flaps are opened; use attractive colors and fonts that are easy to read. 
Grading? 
I will grade on visual appeal, appeal of information included, professionalism, and 
accuracy. The entire group will receive the same grade, unless I discover that one person 
did not do his or her share of the work. 
Due? 
W. Nov 22 Draft of progress report and 
brochure 
Workshop progress report and 
brochure 
M. Dec 4 Brochure due 
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LC Brochure Project, Part IV: 
Short Presentation 
50 points 
When you are finished with your brochure, your team will make a 10-15 minute 
"recruiting presentation." Using information you have included in your brochure, as well 
as additional information you may not have had room for in your brochure that you 
learned when you put together your career paper, you will address a group of high school 
seniors and encourage them to major in AE or AST and join the learning community. 
Format? 
Each person must speak long enough for me to grade them 
Use visuals (posters, picture, PowerPoint) 
Don't read your part 
Grading? 
I will give you a detailed grading sheet, but generally I will grade you on your 
persuasiveness, enthusiasm, professionalism, and poise. 
Due? 
W. Nov 29 Group presentations 
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PURPOSE OF THE PORTFOLIO 
I am the audience for your portfolio, no one else. The purpose of the portfolio is to 
demonstrate to me what you have learned about communication this semester (including 
writing personal narratives, writing research papers, writing proposals and reports, 
writing professional emails, designing documents, leading discussions, giving a 
presentation). The way you will demonstrate what you have learned is by "show and 
tell." Your reflective letter will tell me what you have learned. The contents of your 
portfolio itself will show me that what you tell me is true. Thus, your reflective letter is 
basically an argument and the contents of your portfolio will serve as the evidence. 
PORTFOLIO CONTENTS 
Required contents: 
1. Reflective letter (guidelines forthcoming) 
2. Dream resume 
3. Identity paper and several substantially different rough drafts 
4. Career paper and several substantially different rough drafts 
5. Brochure proposal with rough drafts, possibly revised from what the group turned 
in 
6. Email progress report, possibly revised from what the group turned in 
Other possible contents: 
1. LC/fraternity brochure if you had a substantial hand in creating it 
2. PowerPoint presentation from group presentation if you helped create it 
3. Entries from your on-line ag issues journal, if it shows an ability to write and send 
professional emails—or if you have since revised them so that they now are 
professional emails 
4. Peer critiques you wrote, if they demonstrate your ability to do something you 
want me to know about 
5. Peer critiques written for you, by someone else, if they help explain why you 
made certain changes in your identity or career paper 
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PORTFOLIO SET UP 
Clear Sections 
• The contents of the portfolio should be organized into sections. 
• These sections will be different for each of you, depending on what you decide to 
include. 
• The sections must be clearly labeled and divided from one another by a piece of 
colored paper. For example, your identity paper, all its rough drafts, the peer critique 
written about it, and my comments about it might constitute one section. 
• The section must be set up from most recent (the final draft) to earliest (the first 
draft). The first thing I see in each section should be the final draft. 
Table of Contents 
• In the front of the portfolio you must include a table of contents that tells me what 
each section is and what information you've included in each section. 
• For Example: 
Section I: Identity Paper 
* Final Draft 
*5* draft 
*Teacher comments 
*3rd draft 
*Peer critique 
Section II: Career Paper 
*Final Draft 
* 4th draft 
*3"* draft 
• The table of contents does not need to include page numbers 
Binding 
• The portfolio must be bound by Copyworks (or an acceptable alternate). Ask them 
for A SPIRAL BINDING WITH A PLASTIC COMB AND A COVER. They know 
what this means. It will cost less than $3. This makes the portfolio easier to grade and 
also provides you with a publication you can keep. 
• A colored piece of paper must separate each major entry in the portfolioT like this: 
table of contents, colored piece of paper, reflection, colored piece of paper, final draft 
of paper #1 and its rough draft & comments, colored piece of paper, paper #2 and its 
rough draft & comments, colored piece of paper, etc. This way I can quickly and 
easily find the items outlined in the table of contents. 
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PORTFOLIO REFLECTION ASSIGNMENT 
Whv a reflection? 
This reflection assignment is an invitation for you to participate in what is traditionally only the teacher's 
job: thinking about what you have learned, acknowledging what you have done, and considering how this 
might translate into a grade. 
Have vou reflected before in this class? 
All semester I have been asking you to reflect on your communication skills, although I haven't called it 
reflection. When you turned papers into me, I asked you to write down who your audience was, what your 
purpose was, and what you needed help with; doing this constituted reflecting on your work. When you 
wrote peer critiques for your classmates, you were reflecting on their writing and, I hope, reflecting on your 
own writing. Discussions in workshops, of necessity, involved reflecting on the work that has been done by 
everyone involved. Large and small group discussions about readings and issues constituted (I hope) 
reflecting on what you had read and heard. 
For many of you, this class may have been the first time you have had to talk at length about your writing 
and other communication choices. I asked you to talk about your communication in order to get you to 
consciously consider what choices you make when you write, design, and present—and why you make 
them—and how you could make different choices. Perhaps you haven't consciously reflected on all this 
talking yet, but I hope that some of you have. 
Whv is reflecting important? 
Often, we don't know what we have learned until we step back from ourselves, look over what we have 
done, and have to put our thoughts into words. This is why I ask you to reflect I don't just want you to 
have learned "something" from this class; I want you to be able to say specifically, "During these months I 
have learned this and this thing about my own writing; I have started doing this and this differently, I have 
learned I am able to do these things I didn't know I could do." 
It is a commonly accepted truth that we don't know something until we can put what we know into words. 
That is what I am asking you to do here: put what you know into words. If you can do that, you will have 
taken something worthwhile away from this experience. 
What do vou sav in this reflection? 
You need to discuss these things in this reflection: 
• Each paper (identity and career) and the process of writing/revising it 
• Each discussion/presentation 
• The group writing and presenting you did 
• The professional emails you wrote 
• The page and document designs you did (resume, brochure, visual aids, proposal and report) 
• The grade all of this translates into 
Let me be even more specific about each of these things: 
• Papers 
When you write about your papers, I would like you to introduce me to the paper by situating it in 
context: who is it to, why is it to this person/group, how your writing reflect this audience, what 
your purpose was for writing, and how you fulfilled your purpose. 
I would also like you to explain how and why your paper has changed with revision. I want to 
know that you made conscious writing choices and I want to know what prompted those choices 
and how making those choices improved your paper. You should refer to things you have included 
in the portfolio; if John Jones' peer critique helped you with organization, then include his peer 
critique. 
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• Discussion and Presentation 
What did you learn about what makes a good discussion leader? What makes a good presentation? 
How do you measure up? What are your strengths and weaknesses in this area? 
• Group writing and presenting 
What did you learn about putting together a written and oral project with a group of people? What 
did you learn about collaboration and conflict? How you measure up as a group member? What 
are your strengths and weaknesses in this area? 
• Professional emails 
I asked you to keep an on-line ag issues journal and to send an email progress report I asked you 
to make these professional, clear, error-free. What did you learn about email on the job, if 
anything? 
• Page and Document Design 
We had several readings and lectures about page and document design. What did you learn? How 
does your work measure up in this area? 
• Grades 
In a perfect world, I would be happy for you to reflect, self-assess, and move on, without being 
graded for those things. But this isn't a perfect world and eventually your participation and 
achievement must be given a grade. Inevitably, this decision lies with me. In my mind, I think I 
know what an A, B, or C portfolio looks like. But I'm just as interested in hearing what you think 
these things look like. If you are honest, self-critical, and reflective when dealing with work in this 
reflection, I think it should be fairly easy (although perhaps not comfortable) for you to think 
about the grade you deserve. 
I do want to know what you think about your grade. But this section of your reflection will only be 
useful to us both if you are realistic. Telling me you missed class 5 times, turned in late work often 
and never revised until the last week—and then arguing that you deserve an A because English 
isn't important enough to you to warrant more time than you gave it—well, that won't be helpful. 
I have to grade you on the basis of the course requirements. Certain things were supposed to 
happen in here and are listed on the syllabus. You need to take those into account when you 
translate your growth and achievement into a grade. 
How long is a reflection? What does one look like? How is it organized? 
A reflection is as long as you need it to be in order to fully discuss all that you need to discuss. 
Usually, people write letters to me. It might be conceivable that you could write a letter to yourself, since 
you are reflecting on your own achievement Organize this reflection in the way that works best for you. 
You can use subheadings or not you can put the info about each paper at different places in the portfolio or 
all together. Use what you know to organize in a way that works for you. 
Is the reflection graded? 
The entire portfolio is graded as a whole. All the writing in the portfolio will receive one comprehensive 
grade that reflects what you were able to do for all the assignments this semester. I will not say, "The 
reflection gets a B, paper 1 gets a C, paper 2 gets an A" Instead, I will say, "The reflection shows an 
awareness of writing choices, a clear ability to self-assess. All the papers show an awareness of audience 
and the ability to effectively argue a point, without using logical fallacies. But she is still having problems 
with organization and sentence structure. So I'll give her a C+/B- for the entire portfolio." This is a holistic 
evaluation. So your reflection is just as important—if not even more important—than anything else you 
have written this semester. This is a reflective argument. You are reflecting and self-assessing, but you are 
doing it publicly, so that I can better assign you a grade. Since this is an argument, you will want to use all 
that you have learned this semester about audience awareness. What will effectively convince me that you 
learned? What will effectively convince me that you deserve the grade you are asking for? 
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APPENDIX E: FIRST-YEAR COMPOSITION 
PRESENTATION EVALUATION TOOL 
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GRADING SHEET 
ORAL PRESENTATION 
TEAM: 
INDIVIDUAL NAME: 
INSTRUCTIONS TO EVALUATORS: 
Each team is trying to persuade high school seniors or beginning college students to join their learning 
community or fraternity. They are pretending to be at a high school assembly, FFA, or 4-H meeting. They 
are expected to use 10-15 minutes. Please evaluate both the team and the individuals on the team according 
to the following criteria. 
GROT IP GRADING 120 points 
Visual aids (not cluttered, large enough to read, not all text, consistent format throughout) /8 points 
Organization (obviously practiced, prepared, everyone knows what to do when) H points 
Persuasion (group did a good job convincing audience of their LC/fraternity's merit) /5 points 
INDIVIDUAL GRADING / 30 points 
Poise (no fidgeting, stand straight, good eye contact, loud and confident voice) 16 points 
Professionalism (dressed appropriately, respectful of team members and audience, mature behavior) 
16 points 
Enthusiasm (seems excited about the LC or fraternity, seems happy to be there) 16 points 
Eye contact (maintain eye contact with audience, only brief glances at the screen) 16 points 
Clear, confident voice (command attention, take charge, no nervous "ums, aahs," or "like," can be heard 
clearly) 16 points 
INDIVIDUAL TOTAL: /50 
5 points will be deducted if group is under time 
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Webmail: "Human Subjects approval" Page 1 of 1 
Reply Reply All Forward Delete Previous Next Headers 
Move this message to: | Select Folder y | Transfer 
Message 1 of 6 
From: Janell Meldrem <meldrem@iastate.edu> 
To: pcharms@iastate.edu 
Date: Wed, 16 Aug 2000 14:20:00 -0500 
Subject: Human Subjects approval 
Patricia, 
Dr. Keith, IRB Chair, has approved your modifications for your project, 
"ABE Learning Community Assessment." 
I will send a copy of the approved letter to Steve Mickelson's office for 
your records. If you want an additional copy to go elsewhere, please let 
me know. 
Janell Meldrem 
IRB Administrator 
Human Subjects Research Office 
221 Beardshear Hall 
Iowa State University 
Ames, IA 50011 
515/294-4566 
515/294-8000 (FAX) 
Iowa State University 
Acropolis Webmail 
WebAfëfl 
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To: Dr. Patricia Keith 
From: Patricia Collins Harms 
Date: 8/19/2000 
RE: ABE Learning Community Assessment 
Last spring (May 2000), Dr. Steven K. Mickelson and I received IRB, appro val to conduct 
an assessment project involving the Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering (ABE) 
Learning Community. At that time, we received approval to collect survey data as well 
as student academic record data. At this time, we would like to add a component to our 
study: a focused assessment of a sub-group of students who will be enrolled in both 
English 104 and Engineering 170. This sub-group of students falls within the original 
sample identified in last spring's IRB review. In addition, we will be adding three 
instructors to the study: two engineering professors (the co-instructors for the ABE 
section of Engineering 170) and a doctoral student in rhetoric and professional 
communication (the instructor for the ABE section of first-year composition—English 
104). 
This focused aspect of the assessment will involve approximately seven to twelve of the 
previously identified group of students as well as the three instructors. The goal of the 
focused assessment is to gather information relating to the following research question: " 
Will the environment created by a learning community link between first-year 
composition and first-year engineering help students to perceive the courses as related? 
(And, if they do see the courses as related, in what ways and why?) 
In order to conduct the focused assessment, I plan to use the following methods of data 
collection: 
• Classroom observations (instructor consent form) 
• Instructor interviews (instructor consent form) 
• Student focus groups (student consent form) 
• Text analysis (student consent form) 
• Discourse based interviews (student consent form) 
The classroom observations will occur in both English 104; and Engineering 170. My 
role during the observations will be that of observée, and I-will take field notes during my 
observations. I may audio-tape portions of the classes, and I will maintain the 
confidentiality of the participants at all times (please see aliso the instructor consent 
form). During observations, I will be specifically patching for instances of overlap 
between the two courses (for example, specific references to the other course by any of 
the instructors). 
Instructor interviews will be held three times over the course of the semester as described 
in the instructor consent form. In addition, I will ask the instructors to allow me to 
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observe any meetings they hold regarding their courses, as well as forwarding relevant 
email messages to me (in which they are communicating rè: their courses). During the 
faculty interviews, I will ask questions about the course goals, the instructors' teaching 
strategies, the instructors' expectations regarding the linked courses, etc. 
The identified sub-group of students is those students who are enrolled in both English 
104 and Engineering 170 in the Fall 2000. All students who fall into this sub-group 
(approximately 7-12 students) will be invited to participate in the study. Focus groups 
will be held with this group approximately once per month beginning in September and 
ending in January (five total). I will act as moderator for the focus groups (I coordinated 
and moderated all of the ISUComm focus groups last spring as a researcher working with 
Dr. Rebecca Burnett). I plan to practice "low involvement," which has been identified as 
a particularly useful method for exploratory research. With this method, I will not have 
an identified agenda for the focus groups in an effort to avoid steering the students into 
agreeing with my own preconceptions. I will ask the students an opening question such 
as "what can you tell me about your learning community?" and let the conversation 
develop from there (please see the attached student consent form). 
The students will also be asked to submit the documents they will write in English 104 
and Engineering 170. The documents will be copied and returned to the students 
promptly. After the documents are collected, I will be performing a text analysis and will 
be looking for instances of overlap between the two courses—for example, concepts 
discussed/learned in one course appearing in writing for the other course. If I find 
evidence of overlap, I will invite the student author of the paper to my office for a 
discourse based interview, an informal, friendly interviewing strategy where I will ask 
questions such as "where did.you learn this strategy?" "why did you decide to include 
that information in this paper?" etc. (please see the attached student consent form). 
My study is being supported by Dr. Shapiro's office and by the Department of 
Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering under the supervision of Dr. Steven K. 
Mickelson. In addition to providing information useful for informing learning 
community curricular initiatives, all or parts of the study will be used for my dissertation. 
Please let me know if you need any additional information. I look forward to hearing 
from you. 
Patty Collins Harms 
Doctoral Student 
Dr. Steven K. Mickelson 
Associate Professor  ^
Rhetoric & Professional Communication 
pcharms@iastate.edu 
Agricultural Engineering 
estaben@iastate.edu 
663-0603 294-6524 
Dr. David R. Russell 
Professor (Major Professor; 
English 
drrussel@iastate.edu 
294-4724 
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To: ABE Learning Community Instructor 
From: Patty Collins Harms 
Doctoral Student 
Rhetoric & Professional Communication 
294-6286 
RE: Participation in the ABE Learning Community Assessment 
Purpose of the Study 
I would like to invite you to participate in the assessment of the ABE Learning Community. Informal 
assessments of this initiative have suggested that the ABE Learning Community has been successful; however, I 
am planning to conduct a formal assessment designed to inform future curricular planning. 
Methods 
Classroom Observation: If you choose to participate in this study, you will be asked to allow me to observe your 
class over the course of the semester. My goal is to attend as many classes as my schedule will allow; if I am 
unable to attend a class, I will notify you in advance. My role in your class will be that of observer, and I will ask 
you to refrain from asking me to interact with you or the students during my observations, fn addition to taking 
field notes, I will periodically audio-tape your classes. 
Interview: If you choose to participate in the study, you will be asked to participate in an interview with me at the 
beginning of the semester, at mid-term, and at the end of the semester. I will schedule the interviews at your 
convenience. Each interview will be audio-taped and should take no more than 45 minutes. 
Correspondence-. If you choose to participate in the study, you will be asked to invite me to any meetings and to 
forward any e-mail between the ABE learning community instructors. Having access to this information will help 
me better understand the collaboration that may occur between you and the other instructors. 
Participation and Confidentiality 
Of course your participation will be very helpful to my project, but your participation is voluntary. Non-
participation will not affect your current participation or future participation in the ABE learning community. I 
will protect your confidentiality during all facets of the study, and you will not be, identified by name in any 
presentations or publications about the ABE learning community unless you wish to have your identity revealed. 
I have read the memo describing this project and fully understand thenature of this work and the 
nature of my participation. 
I voluntarily agree to participate in the assessment of the ABE learning community being 
conducted by Patricia Collins Harms. 
I understand that thy confidentiality will be preserved. I understand that I may withdraw from 
participation at any time. 
Name (please print) Date Email Address 
Signature 
Campus Address Campus Phone 
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To: ABE Learning Community Participant (Target Group) 
From: Patty Collins Harms 
Doctoral Student 
Rhetoric & Professional Communication 
294-8742 
RE : Focused assessment of English 104/Engineering 170 link 
Purpose of the Study 
We would like to invite you to participate in a focused assessment of the ABE Learning Community link between 
English 104 and Engineering 170. Informal assessments of this initiative have suggested that the linkage of these 
two classes has been successful; however, we would like to conduct a focused assessment, so we can better plan 
the curriculum in the future. 
Methods 
If you choose to participate in this focused assessment, you will be asked to do the following: 
Focus groups: Focus groups will be held with you and approximately 5 - 8 of your peers. The focus groups will 
be held approximately once/month (5 total) and will last no more than one hour. While you won't be paid to 
participate in the focus group, we will provide snacks (pizza, sandwiches, etc.) during the sessions. The sessions 
will be audio-taped and will be held at a time and location that is convenient to the student participants. 
Document submission: You will be asked to submit all documents that you write for English 104 and Engineering 
170 over the course of the semester. We will photocopy the documents and will return them to you in a timely 
manner. 
Discourse based interviews: You may be asked to meet with Patty Harms for an individual interview regarding 
your writing one or two times over the course of the semester. The meetings will be audio-taped and will not last 
more than 30 minutes. During the session, you will be interviewed regarding one or more of the documents you 
will have written in English 104 or Engineering 170. 
Participation and Confidentiality 
Your participation will be very helpful to this project, but your participation is voluntary. Non-participation will 
not affect your course evaluations or your future participation in the ABE learning community. Information you 
choose to share about your learning community experience will not be seen by any of your instructors until after 
your semester grades have been submitted. We will protect your confidentiality during all facets of the study, and 
you will not be identified by name in any presentations or publications about the ABE learning community. 
Dr. Steven K. Mickelson 
Associate Professor 
Agricultural Engineering 
294-6524 
I have read the memo describing this project and fully understand the nature of this work and the nature of my 
participation. 
I voluntarily agree to participate in the assessment of the ABE learning community being conducted by 
Patricia Collins Harms and Steven K. Mickelson. 
I understand that my confidentiality will be preserved. I understand that I may withdraw from participation at 
anytime. 
Name (please print) Date Email Address 
Signature 
Campus Address Campus Phone 
. Permanent Address 
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Last name of Principal Investigator Mickelson & Harms 
Checklist for Attachments and Time Schedule 
The following are attached (please check): 
12. 13 Letter or written statement to subjects indicating clearly: 
a) the purpose of the research 
b) the use of any identifier codes (names, ff's), how they will be used, and when they will be removed (see item 17) 
c) an estimate of time needed for participation in the research 
d) if applicable, the location of the research activity 
e) how you will ensure confidentiality 
f) in a longitudinal study, when and how you will contact subjects later 
g) that participation is voluntary; nonpanicipation will not affect evaluations of the subject 
13. • Signed consent form (if applicable) 
14. • Letter of approval for research from cooperating organizations or institutions (if applicable) 
15. [XÎ Data-gathering instruments 
16. Anticipated dates for contact with subjects: 
First contact 
5/1/00 
Month/Dav/Year 
Last contact 
5/30/01 
Month/Dav/Year 
17. If applicable: anticipated date that identifiers will be removed from completed survey instruments and'or audio or visual 
tapes will be erased: 
Not applicable. Original instruments will be 
retained according to disciplinary conventions. 
Confidentiality will be ensured. 
Month/Day/Year 
18. Signature of Departmental Executive Officer Date 
19. Decision of the University Human Subjects Review Committee: 
fMProiect approved • Project not approved 
Department or Administrative Unit 
Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering 
Q No action required 
Name of Human Subjects in Research Committee Chair 
Patricia M. Keith 
Date Signature of Committee "hair 
http://www.grad-college.iastate.edu/forms/HumanSubjects.doc 
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From: Patricia Collins Harms 
To: Dr. Patricia Keith 
!jb 
Date: 4/25/2000 
RE: ABE Learning Community Assessment 
Attached is a request for approval for an assessment project involving the Agricultural 
and Biosystems Engineering (ABE) learning community. I have been teaching English 
104/105 for the learning community this academic year, and I will receive funding to 
conduct a formal assessment of the program, in addition to other research involving 
communication in Ag Engineering classes, next year. 
While my formal research appointment doesn't start until Fall 2000, Dr. Steve 
Mickelson, the ABE learning community coordinator, and I were talking and decided that 
it would be valuable to begin our assessment process with our current learning 
community students; therefore, we are submitting human subjects forms at this time. I 
fully expect that additional requests for approval will be forthcoming, as we continue to 
plan the assessment I will conduct next year. 
My dissertation will be based on the research that I conduct next year with the 
department of Ag Engineering. I have no idea if the information gathered in the study we 
are currently proposing will actually be used in my dissertation, but I nevertheless wanted 
to alert you to that fact. Dr. David Russell of the Department of English is my major 
professor, and he is fully aware of our intent to conduct this preliminary study. If you 
need his signature on further requests relating to this research, I will be glad to 
accommodate that request. 
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me or Dr. Mickelson. Thank you. 
Patty Collins Harms Dr. Steven K Mickelson 
Doctoral Student Associate Professor 
Rhetoric & Professional Communication Agricultural Engineering 
pcharms@iastate.edu estaben@iastate.edu 
294-8742 294-6524 
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Information for Review of Research Involving Human SuB 
Iowa State University 
(Please type and use the attached instructions for completing this form) 
1. Title of Project ABE Learning Team Assessment 
I agree to provide the proper surveillance of this project to insure that the rights and welfare of the human subjects are 
protected. I will report any adverse reactions to the committee. Additions to or changes in research procedures after the 
project has been approved will be submitted to the committee for review. I agree to request renewal of approval for any 
projec t  cont inu ing  more  than  one  year .  Q  } / ] / ] /"  
<d-tJ ÏÏIL _ 
2. 
Steven K. Mickelson 
Typed name of principal investigator 
Ag and Biosystems Engineering 
Department 
294-6524 
Phone number to report results 
2/24/2000 
Date Signature of principal investigator 
209 Davidson Hall 
Campus address 
3. ^Signatures of other investigators Date 
2/24/2000 
Relationship to principal investigator 
Graduate Research Assistant 
4. Principal investigator(s) (check all that apply) 
I5sl Faculty Q Staff |3 Graduate student 
5. Project (check all that apply) 
[Xl Research  ^Thesis or dissertation • Class project 
I I Undergraduate student 
fi Independent Study (490, 590, Honors project) 
6. Number of subjects (complete all that apply) 
# adults, non-students: # minors under 14: 
# ISU students: approx. 100 other 
(explain): 
# minors 14 - 17: 
7. Brief description of proposed research involving human subjects: (See instructions, item 7. Use an additional page if 
needed.) 
The proposed study will be conducted to determine the ways in which the ABE Learning Community affects students' 
perceptions/expectations, processes, and performance. Students who have participated in the ABE learning community 
in 1999/2000 as well as students who will participate in the ABE learning community in 2000/2001 will be invited to 
participate in the study. We plan to periodically survey students who have been involved or are involved in the ABE 
learning community, in tn pprfnmwr rryiews 0f the students' writing from their linked classes to 
track and evaluate their performance. The data will Hp need inform future looming fnmmnnitv initiatives. ATTffrpart 
of the data may be used by Patricia Lynn Collins Harms in her dissertation. Any additions/modifications to the study 
will be brought to the attention of the ISU Human Subjects Review Committee. 
All students who are involved in the ABE Learning Community will be invited to participate in the study. No 
incentives or compensations will be used to obtain data from the subjects. 
(Please do not send research, thesis, or dissertation proposals.) 
8. Informed Consent: |3 Signed informed consent will be obtained. (Attach a copy of your form.) 
• Modified informed consent will be obtained. (See instructions, item 8.) 
I I Not applicable to this project. 
http://www.grad-college.iastate.edu/forms/HumanSubjects.doc 
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9. Confidentiality of Data: Describe below the methods you will use to ensure the confidentiality of data obtained. (See 
instructions, item 9.) 
Confidentiality of all participants will be ensured. All names will be changed in any publications or presentations. 
10. What risks or discomfort will be part of the study? Will subjects in the research be placed at risk or incur discomfort? 
Describe any risks to the subjects and precautions that will be taken to minimize them (The concept of risk goes beyond 
physical risk and includes risks to subjects' dignity and self-respect as well as psychological or emotional risk. See 
instructions, item 10.) 
The subjects will not be under any physicial or emotional risk. 
11 .  CHECK ALL o f  the  fo l lowing  that  app ly  to  your  research:  
I~1 A. Medical clearance necessary before subjects can participate 
I IB .  Admin i s tra t ion  o f  subs tances  ( foods ,  drugs ,  e t c . )  t o  subjec t s  
1 I C. Physical exercise or conditioning for subjects 
I ID .  Samples  (b lood ,  t i s sue ,  e t c . )  f rom subjec t s  
I  IE .  Admin i s tra t ion  o f  in fec t ious  agents  or  recombinant  DNA 
n F. Deception of subjects 
I I G. Subjects under 14 years of age and/or Q Subjects 14-17 years of age 
• H. Subjects in institutions (nursing homes, prisons, etc.) 
• I. Research must be approved by another institution or agency (Attach letters of approval) 
If you checked any of the items in 11, please complete the following in the space below (include any attachments): 
Items A-E Describe the procedures and note the proposed safety precautions. 
Items D-E The principal investigator should send a copy of this form to Environmental Health and Safety, 118 
Agronomy Lab for review. 
Item F Describe how subjects will be deceived; justify the deception; indicate the debriefing procedure, 
including the timing and information to be presented to subjects. 
Item G For subjects under the age of 14, indicate how informed consent will be obtained from parents or legally 
authorized representatives as well as from subjects. 
Items H-I Specify the agency or institution that must approve the project. If subjects in any outside agency or 
institution are involved, approval must be obtained prior to beginning the research, and the letter of 
approval should be filed. 
http://www.grad-college.iastate.edu/forms/HumanSubjects.doc 
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Last name of Principal Investigator Mickelson & Harms 
Checklist for Attachments and Time Schedule 
The following are attached (please check): 
12. El Letter or written statement to subjects indicating clearly: 
a) the purpose of the research 
b) the use of any identifier codes (names, #'s), how they will be used, and when they will be removed (see item 17) 
c) an estimate of time needed for participation in the research 
d) if applicable, the location of the research activity 
e) how you will ensure confidentiality 
f) in a longitudinal study, when and how you will contact subjects later 
g) that participation is voluntary; nonparticipation will not affect evaluations of the subject 
13. • Signed consent form (if applicable) 
14. O Letter of approval for research from cooperating organizations or institutions (if applicable) 
15. E3 Data-gathering instruments 
16. Anticipated dates for contact with subjects: 
17. If applicable: anticipated date that identifiers will be removed from completed survey instruments and/or audio or visual 
tapes will be erased: 
Not applicable. Original instruments will be 
retained according to disciplinary conventions. 
Confidentiality will be ensured. 
First contact 
5/1/00 
Last contact 
5/30/01 
Month/Day/Y ear Month/Day/Y ear 
Month/Day/Y ear 
18 .  S ignature  o f  Departmenta l  Execut ive  Of f i cer  Date  Department or Administrative Unit 
Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering 
19. Decision of the University Human Subjects Review Committee: 
I 1 Project approved D Project not approved • No action required 
Name of Human Subjects in Research Committee Chair Date 
Patricia M. Keith 
Signature of Committee Chair 
http://www.grad-college.iastate.edu/forms/HumanSubjects.doc 
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To: ABE Learning Community Participant 
From: Steven K. Mickelson & Patricia Collins Harms 
RE: Participation in the ABE Learning Community Assessment 
•5PAF1 
jjfiar *af>r,n.5 
Purpose of the Study 
We would like to invite you to participate in the assessment of the ABE Learning 
Community. Informal assessments of this initiative have suggested that the ABE 
Learning Community has been successful; however, we would like to conduct a formal 
assessment, so we can identify what works and what might be changed in the future. We 
are interested in three things: 
> your perceptions and expectations 
> your collaborative and communicative processes 
> your performance 
Methods 
If you choose to participate in this study, you will be asked to complete a brief survey 
relating to your learning community experience. The survey should take you no more 
than 15-20 minutes to complete. In addition, you will be asked to submit the documents 
that you wrote or will write in your linked classes. We will make copies ofyour 
documents and will return the originals to you. We will also review your academic 
records. 
Participation and Confidentiality 
Of course your participation will be very helpful to our project, but your participation is 
voluntary. Non-participation will not affect your course evaluations or your future 
participation in the ABE learning community. We will protect your confidentiality 
during all facets of the study, and you will not be identified by name in any presentations 
or publications about the ABE learning conrnUmïïyi ~—' 
:IM\gêJBg^ie^ein6~dfScribing this project and fully understand the nature of this 
• **»' • • « —, - — —»• ....... ... , ..... ..... . .. 
D3TtlcipatlOn.. , _ J. -
[Tn the assessment of the ABE learning community 
lickelson and Patricia Collins Harms. ,t 
I rnidiretand.^that 
Email Address 
Campus Phone 
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^ J. ^—J~ To: ABE Learning Community Participant 
fell 
From: Steven K. Mickelson & Patricia Collins Harms 
RE: Participation in the ABE Learning Community Assessment 
CfCr  
Purpose of the Study 
We would like to invite you to participate in the assessment of the ABE Learning 
Community. Informal assessments of this initiative have suggested that the ABE 
Learning Community has been successful; however, we would like to conduct a formal 
assessment, so we can identify what works and what might be changed in the future. We 
are interested in three things: 
> your perceptions and expectations 
> your collaborative and communicative processes 
> your performance 
Methods 
If you choose to participate in this study, you will be asked to complete three brief 
surveys (beginning of semester, mid-term, end of semester) relating to your learning 
community experience. Each survey should take you no more than 15-20 minutes to 
complete. In addition, you will be agVftfUo gnhmit the rWnmpntc that vrm wrote or will 
-pyrite in vour linked classes. We will make copies of your documents and will return the 
originals to you. We will also review your academic records. 
Participation and Confidentiality 
Of course your participation will be very helpful to our project, but your participation is 
voluntary. Non-participation will not affect your course evaluations or your future 
participation in the ABE learning community. We will protect your confidentiality 
during all facets of the study, and you will not be identified by name in any presentations 
or publications about the ABE learning community. 
I have read the memo describing this project and fully understand the nature of this 
 ^ "<**''« ' • " • *« . ........ ..... . . ........ M S • ......... . . -
work-and the nature of my participation. _zr_ :. .• 
•—* • •.* • .... . j- • .« - • * ™ —» "• •— • • . . - •"/% ••«...• ... • • • Ivoluntanly agree to participate m the assessment of the ABE learning community. : 
being conducted by Steven K1 Mickelson and Patricia Collins Harms. 
I understand that my confidentially will be preserved. I understand that I may : = 
... ....* ... - ....V . , ... ' • • ' .—— . A . ... - I — - — m . , 
Tmthdraw'ffbm 
 ^V ... . ' ... .« .» / \' — — • •* ' » »'• • — -i — -V k - -w. — e-.-w.-. . 1% ... • • -.A 1 Name Iplease print) ———EEmail Address 
Campus Addréss ... 
Permanent Address 
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ABE Learning Community Assessment Z' DRAFT 
ABE Learning Community Survey 
Please check the box next to every linked class that you have participated in during the 1999-2000 
school year. 
• AST 110 
• AST 191 
• AST 181 
• Engr101 
• Engr160 
• Engr 170 
• English 104 
• English 105 
• AE 110 
• Chem 163 
• Chem 163L 
• Math 142 
Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements; 
I) T am the field enemeerme and technolnev 
• Strongly disagree • Disagree 
mm 
• Strongly disagree • Disagree 
j/ liiavc imuawibuyviui.ui& ruLij^jiawi 
• Strongly disagree • Disagree 
4) iMvë3aâ^8l^%wô##^(sô^6morë,junior, senior) ABE students this year. 
• Strongly disagree • Disagree • Agree • Strongly s 
• Agree 
tment this] 
• Agree 
• Agree 
• Strongly agree 
• Strongly agree 
• Strongly agree 
5) ..... 
• Strongly disagree • Disagree 
1 
• Agree 
agree 
AE or the AST curriculum. 
• Strongly agree 
in 
• Strongly disagree • Disagree • Agree • Strongly agree 
7) rhavebeëîintmduc^to^noi^^ble^ (areas of interest) within the ag engineering and 
• Strongly disagree • Disagree • Agree • Strongly agree 
8) Ihave ^<pmm<^hMai-cnIabbratories relatedto the ÀE and AST options. ,;f 
• Strongly disagree • Disagree • Agree • Strongly agree 
m 
• Strongly disagree • Disagree 
a student brandi. 
• Agree • Strongly agree 
• Strongly disagree • Disagree • Agree • Strongly agree 
the AE and AST options. 
• Strongly disagree • Disagree • Agree • Strongly agree 
• Strongly disagree • Disagree 
issues. 
• Agree • Strongly agree 
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DRAFT. ABE Learning Community Assessment 
Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements, only if vou participated 
in a linked English 104 and/or 105 class. (Note: English 104 & 105 have separate sections.) 
Fall 1999 (English 104) 
1) My English instructor explicitly referred to another faculty member or course in my schedule. 
• Strongly disagree • Disagree • Agree • Strongly agree 
• Strongly disagree • Disagree • Agree 
in another class. _ : 
• Strongly agree 
u_ ..r ___ in another class. 
• Strongly disagree • Disagree • Agree • Strongly agree 
4) My English class composed wntten work that helped me apply concepts and principles to the 
written work m another class. : . : 
• Strongly agree 
in another class. 
• Strongly agree 
• Strongly disagree • Disagree • Agree 
5) My English class helped meto 
• Strongly disagree • Disagree • Agree 
6) Iiffiougiht about how different ideas in my English class fit together with ideas in other 
• Strongly disagree • Disagree • Agree • Strongly agree 
7) I prefer to take an English class m winch die concepts, principles, discussion topics and assignments 
. are linked or connected with other classes in my schedule. --: r: ' 
• Strongly cfisagree • Disagree • Agree • Strongly agree 
Spring 2000 (English 105) 
i\ M,, 1cv;Wii;r.v, «mû 11 
• Strongly disagree • Disagree 
or 
member or course m my schedule. 
• Agree • Strongly agree 
in another class. ~ V 
• Strongly agree 
2) viaoa 
• Strongly disagree • Disagree 
3) Myimjzlish class read materials about ideas or topics that were presented in another class. 
•  -  — . — H  — .  - -  —  •  -  •  •  •  «  - - -  —  •  . . . .  —  — —  • •  T . H«: - . - JFC .. • _ ... - — . 
• Strongly disagree • Disagree • Agree • Strongly agree 
4r My AB  ^class composé wrSm vroik thk hâped me a^ply cincqjts and principles to the 
" " • Strongly agree 
g&y. WAUI.W wvmx m «uLvuLie* 
• Strongly disagree • Disagree • Agree 
• Strongly disagree • Disagree • Agree 
in another class. 
• Strongly agree 
6) I thought about how different ideas m my English class fit together with ideas in other 
• Strongly disagree • Disagree • Agree • Strongly agree 
7) I prefer to take an English class in which the concepts, principles, discussion topics and assignments 
are linked or connected with other classes in my schedule. - --= - -
• Strongly disagree • Disagree • Agree — • Strongly agree 
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ABE Learning Community Assessment 
Please answer the following set of questions, only if you lived in the learning communityJn 
Maple. 
lljR^dente each other. . " -
• Strongly disagree • Disagree • Agree • Strongly agree 
2) Pr<^ams inl^  residàic« han"have focused on issues related to academic success. " 
• Strongly cfisagree • Disagree • Agree • Strongly agree 
3 j Tbie méritoire oih living" community try to create an academic environment on our floor. \ • 
• Strongly disagree • Disagree • Agree • Strongly agree 
4V Students in my living community share with" each other what they are learning in class.  ^
• Strongly disagree • Disagree • Agree • Strongly agree 
• Strongly disagree • Disagree • Agree • Strongly agree 
6) Stùdmts mmy liyi% œiacmiumty encourage each other to attend class. 
• Strongly disagree • Disagree • Agree • Strongly agree 
7) I am satisfied with theamount .of concern my learning community mentors show toward my academic 
• Strongly cfisagree • Disagree • Agree • Strongly agree 
that hastieen created in my living commraity. V "V 
• Strongly cfisagree • Disagree • Agree • Strongly agree 
 ^Ï^ÏÏéve thër^drais® myli^ g œnimunity engage in behaviors that support their academic 
• Strongly disagree • Disagree • Agree • Strongly agree 
• Strongly disagree • Disagree • Agree • Strongly agree 
Jl) Thërëisa fœling ofâ<admic^^Stion m my hying community. : 
• Strongly disagree • Disagree • Agree • Strongly agree 
Open-ended questions: 
1) What specific aspects) of the learning community would you like to see continued? 
2) How could the learning community have been altered to better meet your needs? 
3) Would you recommend a learning community to your friends? Why or why not? 
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IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY Research and Advanced Studies Office of the Vice Provost 
211 Beardshear Hall 
Ames, Iowa 50011-2036 
515 294-6344 
FAX 515 294-6100 
O F  S C I E N C E  A N D  T E C H N O L O G Y  
August 28, 2000 
This is to certify that PATRICIA HARMS attended an Iowa State University workshop 
on July 20,2000 regarding the protection of human subjects in research. 
The workshop covered the following topics: 
- the historical perspectives of human subjects research 
- The Belmont Report 
- the federal regulations (45 CFR 46 and 21 CFR 50&56) 
- assurances of compliance 
- IRB composition and duties 
- elements of informed consent 
- types of IRB review 
- modification of research activities and unanticipated problems 
- Iowa State University policies and procedures 
In addition, attendees were provided a copy of The Belmont Report and the Iowa State 
University Multiple Project Assurance filed with the Office for Human Research 
Protections. They were also given information on the resources available on the World 
Wide Web. 
prn/<utyi^  
Patricia M. Keith 
IRB Chair 
Prem S. Paul 
Associate Vice Provost for Research & 
Institutional Official Responsible for 
Human Subjects Research 
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Interview Guide: Kate 12/14/00 
• How would you describe your philosophy of teaching writing? 
• In what ways do you approach teaching issues of mechanics and correctness? 
• The students described perceiving a "split in the class." Did you perceive that as well? 
Explanation for perception? 
» How did the student portfolios turn out? 
» Respect was a theme you talked about a lot in the last interview. What are your feelings 
about that now? 
• The students worked on their identity papers all semester. What was your purpose for 
assigning the paper? Did some/all/none of them achieve that purpose? In what ways did 
their writing change over the semester? 
• How do you feel about the semester in retrospect? 
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Questions Guiding Discourse-Based Interviews 
Description of self 
Description of home 
Description of high school education 
Writing experience in high school 
English class(es) in high school 
Description of self as writer 
Good writer? 
No so good writer? 
Perception same or different than at the end of high school? 
Background 
' information 
* What were your expectations for the English class in the learning community? 
> What were the students' perceptions of the experience over the course of the 
semester? 
*Objectives from the 104 and 170 syllabi—Did the course meet them? Did you meet them? 
> Did the students perceive they learned things in the LC courses? 
*What was your role as a team member in 170 (writing responsibilities in team projects)? 
> What were the students 'perceptions of the experience over the course of the 
semester? 
*Do you feel you were able to be truthful in your 104 portfolio reflection? 
> Student voice. Do the students perceive they were able to write their true feelings? 
*Was the writing you did in the first semester related to the writing you did in the second 
semester? 
*Did you ever think, ah hah! We're talking about that in 104/170, too! 
> Were the students able to perceive connections? Where? Under what conditions? 
Were they able to appropriate tools across course in different semesters? 
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12:41 AM 9/13/2000 +0000, Re: ABE Research Project 
>From root Wed Sep 13 00:41:34 2000 
To: Patricia Collins Harms <pcharms@iastate.edu> 
From: >@iastate.edu> 
Subject: Re: Aon Research Project 
Date: Wed, 13 Sep 2000 00:41:33 CST6DST 
X-Mailer: Endymion MailMan Professional Edition V3.0.14 
> Hi! 
> 
> I'd like to plan our first focus group, so I need to compare all of our 
> schedules. Please reply to this message and send me times when you are not 
> available (for example, when you have class, when you have work, when you 
> have practice, etc.) Also, let me know what your favorite foods are so I 
> can start planning our menu! 
> 
> Thanks so much. 
> Patty Harms 
Patty Harms 
I am not available to meet with the group from 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. on Mondays 
through Thursdays On Fridays I am done with class at 2:00, but sometimes work 
till 4:00 p.m. I think that Thursdays at 5:30 or 6:00 would be great, but that 
is just a suggestion. 
Sincerely, 
Printed for Patricia Collins Harms <pcharms@iastate.edu> 1 
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07:06 PM 9/11/2000 +0000, Research reply 
•From root Mon Sep 11 19:07:00 2000 
To: <pcharms@iastate.edu> 
From:. < ,@iastate.edu> 
Subject: Research reply 
Date: Mon, 11 Sep 2000 19:06:59 CST6DST 
X-Mailer: Endymion MailMan Professional Edition v3.0.14 
Patty, 
These are the times when I am not free: M 10-4.T 9-2,W10-4, TR 9-3, F 1-2. 
As far a food goes I'll eat just about anything except, for things like pasta 
salad or fruit salad and anything that has any kind of beans in it. 
Printed for Patricia Collins Harms <pcharms@iastate.edu> 1 
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@iastate.edu, 01:35 PM 9/14/2000 +0000, Re: ABE Research Project 
•From root Thu Sep 14 13:35:28 2000 
From:. r@iastate.edu 
To: Patricia Collins Harms <pcharms@iastate.edu> 
Subject: Re: ABE Research Project 
Date: Thu, 14 Sep 2000 13:35:28 CST6DST 
X-Mailer: Endymion MailMan Professional Edition v3.0.14 
Hi, On Mon and Wed I start at 10-12:20 and then 3-4 
On Tues 8-9 and 10-12 
On Thurs 8-9,10-12, and from 2-6 
and no classes on Friday 
sorry it took so long to reply, it has been really busy the last week or so 
> Hi! 
> 
> I'd like to plan our first focus group, so I need to compare all of our 
> schedules. Please reply to this message and send me times when you are not 
> available (for example, when you have class, when you have work, when you 
> have practice, etc.) Also, let me know what your favorite foods are so I 
> can start planning our menu! 
> V 
> Thanks so much. 
> Patty Harms 
Printed for Patricia Collins Harms <pcharms@iastate.edu> 1 
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@iastate.edu, 04:52 PM 9/25/2000 +0000, Re: Learning Community Focus Group This Week 
>From root Mon Sep 25 16:52:24 2000 
From: giastate.edu 
To: Patricia Collins Harms <pcharms@iastate.edu> 
Subject: Re: Learning Community Focus Group This Week 
Date: Mon, 25 Sep 2000 16:52:22 CST6DST 
X-Mailer: Endymion MaiiMan Professional Edition V3.0.14 
Hi, the wed. meeting time would be better for me because I am going home 
thursday as soon as my lab is over. So I can get home to help with the 
harvest and since I don't have a class on Friday I will be gone by about 5:30 
or 6:00 Thursday afternoon. 
Hi! 
> 
> Thanks again to those of you who e-mailed your schedule to me. I'd like to 
> hold a focus group this week to talk about your learning community 
> experience so far. As you might imagine, it's tough to find a time to meet 
> with everyone's busy schedule. Here are two possible times: 
> 
> Wed (9/27/00) 8:30 a.m. - 9:45 a.m. ("Remember, I'll bring 
food.) 
> Thurs (9/28/00) 6:15 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. 
> 
> 
> Please respond to this email and let me know if one or both of the times 
> would work for you. i'll hold the focus group in Davidson Hall at the time 
> convenient for most of the people. 
> 
> Thanks again for your help with my research. 
> Patty Harms 
> 
Printed for Patricia Collins Harms <pcharms@iastate.edu> 1 
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06:00 PM 9/25/2000 +0000, Re: learning community focus group this week 
•From root Mori Sep 25 18:00:47 2000 
To: Patricia Collins Harms <pcharms@iastate.edu> 
From: @iastate.edu> 
Subject: Re: learning community focus group this week 
Date: Mon, 25 Sep 2000 18:00:46 CST6DST 
X-Mailer: Endymion MailMan Professional Edition vS.0.14 
I have a class on Thursday at 7pm so Wenesday morning would be great. 
Thanks 
Printed for Patricia Collins Harms <pcharms@iastate.edu> 1 
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10:44 PM 9/25/2000 +0000, Re: learning community focus group this week 
•From root Mon Sep 25 22:44:39 2000 
To: Patricia Collins Harms <pcharms@iastate.edu> 
From: " " < . x@iastate.edu> 
Subject: Re: learning community focus group this week 
Date: Mon, 25 Sep 2000 22:44:38 CST6DST 
X-Mailer: Endymion MailMan Professional Edition v3.0.14 
Hi, 
Either of the times work for me. 
Thanks, 
> Hi! 
> 
> Thanks again to those of you who e-mailed your schedule to me. I'd like to 
> hold a focus group this week to talk about your learning community 
> experience so far. As you might imagine, ifs tough to find a time to meet 
> with everyone's busy schedule. Here are two possible times: 
> 
> Wed (9/27/00) 8:30 a.m. - 9:45 a.m. ("Remember, I'll bring 
food.) 
> Thurs (9/28/00) 6:15 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. 
> 
> 
> Please respond to this email and let me know if one or both of the times 
> would work for you. I'll hold the focus group in Davidson Hall at the time 
> convenient for most of the people. 
> 
> Thanks again for your help with my research. 
> Patty Harms 
Printed for Patricia Collins Harms <pcharms@iastate.edu> 1 
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@îastate.edu, ' -@iastate.edu,; gjiastate.edu, j@iastate.edu, 
To: 
-@iastate.edu,. @iastate.edu,r j@iastate.edu,. i@iastate.edu,.; i@i 
astate.edu/ @iastate.edu, i@iastate.edu, 
3iastate.edu,,_ ,@iastate.edu 
From: Patricia Collins Harms <pcharms@iastate.edu> 
Subject: Focus Group Tomorrow 
Ce: 
Bcc: 
Attached: 
Hi! 
The ABE Learning Community focus group will be held tomorrow morning at 8:30 a.m. in 
Davidson 130.1 know if s early, and I very much appreciate your willingness to participate. 
You won't need to do anything to prepare. Just bring your appetite and come ready to share your 
thoughts about your learning community experience so far. I'm looking forward to seeing you 
then! 
Thanks again-
Patty Harms 
Printed for Patricia Collins Harms <pcharms@iastate.edu> 1 
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ABE Focus Group 
Tomorrow (Wednesday, October 25) 
8:45 a.m. in Davidson 130 (same room as last time) 
Thanks! 
ABE Focus Group 
Tomorrow (Wednesday, October 25) 
8:45 a.m. in Davidson 130 (same room as last time) 
Thanks! 
ABE Focus Group 
Tomorrow (Wednesday, October 25) 
8:45 a.m. in Davidson 130 (same room as last time) 
Thanks! 
ABE Focus Group 
Tomorrow (Wednesday, October 25) 
8:45 a.m. in Davidson 130 (same room as last time) 
Thanks! 
ABE Focus Group 
Tomorrow (Wednesday, October 25) 
8:45 a.m. in Davidson 130 (same room as last time) 
Thanks! 
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The focus group will be held tomorrow (Wednesday, December 6) in Ross 
Hall 412 from 
9-9:45 a.m. 
Thanks! 
The focus group will be held tomorrow (Wednesday, December 6) in Ross 
Hall 412 from 
9-9:45 a.m. 
Thanks! 
The focus group will be held tomorrow (Wednesday, December 6) in Ross 
Hall 412 from 
9-9:45 a.m. 
Thanks! 
The focus group will be held tomorrow (Wednesday, December 6) in Ross 
Hall 412 from 
9-9:45 a.m. 
Thanks! 
The focus group will be held tomorrow (Wednesday, December 6) in Ross 
Hall 412 from 
9-9:45 a.m. 
Thanks! 
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Focus Group 
Wednesday, February 28, 2001 at 5:00 p.m. 
Maple-Willow-Larch Commons: Small 
Conference Room (#C3117) 
(Directions to the room: Instead of taking the stairs down to the MWL Dining Hall, go 
up to the next level and turn left. The small conference room is next to the RCA 
Student Government Office.) 
Focus Group 
Wednesday, February 28, 2001 at 5:00 p.m. 
Maple-Willow-Larch Commons: Small 
Conference Room (#C3117) 
(Directions to the room: Instead of taking the stairs down to the MWL Dining Hall, go 
up to the next level and turn left. The small conference room is next to the RCA 
Student Government Office.) 
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Focus Group 3 (December 6,2000) 
Do you remember why you wrote your identity papers in 104? 
Have you talked about identity or identity issues in any other classes? 
Do you see the work that you're doing in any of your classes related to the work in a 
different class? 
During their presentations, they only had + things to say about the LC. Are there negative 
things? 
Adam stated in 104 presentation that the stuff we do in 104 is relevant to engineering. 
Explain... 
Rewrites of the first part of the 170 paper. Did they do? What were the problems with the 
first drafts? 
talked about collaboration specifically in both 104 and 170. Did advice help? Influence? 
Experience in one influence the other? 
Speech from Dr. M * after Thanksgiving re: what it means to be an engineer. 
Helpful? Better understanding? Anything new? 
Are you starting to think of self as an engineer? 
How do they write their names now? Do they use engineering lettering? 
Did you see samples of 170 reports before you wrote them? 
How have you decided in your writing whether to use first or third person? 
Who is the audience for the current reports that you're writing? for the presentations? 
Do the instructors make the same sorts of comments? ay\ At><11y tnurptr c ? (sa y ptfe/s : 
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ABE Focus Group Welcome and Guidelines 
September 2000 
Good morning. Let's go ahead and get started. My hope for today is that we can have an 
informal exchange where I'm eavesdropping on your conversation about the learning 
community. I may inteiject a question here or there, if the conversation lulls, but if you guys 
have enough to talk about the entire time I won't say anything and that's fine. My role is 
facilitator and really, I am interested in hearing what you're thinking of the learning 
community, the linked courses, maybe what you've heard about your experience at Iowa 
State that may be like or different other experiences you've heard about. 
Have any of you ever been in a focus group before? 
Focus groups are used in a lot of research settings, but they developed out of public relations 
and marketing situations. When companies develop a new product... 
Focus groups used to get people's ideas about something. 
I do want to point out that while I have a relationship with your linked course instructors, I'm 
not going to tell them what you say here. As you might have gathered from previous 
discussions, we're trying to gather information about the learning community and we want 
your input. These conversations are confidential. 
Please be polite to each other. Only one person speak at a time. I really want to hear all of 
your ideas, so try and refrain from side conversations... 
You do not need to raise your hand, just feel free to share your thoughts and ideas. Talk to 
each other. I am tape recording this, so I can go back and review the tape and look for 
important themes. When I ultimately report this information, I will not use your real names. 
Any questions? 
Thanks again for coming this morning and feel free to continue helping yourself to the 
snacks. Please go around the table and state your name and then we'll go from there. 
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